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Abstract

Qualitative probabilistic networks represent prob-
abilistic influences between variables. Due to the
level of representation detail provided, knowledge
about influences that hold only in specific contexts
cannot be expressed. The results computed from
a qualitative network, as a consequence, can be
quite weak and uninformative. We extend the ba-
sic formalism of qualitative probabilistic networks
by providing for the inclusion of context-specific
information about influences and show that exploit-
ing this information upon inference has the ability
to forestall unnecessarily weak results.

1 Introduction
Qualitative probabilistic networksare qualitative abstractions
of probabilistic networks[Wellman, 1990], introduced for
probabilistic reasoning in a qualitative way. A qualitative
probabilistic network encodes statistical variables and the
probabilistic relationships between them in a directed acyclic
graph. Each nodeA in this digraph represents a variable. An
arc A → B expresses a probabilistic influence of the vari-
ableA on the probability distribution of the variableB; the
influence is summarised by a qualitative sign indicating the
direction of shift inB’s distribution. For probabilistic infer-
ence with a qualitative network, an efficient algorithm, based
upon the idea of propagating and combining signs, is avail-
able[Druzdzel & Henrion, 1993].

Qualitative probabilistic networks can play an important
role in the construction of probabilistic networks for real-life
application domains. While constructing the digraph of a
probabilistic network is doable, the assessment of all prob-
abilities required is a much harder task and is only performed
when the network’s digraph is considered robust. By eliciting
signs from domain experts, the obtained qualitative proba-
bilistic network can be used to study and validate the reason-
ing behaviour of the network prior to probability assessment;
the signs can further be used as constraints on the probabil-
ities to be assessed[Druzdzel & Van der Gaag, 1995]. To
be able to thus exploit a qualitative probabilistic network, it
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should capture as much qualitative information from the ap-
plication domain as possible. In this paper, we propose an
extension to the basic formalism of qualitative networks to
enhance its expressive power for this purpose.

Probabilistic networks provide, by means of their digraph,
for a qualitative representation of the conditional indepen-
dences that are embedded in a joint probability distribu-
tion. The digraph in essence captures independences between
nodes, that is, it models independences that hold for all val-
ues of the associated variables. The independences that hold
only for specific values are not represented in the digraph but
are captured instead by the conditional probabilities associ-
ated with the nodes in the network. Knowledge of these latter
independences allows further decomposition of conditional
probabilities and can be exploited to speed up inference. For
this purpose, a notion ofcontext-specific independencewas
introduced for probabilistic networks to explicitly capture in-
dependences that hold only for specific values of variables
[Boutilier et al., 1996; Zhang & Poole, 1999].

A qualitative probabilistic network equally captures inde-
pendences between variables by means of its digraph. Since
its qualitative influences pertain to variables as well, inde-
pendences that hold only for specific values of the variables
involved cannot be represented. In fact, qualitative influences
implicitly hide such context-specific independences: if the
influence of a variableA on a variableB is positive in one
context, that is, for one combination of values for some other
variables, and zero in all other contexts – indicating indepen-
dence – then the influence is captured by a positive sign. Also,
positive and negative influences may be hidden: if a variable
A has a positive influence on a variableB in some context and
a negative influence in another context, then the influence of
A onB is modelled as being ambiguous.

As context-specific independences basically are qualitative
by nature, we feel that they can and should be captured explic-
itly in a qualitative probabilistic network. For this purpose,
we introduce a notion ofcontext-specific sign. We extend
the basic formalism of qualitative networks by providing for
the inclusion of context-specific information about influences
and show that exploiting this information upon inference can
prevent unnecessarily weak results. The paper is organised
as follows. In Section 2, we provide some preliminaries con-
cerning qualitative probabilistic networks. We present two
examples of the type of information that can be hidden in
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qualitative influences, in Section 3. We present our extended
formalism and associated algorithm for exploiting context-
specific information in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss
the context-specific information that is hidden in the quali-
tative abstractions of two real-life probabilistic networks. In
Section 6, we briefly show that context-specific information
can also be incorporated in qualitative probabilistic networks
that include a qualitative notion of strength of influences. The
paper ends with some concluding observations in Section 7.

2 Qualitative probabilistic networks
A qualitative probabilistic networkmodels statistical vari-
ables as nodes in its digraph; from now on, we use the terms
variable and node interchangeably. We assume, without loss
of generality, that all variables are binary, usinga andā to in-
dicate the valuestrueandfalsefor variableA, respectively. A
qualitative network further associates with its digraph a set of
qualitative influences, describing probabilistic relationships
between the variables[Wellman, 1990]. A qualitative influ-
ence associated with an arcA → B expresses how the values
of nodeA influence the probabilities of the values of nodeB.
A positive qualitative influence, for example, ofA onB, de-
notedS+(A, B), expresses that observing higher values for
nodeA makes higher values for nodeB more likely, regard-
less of any other influences onB, that is,

Pr(b | ax) ≥ Pr(b | āx),

for any combination of valuesx for the setX of parents ofB
other thanA. The ‘+’ in S+(A, B) is termed the influence’s
sign. A negative qualitative influenceS−, and a zero quali-
tative influenceS0, are defined analogously. If the influence
of nodeA on nodeB is non-monotonic or unknown, we say
that it isambiguous, denotedS?(A, B).

The set of influences of a qualitative probabilistic network
exhibits various properties[Wellman, 1990]. The symme-
try property states that, ifSδ(A, B), then alsoSδ(B, A),
δ ∈ {+,−, 0, ?}. The transitivity property asserts that a se-
quence of qualitative influences along a chain that specifies
at most one incoming arc per node, combine into a single in-
fluence with the⊗-operator from Table 1. Thecomposition
property asserts that multiple influences between two nodes
along parallel chains combine into a single influence with the
⊕-operator.

⊗ + − 0 ? ⊕ + − 0 ?
+ + − 0 ? + + ? + ?
− − + 0 ? − ? − − ?
0 0 0 0 0 0 + − 0 ?
? ? ? 0 ? ? ? ? ? ?

Table 1: The⊗- and⊕-operators.

A qualitative network further capturesqualitative synergies
between three or more nodes; for details we refer to[Druzdzel
& Henrion, 1993; Wellman, 1990].

For inference with a qualitative network, an efficient al-
gorithm is available[Druzdzel & Henrion, 1993]. The ba-
sic idea of the algorithm is to trace the effect of observing a
node’s value on the other nodes in the network by message
passing between neighbouring nodes. For each node, a node

sign is determined, indicating the direction of change in the
node’s probability distribution occasioned by the new obser-
vation given all previously observed node values. Initially, all
node signs equal ‘0’. For the newly observed node, an ap-
propriate sign is entered, that is, either a ‘+’ for the observed
valuetrue or a ‘−’ for the valuefalse. Each node receiving a
message updates its node sign and subsequently sends a mes-
sage to each neighbour whose sign needs updating. The sign
of this message is the⊗-product of the node’s (new) sign and
the sign of the influence it traverses. This process is repeated
throughout the network, building on the properties of sym-
metry, transitivity, and composition of influences. Since each
node can change its sign at most twice, once from ‘0’ to ‘ +’
or ‘−’, and then only to ‘?’, the process visits each node at
most twice and is therefore guaranteed to halt.

3 Context-independent signs
Context-specific information cannot be represented explicitly
in a qualitative probabilistic network, but is hidden in the net-
work’s qualitative influences. If, for example, the influence of
a nodeA on a nodeB is positive for one combination of val-
ues for the setX of B’s parents other thanA, and zero for all
other combinations of values forX , then the influence ofA
onB is positive by definition. The zero influences are hidden
due to the fact that the inequality in the definition of qualita-
tive influence is not strict. We present an example illustrating
such hidden zeroes.

T

R P

L

S
++

+ −

+

Figure 1: The qualitativesurgerynetwork.

Example 1 The qualitative network from Figure 1 represents
a highly simplified fragment of knowledge in oncology; it
pertains to the effects and complications to be expected from
treatment of oesophageal cancer. NodeL models the life ex-
pectancy of a patient after therapy; the valuel indicates that
the patient will survive for at least one year. NodeT models
the therapy instilled; we consider surgery, modelled byt, and
no treatment, modelled bȳt, as the only alternatives. The ef-
fect to be attained from surgery is a radical resection of the
oesophageal tumour, modelled by nodeR. After surgery a
life-threatening pulmonary complication, modelled by node
P , may result; the occurrence of this complication is heavily
influenced by whether or not the patient is a smoker, modelled
by nodeS.

We consider the conditional probabilities from a quantified
network representing the same knowledge. We would like to
note that these probabilities serve illustrative purposes only;
although not entirely unrealistic, they have not been specified
by domain experts. The probability of attaining a radical re-
section upon surgery isPr(r | t) = 0.45; as without surgery
there can be no radical resection, we havePr(r | t̄ ) = 0.
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From these probabilities we have that nodeT indeed exerts
a positive qualitative influence on nodeR. The probabilities
of a pulmonary complication occurring and of a patient’s life
expectancy after therapy are, respectively,

Pr(p) s s̄ Pr(l) p p̄
t 0.75 0.00 r 0.15 0.95
t̄ 0.00 0.00 r̄ 0.03 0.50

From the left table, we verify that bothT andS exert a pos-
itive qualitative influence on nodeP . The fact that the influ-
ence ofT onP is actually zero in the context of the values̄ for
nodeS, is not apparent from the influence’s sign. Note that
this zero influence does not arise from the probabilities being
zero, but rather from their having the same value. From the
right table we verify that nodeR exerts a positive influence
on nodeL; the qualitative influence ofP onL is negative.�
The previous example shows that the level of representation
detail of a qualitative network can result in information hid-
ing. As a consequence, unnecessarily weak answers may re-
sult upon inference. For example, from the probabilities in-
volved we know that performing surgery on a non-smoker has
a positive influence on life expectancy. Due to the conflicting
reasoning chains fromT toL in the qualitative network, how-
ever, entering the observationt for nodeT will result in a ‘?’
for nodeL, indicating that the influence is unknown.

We recall from the definition of qualitative influence that
the sign of an influence of a nodeA on a nodeB is indepen-
dent of the values for the setX of parents ofB other than
A. A ‘ ?’ for the influence ofA on B may therefore hide the
information that nodeA has a positive influence on nodeB
for some combination of values ofX and a negative influ-
ence for another combination. If so, the ambiguous influence
is non-monotonicin nature and can in fact be looked upon as
specifying different signs for different contexts. We present
an example to illustrate this observation.

L M

C
− ?

Figure 2: The qualitativecervical metastasesnetwork.

Example 2 The qualitative network from Figure 2 represents
another fragment of knowledge in oncology; it pertains to the
metastasis of oesophageal cancer. NodeL represents the lo-
cation of the primary tumour that is known to be present in a
patient’s oesophagus; the valuel models that the tumour re-
sides in the lower two-third of the oesophagus and the value
l̄ expresses that the tumour is in the oesophagus’ upper one-
third. An oesophageal tumour upon growth typically gives
rise to lymphatic metastases, the extent of which are captured
by nodeM . The valuem̄ of M indicates that just the local
and regional lymph nodes are affected;m denotes that distant
lymph nodes are affected. Which lymph nodes are local or
regional and which are distant depends on the location of the
tumour in the oesophagus. The lymph nodes in the neck, or
cervix, for example, are regional for a tumour in the upper
one-third of the oesophagus and distant otherwise. NodeC

represents the presence or absence of metastases in the cervi-
cal lymph nodes.

We consider the conditional probabilities from a quantified
network representing the same knowledge; once again, these
probabilities serve illustrative purposes only. The probabili-
ties of the presence of cervical metastases in a patient are

Pr(c) l l̄
m 0.35 0.95
m̄ 0.00 1.00

From these probabilities we have that nodeL indeed has a
negative influence on nodeC. The influence of nodeM on
C, however, is non-monotonic:

Pr(c | ml) > Pr(c | m̄l), yet Pr(c | ml̄ ) < Pr(c | m̄l̄ )

The non-monotonic influence hides a ‘+’ for the valuel of
nodeL and a ‘−’ for the context̄l. �

From the two examples above, we observe that context-
specific information about influences that is present in the
conditional probabilities of a quantified network cannot be
represented explicitly in a qualitative probabilistic network:
upon abstracting the quantified network to the qualitative net-
work, the information is effectively hidden.

4 Context-specificity and its exploitation
The level of representation detail of a qualitative probabilis-
tic network enforces influences to be independent of specific
contexts. In this section we present an extension to the basic
formalism of qualitative networks that allows for associating
context-specific signs with qualitative influences. In Section
4.1, the extended formalism is introduced; in Section 4.2, we
show, by means of the example networks from the previous
section, that exploiting context-specific information can pre-
vent unnecessarily weak results upon inference.

4.1 Context-specific signs
Before introducing context-specific signs, we define a notion
of context for qualitative networks. LetX be a set of nodes,
called thecontext nodes. A contextcX for X is a combination
of values for a subsetY ⊆ X of the set of context nodes.
WhenY = ∅, we say that the context isempty, denotedε;
whenY = X , we say that the context ismaximal. The set of
all possible contexts forX is called thecontext setfor X and
is denotedCX . To compare different contexts for the same
set of context nodesX , we use an ordering on contexts: for
any two combinations of valuescX andc′X for Y ⊆ X and
Y ′ ⊆ X , respectively, we say thatcX > c′X iff Y ⊃ Y ′ and
cX andc′X specify the same combination of values forY ′.

A context-specific signnow basically is a sign that may
vary from context to context. It is defined as a function
δ : CX → {+,−, 0, ?} from a context setCX to the set
of basic signs, such that for any two contextscX and c′X
with cX > c′X we have that, if δ(c′X) = δi for δi ∈
{+,−, 0}, then δ(cX) ∈ {δi, 0}. For abbreviation, we will
write δ(X) to denote the context-specific signδ that is defined
on the context setCX . Note that the basic signs from regular
qualitative networks can be looked upon as context-specific
signs that are defined by a constant function.
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In our extended formalism of qualitative networks, we as-
sign context-specific signs to influences. We say that a node
A exerts aqualitative influence of signδ(X) on a nodeB, de-
notedSδ(X)(A, B), whereX is the set of parents ofB other
thanA, iff for each contextcX for X we have that

• δ(cX) = + iff Pr(b | acXy) ≥ Pr(b | ācXy) for any
combination of valuescXy for X ;

• δ(cX) = − iff Pr(b | acXy) ≤ Pr(b | ācXy) for any
such combination of valuescXy;

• δ(cX) = 0 iff Pr(b | acXy) = Pr(b | ācXy) for any
such combination of valuescXy;

• δ(cX) = ? otherwise.

Note that we take the set of parents of nodeB other thanA
for the set of context nodes; the definition is readily extended
to apply to arbitrary sets of context nodes, however. Context-
specific qualitative synergies can be defined analogously.

A context-specific signδ(X) in essence has to specify a
basic sign from{+,−, 0, ?} for each possible combination
of values in the context setCX . From the definition ofδ(X),
however, we have that it is not necessary to explicitly indicate
a basic sign for every such context. For example, consider an
influence of a nodeA on a nodeB with the set of context
nodesX = {D, E}. Suppose that the signδ(X) of the influ-
ence is defined as

δ(ε) = ?,
δ(d) = +, δ(d̄ ) = −, δ(e) = ?, δ(ē) = +,
δ(de) = +, δ(dē) = +, δ(d̄e) = −, δ(d̄ē) = 0

The functionδ(X) is uniquely described by the signs of the
smaller contexts whenever the larger contexts are assigned the
same sign. The function is therefore fully specified by

δ(ε) = ?, δ(d) = +, δ(d̄ ) = −, δ(ē) = +, δ(d̄ē) = 0

The sign-propagation algorithm for probabilistic inference
with a qualitative network, as discussed in Section 2, is easily
extended to handle context-specific signs. The extended al-
gorithm propagates and combinesbasic signsonly. Before a
sign is propagated over an influence, it is investigated whether
or not the influence’s sign is context-specific. If so, the cur-
rently valid context is determined from the available obser-
vations and the basic sign specified for this context is propa-
gated; if none of the context nodes have been observed, then
the sign specified for the empty context is propagated.

4.2 Exploiting context-specific signs
In Section 3 we presented two examples showing that the
influences of a qualitative probabilistic network can hide
context-specific information. Revealing this hidden infor-
mation and exploiting it upon inference can be worthwhile.
The information that an influence is zero for a certain con-
text can be used, for example, to improve the runtime of the
sign-propagation algorithm because propagation of a sign can
be stopped as soon as a zero influence is encountered. More
importantly, however, exploiting the information can prevent
conflicting influences arising during inference. We illustrate
this observation by means of an example.

Example 3 We reconsider the qualitativesurgery network
from Figure 1. Suppose that a non-smoker is undergoing
surgery. In the context of the observations̄ for nodeS, prop-
agating the observationt for nodeT with the basic sign-
propagation algorithm results in the sign ‘?’ for nodeL: there
is not enough information present in the network to com-
pute a non-ambiguous sign from the two conflicting reason-
ing chains fromT to L.

We now extend the qualitativesurgerynetwork by assign-
ing the context-specific signδ(S), defined by

δ(s) = +, δ(s̄) = 0, δ(ε) = +

to the influence of nodeT on nodeP , that is, we explic-
itly include the information that non-smoking patients are not
at risk for pulmonary complications after surgery. The thus
extended network is shown in Figure 3(a). We now recon-
sider our non-smoking patient undergoing surgery. Propa-
gating the observationt for nodeT with the extended sign-
propagation algorithm in the context ofs̄ results in the sign
‘(+⊗+)⊕ (0⊗−)’ = ‘+’ for nodeL: we find that surgery
is likely to increase life expectancy for the patient.�

T

R P

L

S
δ(S)+

+ −

+

(a)

L M

C
− δ(L)

(b)

Figure 3: A hidden zero revealed, (a), and a non-monotonicity
captured, (b), by a context-specific sign.

In Section 3 we not only discussed hidden zero influ-
ences, but also argued that positive and negative influences
can be hidden in non-monotonic influences. As the ini-
tial ‘?’s of these influences tend to spread to major parts of
a network upon inference, it is worthwhile to resolve the
non-monotonicities involved whenever possible. Our ex-
tended formalism of qualitative networks provides for effec-
tively capturing information about non-monotonicities, as is
demonstrated by the following example.

Example 4 We reconsider the qualitativecervical metas-
tasesnetwork from Figure 2. We recall that the influence
of nodeM on nodeC is non-monotonic since

Pr(c | ml) > Pr(c | m̄l) and Pr(c | ml̄ ) < Pr(c | m̄l̄ )

In the contextl, therefore, the influence is positive, while it is
negative in the context̄l. In the extended network, shown in
Figure 3(b), this information is captured explicitly by assign-
ing the signδ(L), defined by

δ(l) = +, δ(l̄ ) = −, δ(ε) = ?

to the influence of nodeM on nodeC. �

5 Context-specificity in real-life networks
To get an impression of the context-specific information that
is hidden in real-life qualitative probabilistic networks, we
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# influences with signδ:
+ − 0 ? total

ALARM 17 9 0 20 46
oesophagus 32 12 0 15 59

Table 2: The numbers of influences with ‘+’, ‘−’, ‘ 0’ and ‘?’
signs for the qualitativeALARM and oesophagus networks.

computed qualitative abstractions of the well-knownALARM -
network and of the network for oesophageal cancer. The
ALARM -network consists of 37, mostly non-binary, nodes
and 46 arcs; the number of direct qualitative influences in
the abstracted network – using the basic definition of qualita-
tive influence – therefore equals 46. The oesophagus network
consists of 42, also mostly non-binary, nodes and 59 arcs.
Table 2 summarises for the two abstracted networks the num-
bers of direct influences with the four different basic signs.

The numbers reported in Table 2 pertain to the basic signs
of the qualitative influences associated with the arcs in the
networks’ digraphs. Each such influence, and hence each as-
sociated basic sign, covers a number of maximal contexts.
For a qualitative influence associated with the arcA → B,
the number of maximal contexts equals 1 (the empty context)
if nodeB has no other parents thanA; otherwise, the num-
ber of maximal contexts equals the number of possible com-
binations of values for the set of parents ofB other thanA.
For every maximal context, we computed the proper (context-
specific) sign from the original quantified network. Table 3
summarises the number of context-specific signs covered by
the different basic signs in the two abstracted networks. From
the table we have, for example, that the 17 qualitative influ-
ences with sign ‘+’ from the ALARM network together cover
59 different maximal contexts. For 38 of these contexts, the
influences are indeed positive, but for 21 of them the influ-
ences are actually zero.

# cX with signδ′:
ALARM + − 0 ? total

+ 38 – 21 – 59
δ: − – 40 11 – 51

0 – – – – 0
? 34 24 12 28 108

total 72 64 44 28 218
# cX with signδ′:

oesophagus + − 0 ? total
+ 74 – 8 – 82

δ: − – 36 8 – 44
0 – – – – 0
? 6 3 2 38 49

total 80 39 18 38 175

Table 3: The numbers of contexts cX covered by the ‘+’, ‘−’,
‘0’ and ‘?’ signs and their associated context-specific signs,
for the qualitativeALARM and oesophagus networks.

For the qualitativeALARM -network, we find that 35% of
the influences are positive, 17% are negative, and 48% are
ambiguous; the network does not include any explicitly speci-
fied zero influences. For the extended network, using context-
specific signs, we find that 32% of the qualitative influences

are positive, 31% are negative, 20% are zero, and 17% re-
main ambiguous. For the qualitative oesophagus network, we
find that 54% of the influences are positive, 21% are nega-
tive, and 25% are ambiguous; the network does not include
any explicit zero influences. For the extended network, us-
ing context-specific signs, we find that 46% of the qualitative
influences are positive, 22% are negative, 10% are zero, and
22% remain ambiguous.

We observe that for both theALARM and the oesophagus
network, the use of context-specific signs serves to reveal a
considerable number of zero influences and to substantially
decrease the number of ambiguous influences. Similar obser-
vations were made for qualitative abstractions of two other
real-life probabilistic networks, pertaining to Wilson’s dis-
ease and to ventricular septal defect, respectively. We con-
clude that by providing for the inclusion of context-specific
information about influences, we have effectively extended
the expressive power of qualitative probabilistic networks.

6 Extension to enhanced networks
The formalism ofenhanced qualitative probabilistic net-
works[Renooij & Van der Gaag, 1999], introduces a qualita-
tive notion of strength of influences into qualitative networks.
We briefly argue that the notions from the previous sections
can also be used to provide for the inclusion and exploitation
of context-specific information about such strengths.

In an enhanced qualitative network, a distinction is made
between strong and weak influences by partitioning the set of
all influences into two disjoint subsets in such a way that any
influence from the one subset is stronger than any influence
from the other subset; to this end acut-off valueα is used. For
example, astrongly positive qualitative influenceof a nodeA
on a nodeB, denotedS++(A, B), expresses that

Pr(b | ax)− Pr(b | āx) ≥ α

for any combination of valuesx for the setX of parents ofB
other thanA; a weakly positive qualitative influenceof A on
B, denotedS+(A, B), expresses that

0 ≤ Pr(b | ax)− Pr(b | āx) ≤ α

for any such combination of valuesx. The sign ‘+?’ is used
to indicate a positive influence whose relative strength is am-
biguous. Strongly negative qualitative influencesS−−, and
weakly negative qualitative influencesS−, are defined anal-
ogously; a negative influence whose relative strength is am-
biguous is denotedS−? . Zero qualitative influences and am-
biguous qualitative influences are defined as in regular quali-
tative probabilistic networks. Renooij & Van der Gaag (1999)
also provide extended definitions for the⊕- and⊗-operators
to apply to the double signs. These definitions cannot be re-
viewed without detailing the enhanced formalism, which is
beyond the scope of the present paper; it suffices to say that
the result of combining signs is basically as one would intu-
itively expect.

Our notion of context-specific sign can be easily incor-
porated into enhanced qualitative probabilistic networks. A
context-specific sign now is defined as a functionδ : CX →
{++, +?, +,−,−?,−−, 0, ?} from a context setCX to the
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extended set of basic signs, such that for any two contexts
cX and c′X with cX > c′X we have that, if the sign is strongly
positive forc′X , then it must be strongly positive forcX , if the
sign is weakly positive forc′X , then it must be either weakly
positive or zero for cX , and if it is ambiguously positive for
c′X , then it may be (strongly, weakly or ambiguously) pos-
itive, or zero for cX . Similar restrictions hold for negative
signs. Context-specific signs are once again assigned to in-
fluences, as before.

For distinguishing between strong and weak qualitative in-
fluences in an enhanced network, a cut-off valueα has to
be chosen in such a way that, basically, forall strong in-
fluences of a nodeA on a nodeB we have that|Pr(b |
ax) − Pr(b | āx)| ≥ α for all contextsx, and forall weak
influences we have that|Pr(b | ax) − Pr(b | āx)| ≤ α for
all such contexts. If, for a specific cut-off valueα, there ex-
ists an influence of nodeA on nodeB for which there are
contextsx andx′ with |Pr(b | ax) − Pr(b | āx)| > α and
|Pr(b | ax′) − Pr(b | āx′)| < α, then signs of ambigu-
ous strength would be introduced into the enhanced network,
which would seriously hamper the usefulness of exploiting a
notion of strength. A different cut-off value had better be cho-
sen, by shiftingα towards 0 or 1. Unfortunately,α may then
very well end up being 0 or 1. The use of context-specific
information about qualitative strengths can now forestall the
necessity of shifting the cut-off value, as is illustrated in the
following example.

T

R P

L

S
δ(S)+

+ −−

+

δ(ε) = +?

δ(s) = ++

δ(s̄) = 0

Figure 4: Context-specific sign in an enhanced network.

Example 5 We reconsider thesurgerynetwork and its asso-
ciated probabilities from Example 1. Upon abstracting the
network to an enhanced qualitative network, we distinguish
between strong and weak influences by choosing a cut-off
value of, for example,α = 0.46. We then have that a pul-
monary complication after surgery strongly influences life ex-
pectancy, that is,S−−(P, L). For this cut-off value, however,
the influence of nodeT on nodeP is neither strongly positive
nor weakly positive; the valueα = 0.46 therefore does not
serve to partition the set of influences in two distinct subsets.
To ensure that all influences in the network are either strong
or weak, the cut-off value should be either 0 or 1.

For the influence of nodeT on nodeP , we observe that, for
α = 0.46, the influence is strongly positive for the values of
nodeS and zero for the context̄s. By assigning the context-
specific signδ(S) defined by

δ(s) = ++, δ(s̄) = 0, δ(ε) = +?

to the influence of nodeT on nodeP , we explicitly specify
the otherwise hidden strong and zero influences. The thus

extended network is shown in Figure 4. We recall from Ex-
ample 3 that for non-smokers the effect of surgery on life ex-
pectancy is positive. For smokers, however, the effect could
not be unambiguously determined. From the extended net-
work in Figure 4, we now find the effect of surgery on life
expectancy for smokers to be negative: upon propagating the
observationt for nodeT in the context of the informations
for nodeS, the sign ‘(+⊗+)⊕ (+ +⊗−−)’ = ‘−’ results
for nodeL. �

7 Conclusions
We extended the formalism of qualitative probabilistic net-
works with a notion of context-specificity. By doing so,
we enhanced the expressive power of qualitative networks.
While in a regular qualitative network, zero influences as well
as positive and negative influences can be hidden, in a net-
work extended with context-specific signs this information is
made explicit. Qualitative abstractions of some real-life prob-
abilistic networks have shown that networks indeed can incor-
porate considerable context-specific information. We further
showed that incorporating the context-specific signs into en-
hanced qualitative probabilistic networks that include a quali-
tative notion of strength renders even more expressive power.
The fact that zeroes and double signs can be specified context-
specifically allows them to be specified more often, in gen-
eral. We showed that exploiting context-specific information
about influences and about qualitative strengths can prevent
unnecessary ambiguous node signs arising during inference,
thereby effectively forestalling unnecessarily weak results.
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Abstract

Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) provide a coherent
mathematical framework for planning under uncertainty.
However, exact MDP solution algorithms require the manip-
ulation of a value function, which specifies a value for each
state in the system. Most real-world MDPs are too large
for such a representation to be feasible, preventing the use
of exact MDP algorithms. Various approximate solution al-
gorithms have been proposed, many of which use a linear
combination of basis functions as a compact approximation
to the value function. Almost all of these algorithms use an
approximation based on the (weighted) L2-norm (Euclidean
distance); this approach prevents the application of standard
convergence results for MDP algorithms, all of which are
based on max-norm. This paper makes two contributions.
First, it presents the first approximate MDP solution algo-
rithms — both value and policy iteration — that use max-
norm projection, thereby directly optimizing the quantity re-
quired to obtain the best error bounds. Second, it shows how
these algorithms can be applied efficiently in the context of
factored MDPs, where the transition model is specified using
a dynamic Bayesian network.

1 Introduction
Over the last few years, Markov Decision Processes (MDPs)
have been used as the basic semantics for optimal planning
for decision theoretic agents in stochastic environments. In
the MDP framework, the system is modeled via a set of states
which evolve stochastically. The key problem with this rep-
resentation is that, in virtually any real-life domain, the state
space is quite large. However, many large MDPs have signif-
icant internal structure, and can be modeled compactly if the
structure is exploited in the representation.

Factored MDPs [Boutilier et al., 1999] are one approach
to representing large, structured MDPs compactly. In this
framework, a state is implicitly described by an assignment
to some set of state variables. A dynamic Bayesian network
(DBN) [Dean and Kanazawa, 1989] can then allow a compact
representation of the transition model, by exploiting the fact
that the transition of a variable often depends only on a small
number of other variables. Furthermore, the momentary re-
wards can often also be decomposed as a sum of rewards re-
lated to individual variables or small clusters of variables.

Even when a large MDP can be represented compactly,
e.g., in a factored way, solving it exactly is still intractable:
Exact MDP solution algorithms require the manipulation of a
value function, whose representation is linear in the number
of states, which is exponential in the number of state vari-
ables. One approach is to approximate the solution using an
approximate value function with a compact representation. A

common choice is the use of linear value functions as an ap-
proximation — value functions that are a linear combination
of basis functions.

This paper makes a twofold contribution. First, we provide
a new approach for approximately solving MDPs using a lin-
ear value function. Previous approaches to linear function ap-
proximation typically have utilized a least squares (L2-norm)
approximation to the value function. Least squares approxi-
mations are incompatible with most convergence analyses for
MDPs, which are based on max-norm. We provide the first
MDP solution algorithms — both value iteration and policy
iteration — that use a linear max-norm projection to approxi-
mate the value function, thereby directly optimizing the quan-
tity required to obtain the best error bounds.

Second, we show how to exploit the structure of the prob-
lem in order to apply this technique to factored MDPs.
Our work builds on the ideas of Koller and Parr [1999;
2000], by using factored (linear) value functions, where each
basis function is restricted to some small subset of the do-
main variables. We show that, for a factored MDP and fac-
tored value functions, various key operations can be imple-
mented in closed form without enumerating the entire state
space. Thus, our max-norm algorithms can be implemented
efficiently, even though the size of the state space grows ex-
ponentially in the number of variables.

2 Markov decision processes
A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is defined as a 4-tuple
(S;A;R; P ) where: S is a finite set of jSj states; A is a set
of actions; R is a reward function R : S �A 7! IR, such that
R(s; a) represents the reward obtained by the agent in state s
after taking action a; and P is a Markovian transition model
where P (s0 j s; a) represents the probability of going from
state s to state s0 with action a.

We will be assuming that the MDP has an infinite horizon
and that future rewards are discounted exponentially with a
discount factor  2 [0; 1). A stationary policy � for an MDP
is a mapping � : S 7! A, where �(s) is the action the agent
takes at state s. The policy is associated with a value function
V� 2 IRjSj, where V�(s) is the discounted cumulative value
that the agent gets if it starts at state s. The value function
for a fixed policy is the fixed point of a set of equations that
define the value of a state in terms of the value of its possible
successor states. More formally, we define:
Definition 2.1 The DP operator, T�, for a fixed stationary
policy � is:

T�V(s) = R(s; �(s)) + �s0P (s0js; �(s))V(s0):
V� is the fixed point of T�: V� = T�V� .
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The optimal value function V� is also defined by a set of
equations. In this case, the value of a state must be the max-
imal value achievable by any action at that state. More pre-
cisely, we define:
Definition 2.2 The Bellman operator, T �, is:

T �V(s) = max
a

[R(s; a) + �s0P (s0 j s; a)V(s0)]:

V� is the fixed point of T �: V� = T �V�.
For any value functionV, we can define the policy obtained

by acting greedily relative to V. In other words, at each state,
we take the action that maximizes the one-step utility, assum-
ing that V represents our long-term utility achieved at the next
state. More precisely, we define
Greedy(V)(s) = argmax

a

[R(s; a)+
X

s0

P (s0 j s; a)V(s0)]:

The greedy policy relative to the optimal value function V�

is the optimal policy �� = Greedy(V�). There are several
algorithms to compute the optimal policy, we will focus on
the two most used: value iteration and policy iteration.

Value iteration relies on the fact that the Bellman operator
is a contraction — it is guaranteed to reduce the max-norm
(L1) distance between any pair of value functions by a fac-
tor of at least . This property guarantees that the Bell-
man operator has a unique fixed point V� [Puterman, 1994].
Value iteration exploits this property, approaching the fixed
point through successive applications of the Bellman opera-
tor: V(t+1) = T �V(t). After a finite number of iterations, the
greedy policy Greedy(V(t)) will be the optimal policy.

Policy iteration iterates over policies. Each iteration con-
sists of two phases. Value determination computes, for a pol-
icy �(t), the value function V�(t) , by finding the fixed point
of: T

�(t)V�(t) = V
�(t) . Policy improvement defines the next

policy as �(t+1)(s) = Greedy(V
�(t) ). It can be shown that

this process converges to the optimal policy.

3 Solving MDPs with max-norm projections
In many domains, the state space is very large, and we need to
perform our computations using approximate value functions.
A very popular choice is to approximate a value function us-
ing linear regression. Here, we define our space of allowable
value functions V 2 H � IRjSj via a set of basis functions
H = fh1; : : : ; hkg. A linear value function over H is a func-
tion V that can be written as V(s) =

P
k

j=1wjhj(s) for some
coefficients w = (w1; : : : ; wk)

0. We define H to be the lin-
ear subspace of IRjSj spanned by the basis functions H. It is
useful to define an jSj � k matrix A whose columns are the
k basis functions, viewed as vectors. Our approximate value
function is then represented by Aw.
Linear value functions: The idea of using linear value
functions for dynamic programming was proposed, initially,
by Bellman et al. [1963] and has been further explored re-
cently [Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1996; Koller and Parr, 1999;
2000]. The basic idea is as follows: in the solution algo-
rithms, whether value or policy iteration, we use only value
functions withinH. Whenever the algorithm takes a step that
results in a value function V that is outside this space, we
project the result back into the space by finding the value
function within the space which is close toV. More precisely:

Definition 3.1 A projection operator � is a mapping � :
IRjSj ! H. � is said to be a projection w.r.t. a norm k�k
if: �V = Aw� such thatw� 2 argminw kAw � Vk.

Unfortunately, these existing algorithms all suffer from a
problem that we might call “norm incompatibility.” When
computing the projection, they all utilize the standard projec-
tion operator with respect toL2 norm or a weighted L2 norm.
On the other hand, most of the convergence and error analyses
for MDP algorithms utilize max-norm. This incompatibility
has made it difficult to provide error guarantees.

In this section, we propose a new approach that addresses
the issue of norm compatibility. Our key idea is the use of
a projection operator in L1 norm. This problem has been
studied in the optimization literature as the problem of finding
the Chebyshev solution to an overdetermined linear system of
equations [Cheney, 1982]. The problem is defined as finding
w
� such that:

w
� 2 argmin

w

kCw � bk
1
: (1)

We will use an algorithm due to Stiefel [1960], that solves
this problem by linear programming:

Variables: w1; : : : ; wk; � ;
Minimize: � ;

Subject to: � �
P

k

j=1 cijwj � bi and

� � bi �
P

k

j=1 cijwj; i = 1::: jSj :

(2)

For the solution (w�; ��) of this linear program, w� is the
solution of Eq. (1) and � is the L1 projection error. Note
that this LP only has k + 1 variables. However, there are
2 � jSj constraints, which makes it impractical for large state
spaces. In the remainder of this section, we will discuss how
this projection addresses the norm incompatibility problem.
In Section 4, we will show that, in factored MDPs, all the
2 � jSj constraints can be represented efficiently, leading to a
tractable algorithm.
Approximate Value iteration: The basic idea of approxi-
mate value iteration is quite simple. We define an L1 projec-
tion operator �

1
that takes a value function V and finds w

that minimizes kAw � Vk
1

. This is an instance of Eq. (1)
and can be solved by Eq. (2). The algorithm alternates appli-
cations of the Bellman operator T � and projection steps �

1
:

V
(t+1)

= T �Aw(t); and Aw(t+1) = �
1
V
(t+1)

:

In standard value iteration, we only need to perform the

first step. However, V
(t+1)

may not be in H, so we need
to add the second step, the projection step, to the process.
We can analyze this process, bounding the overall error be-
tween our approximate value function Aw(t) and the opti-
mal value function V�. This analysis shows that the overall
error depends on the single-step max-norm projection errors

�(t+1) =
Aw(t+1) � V

(t+1)

1

. Thus, using the max-norm

projection, we can minimize these projection errors directly,
we omit the analysis for lack of space. Note that, in approx-
imate value iteration, the error introduced by successive ap-
proximations may grow unboundedly. As we will show, this
cannot happen in approximate policy iteration.
Approximate Policy iteration: As we discussed, policy it-
eration is composed of two steps: value determination and
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policy improvement. Our algorithm performs the policy im-
provement step exactly. In the value determination step, the
value function is approximated through a linear combination
of basis functions. Consider the value determination for a
policy �(t). Define R

�(t) (s) = R(s; �(t)(s)), and P
�(t) (s

0 j

s) = P (s0 j s; a = �(t)(s)). We can now rewrite the value
determination step in terms of matrices and vectors. If we
view V�(t) and R�(t) as jSj-vectors, and P�(t) as an jSj � jSj
matrix, we have the equations: V�(t) = R�(t) + P�(t)V�(t) .
This is a system of linear equations with one equation for
each state, which can only be solved exactly for small jSj.
Our goal is to provide an approximate solution, within H.
More precisely, we want to find:
w

(t) = argmin
w

kAw � (R
�(t) + P

�(t)Aw)k1 ;

= argmin
w

(A� P�(t)A)w
(t) �R�(t)


1

:

This minimization is another instance of an L1 projection
(Eq. (1)), where C = (A � P

�(t)A) and b = R
�(t) , and

can be solved using the linear program of Eq. (2). Thus, our
approximate policy iteration alternates between two steps:

w
(t) = argmin

w

kAw � (R
�(t) + P

�(t)Aw)k1 ;

�(t+1) = Greedy(Aw(t)):
For the analysis, we define the projection error for

the policy iteration case, i.e., the error resulting from
the approximate value determination step: �(t) =Aw(t) �

�
R
�(t) + P

�(t)Aw
(t)
�

1
. Unlike in approxi-

mate value iteration, the error is bounded in this case:
Lemma 3.2 There exists a constant �P <1 such that �P �
�(t) for all iterations t of the algorithm.

Finally, we define discounted accumulated projection error

as �
(t)

= �(t) + �
(t�1)

; �
(0)

= 0. Lemma 3.2 implies that

the accumulated error remains bounded: �
(t)
� �P (1�

t)

1�
.

We can now bound the error in the value function resulting
from approximate policy iteration:
Theorem 3.3 In the approximate policy iteration algorithm,
the distance between our approximate value function at iter-
ation t and the optimal value function is bounded by:
Aw(t) � V�


1

� t
Aw(0) � V�


1

+
2�

(t)

(1� )2
:

In words, the difference between our approximation at it-
eration t and the optimal value function is bounded by the
sum of two terms. The first term is present in standard
policy iteration and goes to zero exponentially fast. The
second is the discounted accumulated projection error and,
as the theorem shows, is bounded. This second term can
be minimized by choosing w(t) as the one that minimizesAw(t) �

�
R
�(t) + P

�(t)Aw
(t)
�

1
. Therefore, by per-

forming max-norm projections, we can make the bound on
the theorem as tight as possible.

4 Solving factored MDPs
4.1 Factored MDPs
Our presentation of factored MDPs follows that of [Koller
and Parr, 2000]. In a factored MDP, the set of states is de-
scribed via a set of random variables X = fX1; : : : ; Xng,

where each Xi takes on values in some finite domain
Dom(Xi). A state x defines a value xi 2 Dom(Xi) for
each variable Xi. We define a state transition model � using
a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) [Dean and Kanazawa,
1989]. Let Xi denote the variable Xi at the current time
and X 0

i
the variable at the next step. The transition graph

of a DBN is a two-layer directed acyclic graph G� whose
nodes are fX1; : : : ; Xn; X

0
1; : : : ; X

0
n
g. We denote the par-

ents of X 0
i

in the graph by Parents� (X0
i
). For simplicity

of exposition, we assume that Parents� (X0
i
) � X; i.e., all

arcs in the DBN are between variables in consecutive time
slices. (This assumption can be relaxed, but our algorithm be-
comes somewhat more complex.) Each nodeX 0

i
is associated

with a conditional probability distribution (CPD) P� (X0
i
j

Parents� (X0
i
)). The transition probability P� (x0 j x) is then

defined to be
Q

i
P� (x0i j ui), where ui is the value in x of

the variables in Parents� (X0
i
).

Consider, for example, the problem of optimizing the be-
havior of a system administrator maintaining a network of
n computers. Each machine is connected to some subset of
other machines. In one simple network, we might connect the
machines in a ring, with machine i connected to machines
i + 1 and i � 1. (In this example, we assume addition and
subtraction are performed modulo n). Each machine is asso-
ciated with a binary random variableFi, representing whether
it has failed. The parents of F 0

i
are Fi, Fi�1, Fi+1. The CPD

of F 0
i

is such that if Fi = true, then F 0
i
= true with high

probability; i.e., failures tend to persist. If Fi = false, then
F 0
i

is a noisy or of its two other parents; i.e., a failure in either
of its neighbors can independently cause machine i to fail.

We can define the transition dynamics of an MDP by defin-
ing a separate DBN model �a = hGa; Pai for each action
a. However, in many cases, different actions have very simi-
lar transition dynamics, only differing in their effect on some
small set of variables. In particular, in many cases a vari-
able has a default evolution model, which only changes if an
action affects it directly [Boutilier et al., 1999]. Therefore,
as in [Koller and Parr, 2000], we use the notion of a default
transition model �d = hGd; Pdi. For each action a, we de-
fine E�ects [a] � X

0 to be the variables in the next state
whose local probability model is different from �d, i.e., those
variables X 0

i
such that Pa(X0

i
j Parentsa(X0

i
)) 6= Pd(X 0

i
j

Parentsd(X 0
i
)).

In our system administrator example, we have an action ai
for rebooting each one of the machines, and a default action
d for doing nothing. The transition model described above
corresponds to the “do nothing” action, which is also the de-
fault transition model. The transition model for ai is different
from d only in the transition model for the variable F 0

i
, which

is now F 0
i
= true with some small fixed probability, regard-

less of the status of the neighboring machines.
Finally, we need to provide a compact representation of

the reward function. We assume that the reward function is
factored additively into a set of localized reward functions,
each of which only depends on a small set of variables.
Definition 4.1 A function f is restricted to a domainC � X
if f : Dom(C) 7! IR. If f is restricted toY andY � Z, we
will use f(z) as shorthand for f(y) where y is the part of the
instantiation z that corresponds to variables inY.
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Let R1; : : : ; Rr be a set of functions, where each Ri is re-
stricted to variable clusterWi � fX1; : : : ; Xng. The reward
function for state x is defined to be

P
r

i=1Ri(x) 2 IR. In our
example, we might have a reward function associated with
each machine i, which depends on Fi.

Factorization may allow us to represent large MDPs very
compactly. However, we must still address the problem of
solving these MDPs. Solution algorithms rely on the ability
to represent value functions and policies, the representations
which requires the same number of parameters as the size of
the space. One might be tempted to believe that factored tran-
sition dynamics and rewards would result in a factored value
function, which can thereby be represented compactly. Un-
fortunately, even in factored MDPs, the value function rarely
has any internal structure [Koller and Parr, 1999].

Koller and Parr [1999] suggest that there are many domains
where our value function might be “close” to structured, i.e.,
well-approximated using a linear combination of functions
each of which refers only to a small number of variables.
More precisely, they define a value function to be a factored
(linear) value function if it is a linear function over the ba-
sis h1; : : : ; hk, where each hi is restricted to some subset of
variables Ci. In our example, we might have basis functions
whose domains are pairs of neighboring machines, e.g., one
basis function which is an indicator function for each of the
four combinations of values for the pair of failure variables.

As shown by Koller and Parr [1999; 2000], factored value
functions provide the key to performing efficient computa-
tions over the exponential-sized state sets that we have in fac-
tored MDPs. The key insight is that restricted domain func-
tions (including our basis functions) allow certain basic oper-
ations to be implemented very efficiently. In the remainder of
this section, we will show that this key insight also applies in
the context of our algorithm.

4.2 Factored Max-norm Projection

The key computational step in both of our algorithms is the
solution of Eq. (1) using the linear program in Eq. (2). In our
setting, the vectors b and Cw are vectors in IRjSj, where S is
our state space. In the case of factored MDPs, our state space
is a set of vectors x which are assignments to the state vari-
ables X = fX1; : : : ; Xng. We can view both Cw and b as
functions of these state variables, and hence also their differ-
ence. Thus, we can define a function Fw(X1; : : : ; Xn) such
that Fw(xi) = ((Cw)i � bi). Note that we have executed a
representation shift; we are viewing Fw as a function of X,
which is parameterized byw.

The size of the state space is exponential in the number
of variables. Hence, our goal in this section is to optimize
Eq. (1) without explicitly considering each of the exponen-
tially many states. The key is to use the fact that Fw has
a factored representation. More precisely, Cw has the formP

j
wjf

0
j
(Zj), where Zj is a subset of X. For example, we

might have f 01(X1; X2) which takes value 1 in states where
X1 = true and X2 = false and 0 otherwise. Similarly, the
vector b in our case is also a sum of restricted domain func-
tions. Thus, we can express Fw as a sum

P
j
fw
j
(Zj), where

fw
j

may or may not depend on w. In the future, we some-

times drop the superscript w when it is clear from context.
We tackle the problem of a factored solution to the LP in

Eq. (2) in two steps.
Maximizing over the state space: First, assume that b
and Cw are given, and that our goal is simply to compute
maxi((Cw)i � bi) = maxx F (x), i.e., to find the state x
over which F is maximized. Recall that F =

P
m

j=1 fj(Zj).
We can maximize such a function F using non-serial dy-
namic programming [Bertele and Brioschi, 1972] or cost net-
works [Dechter, 1999]. The idea is virtually identical to vari-
able elimination in a Bayesian network. We review this con-
struction here, as it is a key component in our solution LP.

Our goal is to compute
max

x1;:::;xn

X

j

fj(Zj [x]);

where Zj [x] is the instantiation of the variables in Zj in the
assignment x. The key idea is, rather than summing all func-
tions and then doing the maximization, we maximize over
variables one at a time. When maximizing over xl, only sum-
mands involving xl participate in the maximization. For ex-
ample, assume
F = f1(x1; x2) + f2(x1; x3) + f3(x2; x4) + f4(x3; x4):

We therefore wish to compute:
max

x1;x2;x3;x4

f1(x1; x2)+f2(x1; x3)+f3(x2; x4)+f4(x3; x4):

We can first compute the maximum over x4; the functions f1
and f2 are irrelevant, so we can push them out. We get
max

x1;x2;x3

f1(x1; x2)+f2(x1; x3)+max
x4

[f3(x2; x4)+f4(x3; x4)]:

The result of the internal maximization depends on the values
of x2; x3; i.e., we can introduce a new function e1(X2; X3)
whose value at the point x2; x3 is the value of the internal
max expression. Our problem now reduces to computing

max
x1;x2;x3

f1(x1; x2) + f2(x1; x3) + e1(x2; x3);

having one fewer variable. Next, we eliminate another vari-
able, say X3, with the resulting expression reducing to:

max
x1;x2

f1(x1; x2) + e2(x1; x2);

where e2(x1; x2) = max
x3

[f2(x1; x3) + e1(x2; x3)]:

Finally, we define
e3 = max

x1;x2

f1(x1; x2) + e2(x1; x2)

The result at this point is a number, which is the desired max-
imum over x1; : : : ; x4.

In general, the variable elimination algorithm maintains a
set F of functions, which initially ff1; : : : ; fmg. The algo-
rithm then repeats the following steps:
1. Select an uneliminated variable Xl;
2. Take all e1; : : : ; eL 2 F whose domain contains Xl .
3. Define a new function e = maxxl

P
j
ej and introduce it

into F . The domain of e is [L
j=1Dom[ej ]� fXlg.

The computational cost of this algorithm is linear in the
number of new “function values” introduced in the elimina-
tion process. More precisely, consider the computation of a
new function e whose domain is Z. To compute this function,
we need to compute jDom[Z]j different values. The cost of
the algorithm is linear in the overall number of these values,
introduced throughout the algorithm. As shown in [Dechter,
1999], this cost is exponential in the induced width of the
undirected graph defined over the variablesX1; : : : ; Xn, with
an edge between Xl and Xm if they appear together in one of
the original functions fj .
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Factored LP: Now, consider our original problem of mini-
mizing kCw � bk

1
= maxx jFw(x)j overw. As in Eq. (2),

we want to construct a linear program which performs this op-
timization. However, we want a compact LP, that avoids an
explicit enumeration of the constraints for the exponentially
many states. The first key insight is that we can replace the
entire set of constraints — � � (Cw)i � bi for all states i —
by the equivalent constraint� � maxi((Cw)i�bi), or equiv-
alently, � � maxx F

w(x). The second key insight is that this
new constraint can be implemented using a construction that
follows the structure of variable elimination in cost networks.
(An identical construction applies to the complementary con-
straints: � � bi � (Cw)i.)

Consider any function e used withinF (including the orig-
inal fi’s), and let Z be its domain. For any assignment z
to Z, we introduce a variable into the linear program whose
value represents ue

z
. For the initial functions fw

i
, we include

the constraint that ufi
z

= fw
i
(z). As fw

i
is linear in w, this

constraint is linear in the LP variables. Now, consider a new
function e introduced intoF by eliminating a variableXl. Let
e1; : : : ; eL be the functions extracted fromF , and letZ be the
domain of the resulting e. We introduce a set of constraints:

ue
z
�

LX

j=1

u
ej

(z;xl)[Zj ]
8xl;

where Zj is the domain of ej and (z; xl)[Zj ] denotes the
value of the instantiation (z; xl) restricted to Zj. Let en be
the last function generated in the elimination, and recall that
its domain is empty. Hence, we have only a single variable
uen . We introduce the additional constraint � � uen .

To understand this construction, consider our simple ex-
ample above, and assume we want to express the fact that
� � maxx Fw(x). We first introduce a set of variables
uf1
x1;x2

for every instantiation of values x1; x2 to the variables
X1; X2. Thus, if X1 and X2 are both binary, we would have
four such variables. We would then introduce a constraint
defining the value of uf1

x1;x2
appropriately. For example, for

our f1 above, we would have uf1
t;t

= 0 and u
f1

t;f
= w1. We

would have similar variables and constraints for each fj and
each value z in Zj. Note that each of the constraints is a
simple equality constraint involving numerical constants and
perhaps the weight variablesw.

Next, we introduce variables for each of the intermediate
expressions. For example, we would have a set of variables
ue1
x2;x3

; for each of them, we would have a set of constraints

ue1
x2;x3

� uf3
x2;x4

+ uf4
x3;x4

one for each value x4 of X4. We would have a similar set of
constraint for ue2

x1;x2
in terms of uf2

x1;x3
and ue1

x2;x3
. Note that

each constraint is a simple linear inequality.
It is easy to show that minimizing � “drives down” the

value of each variable ue
z
, so that

ue
z
= max

xi

`X

j=1

u
ej

(z;xi)[Zj ]
:

We can then prove, by induction, that uen must be equal
to maxx

P
j
fw
j
(x). Our constraints on � ensure that it is

greater than this value, which is the maximum of
P

j
fw
j
(x)

over the entire state space. The LP, subject to those con-
straints, will minimize �, guaranteeing that we find the vector
w that achieves the lowest value for this expression.

Returning to our original formulation, we have that
P

j
fw
j

is Cw�b in one set of constraints and b�Cw in the other.
Hence our new set of constraints is equivalent to the original
set: � � Cw � b and � � b� Cw. Minimizing � finds the
w that minimizes the L1 norm, as required.

4.3 Factored solution algorithms
The factored max-norm projection algorithm described pre-
viously is the key to applying our max-norm solution algo-
rithms in the context of factored MDPs.
Approximate value iteration: Let us begin by considering
the value iteration algorithm. As described above, the algo-
rithm repeatedly applies two steps. It first applies the Bell-

man operator to obtain V
(t+1)

= T �Aw(t). Let �(t) be the
stationary policy �(t) = Greedy(Aw(t)). Note that �(t) cor-
responds to the maximizing policy used in the Bellman op-
erator at iteration t, i.e., T

�(t) = T � for iteration t. Thus,

we can compute V
(t+1)

= T �Aw(t) by first computing �(t)

and then performing a backprojection operation for this fixed

policy, i.e., V
(t+1)

= R
�(t) + P

�(t)Aw
(t). Assume, for the

moment, that P�(t) is a factored transition model; we discuss
the computation of the greedy policy and the resulting tran-
sition model below. As discussed by Koller and Parr [1999],
the backprojection operation can be performed efficiently if
the transition model and the value function are both factored
appropriately. Furthermore, the resulting function V

(t+1)
is

also factored, although the factors involve larger domains.
To recap their construction briefly, let f be a restricted

domain function with domain Y; our goal is to compute
P�f . We define the back-projection of Y through � as the
set of parents of Y0 in the transition graph G� ; �� (Y0) =
[Y 02Y0 Parents� (Y 0). It is easy to show that: (P�f)(x) =P
y0 P� (y0 j z)f(y0), where z is the value of �� (Y) in x.

Thus, we see that (P� f) is a function whose domain is re-
stricted to �� (Y). Note that the cost of the computation de-
pends linearly on jDom(�� (Y))j, which depends on Y (the
domain of f) and on the complexity of the process dynamics.

Therefore, V
(t+1)

is composed of the sum of two factored
functions: the reward function R

�(t) which is assumed to be
factored, and the backprojected basis functionsP�(t)A which
are also factored, as we have just shown. Finally, the second
step in approximate value iteration is to compute the projec-

tion Aw(t+1) = �
1
V
(t+1)

, i.e., find w(t+1) that minimizesAw(t+1) � V
(t+1)


1

. As both V
(t+1)

and Aw(t+1) are

factored, we can perform this computation using the factored
LP discussed in the previous section.
Approximate policy iteration: Policy iteration also iter-
ates through two steps. The policy improvement step simply
computes the greedy policy relative to �(t). We discuss this
step below. The approximate value determination step com-
putes:

argmin
w

(A� P�(t)A)w
(t) �R�(t)


1

:
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Again, assuming that P�(t) is factored, we can conclude that
C = (A � P

�(t)A) is also a matrix whose columns corre-
spond to restricted-domain functions. The target b = R�(t)

corresponds to the reward function, which is assumed to be
factored. Thus, we can again apply our factored LP.

In our discussion so far, we assumed that we have some
mechanism for computing the greedy policy Greedy(Aw(t)),
and that this policy has a compact representation and a fac-
tored transition model. As shown in [Koller and Parr, 2000],
the greedy policy relative to a factored value function has the
form of a decision list. More precisely, the policy can be writ-
ten in the form ht1; a1i; ht2; a2i; : : : ; htL; aLi, where each ti
is an assignment of values to some small subset Ti of vari-
ables, and each ai is an action. The optimal action to take in
state x is the action aj corresponding to the first event tj in
the list with which x is consistent.

Koller and Parr show the greedy policy can be represented
compactly using such a decision list, and provide an efficient
algorithm for computing it. Unfortunately, as they discuss,
the resulting transition model is usually not factored. Thus,
we cannot simply apply our factored LP construction, as sug-
gested above. However, we can adapt it to deal with this issue.

The basic idea is to introduce cost networks corresponding
to each branch in the decision list. Let Si be the set of states
x for which ti is the first event in the decision list for which
x is consistent. Recall that our LP construction defines a set
of constraints that imply that � � ((Cw)i � bi) for each
state i. Instead, we will have a separate set of constraints for
the states in each subset Si. For each state in Si, we know
that action ai is taken. Hence, we can apply our construction
above using Pai — a transition model which is factored by
assumption — in place of the non-factored P

�(t) .
The only issue is to guarantee that the cost network con-

straints derived from this transition model are applied only to
states in Si. Specifically, we must guarantee that they are ap-
plied only to states consistent with ti, but not to states that are
consistent with some tj for j < i. To guarantee the first con-
dition, we simply instantiate the variables in Ti to take the
values specified in ti. That is, our cost network now consid-
ers only the variables in fX1; : : : ; Xng � Ti, and computes
the maximum only over the states consistent with Ti = ti.
To guarantee the second condition, we ensure that we do not
impose any constraints on states associated with previous de-
cisions. This is achieved by adding indicators Ij for each
previous decision tj, with weight �1. These will cause
the constraints associated with ti to be trivially satisfied by
states in Sj for j < i. Note that each of these indicators is
a restricted domain function of Tj and can be handled in the
same fashion as all other terms in the factored LP. Thus, for
a decision list of size L, our factored LP contains constraints
from 2L cost networks.

It is instructive to compare our max-norm policy iteration
algorithm with L2-projection policy iteration algorithm of
Koller and Parr [2000] in terms of computational costs per
iteration and implementation complexity. Computing the L2

projection requires (among other things) a series of dot prod-
uct operations between basis functions and backprojected ba-
sis functions hhi � P�hji. These expressions are easy to
compute if P� refers to the transition model of a particular

Server

Bidirectional Ring Ring and Star

Server

Star

Server

3 Legs
Ring of Rings

Figure 1: Network topologies tested.

action a. However, if the policy � is represented as a de-
cision list, as is the result of the policy improvement step,
then this step becomes much more complicated. In particu-
lar, for every point in the decision list, for every pair of basis
functions i and j, and for each assignment to the variables in
Dom(hi)[Dom(Pahj), it requires the solution of a counting
problem which is ]P -complete in general. Although, Koller
and Parr show that this computation can be performed using
a Bayesian Network (BN) inference, the algorithm still re-
quires a BN inference for each one of those assignments at
each point of the decision list. This makes the algorithm very
difficult to implement efficiently in practice.

The max-norm projection, on the other hand, relies on
solving a linear program at every iteration. The size of the
linear program depends on the cost networks generated. As
we discuss, two cost networks are needed for each point in
the decision list. The complexity of each of these cost net-
works is approximately the same as one of the BN inferences
in the counting problem for the L2 projection. Overall, for
each point in the decision list, we have a total of two of
these “inferences”, as opposed to one for each assignment
of Dom(hi) [ Dom(Pahj) for every pair of basis functions
i and j. Thus, the max-norm policy iteration algorithm is
substantially less complex computationally than the approach
based on L2-projection. Furthermore, the use of linear pro-
gramming allows us to rely on existing LP packages (such as
CPLEX), which are very highly optimized.

5 Experimental Results
The factored representation of a value function is most appro-
priate in certain types of systems: Systems that involve many
variables, but where the strong interactions between the vari-
ables are fairly sparse, so that the decoupling of the influence
between variables does not induce an unacceptable loss in
accuracy. As argued by Herbert Simon [1981] in “Architec-
ture of Complexity”, many complex systems have a “nearly
decomposable, hierarchic structure”, with the subsystems of
such systems interacting only weakly between them. We se-
lected to try our algorithm on a problem that we believe char-
acterizes this type of structure.

The problem relates to a system administrator who has to
maintain a network of computers; we experimented with var-
ious network architectures, shown in Fig. 1. Machines fail
randomly, and a faulty machine increases the probability that
its neighboring machines will fail. At every time step, the
SysAdmin can go to one machine and reboot it, causing it to
be working in the next time step with high probability. Each
machine receives a reward of 1 when working (except in the
ring, where one machine receives a reward of 2, to introduce
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Figure 2: Running times for policy iteration on variants of the SysAdmin problem.

Fitting a polynomial:

time = 0.0184|X|3 - 0.6655|X|2 +
9.2499|X| - 31.922

Quality of the fit: R2 = 0.999
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Figure 3: (a) Fitting a polynomial to the running time of the unidirectional ring; (b) Relative error to optimal value function V� and
comparison to L2 projection; (c) For large models, measuring Bellman error after convergence.

some asymmetry), a zero reward is given to faulty machines,
and the discount factor is  = 0:95. Note that the additive
structure of the reward function makes it unsuitable for the
tree-structured representation used by Boutilier et al. [1999].

The basis functions included independent indicators for
each machine, with value 1 if it is working and zero other-
wise (each, a restricted domain function of a single variable),
and the constant basis, whose value is 1 for all states.

We implemented the factored policy and value iteration al-
gorithms in Matlab, using CPLEX as the LP solver. In our
experiments, most of the time was spent in Matlab generating
the LP constraints; CPLEX is a remarkably efficient and reli-
able solver, allowing even large LPs to be solved very quickly.
We present only results for policy iteration. The time per iter-
ation was about equal for policy and value iteration, but pol-
icy iteration converged in many fewer iterations, only about 4
or 5 iterations in the models we tested.

To evaluate the complexity of the algorithm, tests were per-
formed with increasing number of states, that is, increasing
number of machines on the network. Fig. 2 shows the running
time for increasing problem sizes, for various architectures.
The simplest one is the “Star”, where the backprojection of
each basis function has domain restricted to two variables and
the largest factor in the cost network has domain restricted to
two variables. The most difficult one was the “Bidirectional
Ring”, where factors contain five variables.

Note, the number of states is growing exponentially (indi-
cated by the log scale in Fig. 2), but running times increase
only logarithmically in the number of states, i.e., polynomi-
ally in the number of variables. This is illustrated by Fig. 3(a),
where we fit a 3rd order polynomial to the running times
for the “unidirectional ring”. Note, the problem size grows
quadratically with the number of variables: adding a machine
to the network also adds the possible action of fixing that ma-
chine. For this problem, the computation cost of our algo-
rithm empirically grows approximately as O

�
(jXj � jAj)1:5

�
.

For further evaluation, we measured the error in our ap-

proximate value function relative to the true optimal value
function V�. Note that it is only possible to compute V� for
small problems; in our case, we were only able to go up to 10
machines. For comparison, we also evaluated the error in the
approximate value function produced by the L2-projection
algorithm of Koller and Parr. As we discussed above, the
L2 projections in factored MDPs by Koller and Parr [2000]
are difficult and time consuming; hence, we were only able
to compare the two algorithms for smaller problems, where
an equivalent L2-projection can be implemented using an ex-
plicit state space formulation. Results for both algorithms are
presented in Fig. 3(b), showing the relative error of the ap-
proximate solutions to the true value function for increasing
problem sizes. The results indicate that, for larger problems,
the max-norm formulation generates a better approximation
of the true optimal value function V� than the L2-projection.
Here, we used two types of basis functions: the same single
variable basis, and pairwise basis, which also includes indica-
tors for neighboring pairs of machines. As expected, pairwise
basis generated better approximations.

For these small problems, we can also compare the actual
value of the policy generated by our algorithm to the value of
the optimal policy. Here, the value of the policy generated by
our algorithm is much closer to the value of the optimal pol-
icy than the error implied by the difference between our ap-
proximate value function and V�. For example, for the “Star”
architecture with one server and up to 6 clients, our approxi-
mation with single variable basis functions had relative error
of 12%, but the policy we generated had the same value as the
optimal policy. In this case, the same was true for the policy
generated by the L2 projection. In an “Unidirectional Ring”
with 8 machines and pairwise basis, the relative error between
our approximation and V� was about 10%, but the resulting
policy only had a 6% loss over the optimal policy. For the
same problem, the L2 approximation has a value function er-
ror of 12%, and a true policy loss was 9%. In other words,
both methods induce policies that have lower errors than the
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errors in the approximate value function (at least for small
problems). However, our algorithm continues to outperform
the L2 algorithm, even relative to actual policy loss.

For the large models, we can no longer compute the correct
value function, so we cannot evaluate our results by comput-
ing kV� � Awk

1
. However, the Bellman error, defined as

BellmanErr(V) = kT �V � Vk
1

, can be used to provide
a bound: kV� � Awk

1
� BellmanErr(Aw)

1�
[Williams and

Baird, 1993]. Thus, we use the Bellman error to evaluate our
answers for larger models. Fig. 3(c) shows that the Bellman
error increases very slowly with the number of states.1

Finally, we can look at the actual policies generated in our
experiments. First, we noted that these tended to be short, the
length of the final decision list policy grew approximately lin-
early with the number of machines. Furthermore, the policy
itself is often fairly intuitive. In the “Ring and Star” architec-
ture, for example, the decision list says: If the server is faulty,
fix the server; else, if another machine is faulty, fix it.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented new algorithms for approximate
value and policy iteration. Unlike previous approaches, our
algorithms directly minimize the L1 error, and therefore
have better theoretical performance guarantees than algo-
rithms that optimize the L2-norm.

We have shown that the L1 error can be minimized us-
ing linear programming, and provided an approach for repre-
senting this LP compactly for factored MDPs, allowing these
algorithms to be applied efficiently even for MDPs with ex-
ponentially large state spaces. Our algorithms are more effi-
cient and substantially easier to implement than previous al-
gorithms based on the L2-projection.

We have presented results on a structured problem, repre-
senting a simplified version of a maintenance task. Our re-
sults show that our methods scale effectively to very large
factored MDPs, and that our approach can exploit problem-
specific structure to efficiently generate approximate solu-
tions to complex problems.

The success of our algorithm depends on our ability to cap-
ture the most important structure in the value function using
a linear factored approximation. This ability, in turn, depends
on the choice of the basis functions and on the properties of
the domain. The algorithm currently requires the designer
to specify the factored basis functions. This is a limitation
compared to other algorithms (e.g., [Dearden and Boutilier,
1997]), which are fully automated. However, our experiments
indicate that a few simple rules are often quite successful in
designing a basis. First, we ensure that the reward function is
representable by our basis. A simple basis that, in addition,
contains a separate set of indicators for each variable is often
successful. We can also add indicators over pairs of variables;
most simply, we can choose these according to the DBN tran-
sition model, where an indicator is added between variables

1Note that computing the Bellman error involves a maximiza-
tion over the state space. Thus, the complexity of this computation
grows exponentially with the number of variables. However, this
maximization can be performed by a cost network using the same
construction as in our max-norm projection.

Xi and each one of the variables in Parents(Xi), thus repre-
senting one-step influences. This procedure can be extended,
adding more basis to represent more influences as required.
Thus, the structure of the DBN gives us indications of how to
choose the basis functions. Other sources of prior knowledge
can also be included for further specifying the basis.

The quality of our approximation also depends strongly on
the structure of the domain. As we discussed above, our ap-
proximation is most successful in systems where variables are
tightly coupled to only a small number of other variables. We
believe that, for systems of this type, an approximation as a
factored linear value function can be very accurate.

There are many possible extensions to this work. In partic-
ular, we hope to extend our algorithms to utilize other types
of structure in the representation. One interesting direction
involves factored action models, where multiple actions are
taken simultaneously. Another involves the use of asymme-
tries (context-specificity) in the value function, as in the work
of Dearden and Boutilier [1997], providing a complementary
source of structure to the factorization used in our work.
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Abstract

This paper describes an algorithm for solving large
state-space MDPs (represented asfactoredMDPs)
using search by successive refinement in the space
of non-homogeneous partitions. Homogeneity is
defined in terms of bisimulation and reward equiv-
alence within blocks of a partition. Since homo-
geneous partitions that define equivalent reduced
state-space MDPs can have a large number of
blocks, we relax the requirement of homogeneity.
The algorithm constructs approximate aggregate
MDPs from non-homogeneous partitions, solves
the aggregate MDPs exactly, and then uses the re-
sulting value functions as part of a heuristic in re-
fining the current best non-homogeneous partition.
We outline the theory motivating the use of this
heuristic and present empirical results and compar-
isons.

1 Introduction
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) employing representa-
tions that factor states, actions and their associated transi-
tion and reward functions in terms of component functions
of state variables (fluents) have surfaced as plausible models
for planning under uncertainty[Boutilier et al., 1999]. Since
the number of states in these factored MDPs (FMDPs) is ex-
ponential in the number of fluents, traditional iterative meth-
ods that require enumerating states are typically not effective.
In this paper, we solve FMDPs by constructing and refining
non-homogeneous partitions of the state space. In a homo-
geneous partition, any two states in a block have the same
reward and the same distribution with respect to transitions
to other blocks. Non-homogeneous partitions allow variation
among the states in a block with regard to rewards and block
transition distributions. From a non-homogeneous partition,
we construct an aggregate MDP by averaging the transition
probabilities and the rewards within blocks.

The algorithm described in this paper solves FMDPs by
successive refinement in the space of non-homogeneous par-
titions. We use factored representations to encode the parti-
tions and the aggregate MDPs we construct from them. We
can solve the aggregate MDPs in time polynomial in the num-
ber of blocks in the partition. The resulting optimal policies

(optimal for the aggregate MDPs) also serve as policies for
the original MDP and the value function for the optimal pol-
icy in the aggregate MDP serves as an estimate for the value
of the policy in the original MDP. Given this estimate and
the current partition, we choose the refinement that yields the
greatest improvement and iterate. In the remainder of this pa-
per, we present some background, provide a theoretical mo-
tivation for our refinement heuristic, and describe the results
of a series of experiments.

2 Factored MDPs (FMDPs)
Definition 1 (FMDP) An FMDP is defined as a tupleM =

f ~X;A; T;Rg where

� ~X = [X1; : : : ; Xn] is a vector of fluents which collec-
tively define the state. We use
Xi

to denote the set of
values forXi. 
Xi

is the sample space ofXi whenXi is
considered as a random variable. Thus, the state space
for M is 
 ~X

=
Q

i
Xi
. We use lower case letters

~x = [x1; : : : ; xn] to denote a particular instantiation
of the fluents, andXi;t andxi;t denote, respectively, a
fluent and its value at a particular timet.

� A is the set of actions.

� T is the set of transition probabilities, represented as the
set of conditional probability distributions, one for each
action and fluent:

T ( ~Xt; a; ~Xt+1) =

nY
i=1

P (Xi;t+1jpa(Xi;t+1); a)

wherepa(Xi;t+1) denotes the set of parents ofXi;t+1

in the graphical model (see below). Note that
8i; pa(Xi;t+1) � fX1;t; : : : ; Xn;tg.

� R : ~X ! < is the reward function. Without loss of gen-
erality, we define the reward to be determined by both
state and action (R : ~X �A! <).

Figure 1 shows an example of a graphical model for the
dynamics governing an action in a toy robot domain with five
boolean variables. The robot has to deliver a cup of coffee
whenever requested. Unfortunately, the coffee bar is outside
the building and the robot receives a small amount of punish-
ment if it gets wet. Each fluent denotes a particular aspect of
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of an FMDP describing a
toy robot domain.

the world: the weather outside being rainy (R), the robot hav-
ing an umbrella (U ), the robot being wet (W ), the robot hold-
ing coffee (HC), and someone wanting coffee (WC). Note
that the probabilistic effect of each fluent at timet+1 is condi-
tioned on a small number of fluents (the set of parent fluents,
e.g., pa(Wt+1) = fRt; Ut;Wtg) at timet. The conditional
probabilities are stored as trees rather than tables for further
savings in the size of the representation. Thus, we complete
the description of the state dynamics by specifying condi-
tional probability trees (CPTs)[Boutilieret al., 1995] for each
fluent and action. Similar representations have been used to
model Markovian processes with factored state spaces,e.g.,
the Two-stage Temporal Bayesian Network (2TBN)[Dean
and Kanazawa, 1989] and the Dynamic Bayesian Network
(DBN) [Forbeset al., 1995]. The reward functionR is also
designated in terms of trees.

FMDPs exploit conditional independence among the flu-
ents given their parents in the graphical model to achieve
economy of representation. However, the underlying struc-
ture in the domain that makes compact representations possi-
ble does not lead necessarily to an efficient FMDP algorithm.
There are algorithms modeled after classical MDP algorithms
that use dynamic programming to iteratively update a value
function represented in a factored form; however, the size of
the value functions so represented can easily explode. There
are also algorithms that compress the value functions in an
effort to prevent an explosion,e.g., using a tree representa-
tion for value functions with pruning techniques[Boutilier
and Dearden, 1996], or using Algebraic Decision Diagrams
(ADDs) for further reduction[Hoeyet al., 1999]. These algo-
rithms are examples of Value Function Approximation (VFA)
algorithms applied to FMDPs[Gordon, 1995; Tsitsiklis and
Van Roy, 1996; Koller and Parr, 1999].

3 Stochastic Bisimulation Equivalence
Dean and Givan[1997] introduce the notion ofstochastic
bisimulation homogeneityfor FMDPs. It is an extension of
the state equivalence relation for minimizing Finite State Au-
tomata (FSA) to that of probabilistic FSAs. Dean and Givan’s
model minimization algorithm for FMDPs partitions the state
space intostableblocks.

Definition 2 (Stable Block and Homogeneous Partition)
A blockC of a partitionP is said to bestable with respect to

a blockB of P and an actiona if and only if every state inC
has the same transition probability of ending up in blockB
by actiona. Mathematically,

9c 2 [0; 1] such that8~xt 2 C; T (~xt; a; B) = c

where

T (~xt; a; B) =
X

~xt+12B

T (~xt; a; ~xt+1):

We say thatC is stableif C is stable with respect to every
block ofP and action inA. P is said to behomogeneousif
and only if every block is stable.

Given a homogeneous partition of an FMDP, we can define
an aggregate MDP that isequivalentto the original FMDP.
Every state within a block of a homogeneous partition has
the same state dynamics with respect to any policy,i.e., the
transition probability of moving into a block is the same for
every state in the same block. Thus, if every state within a
block of a homogeneous partition has the same reward, the
partition yields a reduced model of the original FMDP.

Givanet al. [2000] introduce�-homogeneityfor finding an
approximately homogeneous partition with few blocks. We
say that a blockC is �-stablewith respect toB anda if

9c 2 [0; 1] such that8~xt 2 C; jT (~xt; a; B)� cj � �:

If every block of partitionP is �-stable with respect to ev-
ery other block ofP and every action, we sayP is an �-
homogeneous partition. Qualitatively speaking, by relaxing
the equality to beapproximately equal with error within�, we
get a smaller partition than if we required strict homogeneity.
The error in the optimal value function computed from an�-
homogeneous partition is discussed in the work of Singh and
Yee[1994] and White and Eldeib[1994]. Most of the previ-
ous work on computing approximate solutions of FMDPs fol-
low similar analyses[Boutilier and Dearden, 1996; St-Aubin
et al., 2000].

4 Non-Homogeneous Partitions for FMDPs
There are two important questions remaining to be answered
concerning partition refinement techniques for FMDPs. First,
what class of functions should we allow to represent block
formulae? If we restrict the representational power of the for-
mulae too much, we may end up with large partitions but
with easily manipulable block formulae. If we allow ar-
bitrary functions, manipulating block formulae is NP-hard
(see[Goldsmith and Sloan, 2000] for recent analysis.) though
we can compute the coarsest homogeneous partition which
may be small. Second, what if the coarsest homogeneous
partition is still exponentially large compared to the descrip-
tion size of the FMDP? Calculating�-homogeneous partition
helps, but note that we don’t have a fine control over the size
of the partition — all we know is that increasing� will gen-
erally reduce the size of the partition and decreasing it will
generally do the opposite.

Based on the above observation, we describe a new state
aggregation algorithm that does not search for the coarsest
homogeneous partition. In fact, the technique is not driven
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Figure 2: Chopping the blockX4 ^ X5 with respect toX1,
X2 or X3. Note that the blocks resulting from the CHOP
operator are not stable in general.

by the notion of stochastic bisimulation homogeneity. Given
an initial non-homogeneous partition of the state space, the
algorithm iteratively decides which block to refine so that it
produces at the end an approximately optimal policy with-
out generating a huge partition. Thus, given a partition, the
algorithm has to determine which block to refine with re-
spect to which fluent. Note that the partitions we consider
are not�-homogeneous given that the transition probabilities
can widely differ.

We show that the optimal value functions calculated on
non-homogeneouspartitions provide the basis for an effective
heuristic for selecting the block-fluent pair to chop. First, we
define how we construct the MDP from a non-homogeneous
partition.

Definition 3 (MDP from Non-Homogeneous Partition)
Given anFMDPM = ( ~X;A; T;R) and a non-homogeneous
partition P of the state space
 ~X

, the aggregateMDP
induced byP , denoted asMP = (P;A; TP ; RP ), is defined
as

TP (C; a;B) =
1

jCj

X
~x2C;~x02B

T (~x; a; ~x0)

RP (C; a) =
1

jCj

X
~x2C

R(~x; a)

for all B;C 2 P anda 2 A. V �
P denotes the optimal value

function ofMP , which is a mapping from
 ~X
to<. Note that

for any~x and~x0 in the same block ofP , V �
P (~x) = V �

P (~x
0)

and��(~x) = ��(~x0).

Given a partitionP , the algorithm selects blockC and
fluent X for generating a refined partitionP 0. P 0 has
the same blocks asP except forC which is replaced by
CHOP(P;C;X). Figure 2 illustrates how the CHOP operator
generates refined blocks ofC. Recalling thatn is the num-
ber of fluents in the domain, we note that there are at most
njP j different refined partitions that can be obtained by the
CHOP operator. For each refined partitionP 0 generated by
the CHOP operator, the algorithm constructsMP 0 and calcu-
lates the optimal value functionV �

P 0 .
We will present the algorithm shortly. But first, we would

like to know how good it is to useMP to solve the original
FMDP. We prove that given any non-homogeneous partition

VA
V

*

ε

d1

V
*

VP
*

d2

V x1( )

V x2( )

Figure 3: Value functions for an MDP constructed from a
non-homogeneouspartition. The figure illustrates an example
where the MDP has two states and the partition has one block.
The dashed line is the set of representable approximate value
functions.d1 � 2(1 + 

1� )� andd2 �
kLV �

P
�V �

P
k1

1� .

P , the optimal value function ofMP , which we define asV �
P ,

is within a bounded distance from the true value functionV �.
To this end, we introduce a definition and a theorem from
Gordon[1995] that are used in proving Theorem 2.

Definition 4 (Averager) An approximation function is anav-
eragerif, given the target vectorU , the approximation func-
tion generateŝU defined as

Û(i) = �ici +
X
j

�ijU(j)

whereci is a constant and�i and�ij are non-negative con-
stants such that8i; �i +

P
j �ij = 1.

Theorem 1 (Gordon) Let V � be the optimal value function
for an MDPM , L the update (Bellman backup) operator for
value iteration,

LV (~x) = max
a

�
R(~x; a) + 

X
~x02
 ~X

T (~x; a; ~x0)V (~x0)
�

andA the mapping for an averager. LetV A be any fixed
point ofA. GivenkV � � V Ak1 = �, the iteration ofL Æ A
converges to a value functionV LÆA so thatkV � � V LÆAk �
2�=(1� ). Approximate value iteration usingA returns
AV LÆA which satisfieskV ��AV LÆAk � 2�+2�=(1� ).

Theorem 2 (Bounded Distance betweenV � and V �
P )

Given anFMDPM = ( ~X;A; T; I; R) and a partitionP of
the state space
 ~X

, the optimal value function ofM given as
V � and the optimal value function ofMP given asV �

P satisfy
the bound on the distance

kV � � V �
P k1 � 2

�
1 +



1� 

�
�+

kLV �
P � V �

P k1
1� 

(1)

where� = minVP kV
� � VP k1 (VP being any value func-

tion such that for any blockB 2 P and any~x and~x0 in B,
VP (~x) = VP (~x

0)).
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Proof Recall from the definition that8~x 2 C,

V �(~x) = max
a

�
R(~x; a) + 

X
~x02 ~X

T (~x; a; ~x0)V �(~x0)
�

and

V �
P (~x) = max

a

� 1

jCj

X
~x2C

R(~x; a)

+ 
1

jCj

X
B2P

X
~x02B

T (~x; a; ~x0)V �
P (B)

�
:

We define another value function

bV �(~x) =
1

jCj

X
~x2C

max
a

�
R(~x; a)

+ 
X
B2P

X
~x02B

T (~x; a; ~x0)bV �(B)
�
:

To calculate the maximum distance betweenV � and bV �, we
define an averagerAP as follows:

bV (~x) = (APV )(~x) =
X
~x02C

1

jCj
V (~x0) for 8C 2 P;8~x 2 C.

Note that each fixed point ofAP assigns the same value to
states in the same block. For the example shown in Figure 3,
the straight dotted line satisfyingbVA(~x1) = bVA(~x2) is the set
of fixed points forAP since~x1 and~x2 belong to the same
block. SinceP is a refinement of the reward partition,bV � is
the fixed point of the mappingLÆAP , and applying the result
from Gordon[1995], we have that

kbV � � V �k1 � 2(1 +


1� 
)� (2)

where� is the distance betweenV � and the closest fixed point
of AP . The distance betweenbV � andV �

P is calculated as
follows: For any~x 2 C,

jbV �(~x)� V �
P (~x)j

=
��� 1

jCj

X
~x2C

max
a

�
R(~x; a)+

X
B2P

X
~x02B

T (~x; a; ~x0)bV �(B)
�

�
1

jCj

X
~x2C

max
a

�
R(~x; a)+

X
B2P

X
~x02B

T (~x; a; ~x0)V �
P (B)

�

+
1

jCj

X
~x2C

max
a

�
R(~x; a)+

X
B2P

X
~x02B

T (~x; a; ~x0)V �
P (B)

�

�max
a

� 1

jCj

X
~x2C

R(~x; a)+
1

jCj

X
B2P

X
~x02B

T (~x; a; ~x0)V �
P (B)

����
� kbV � � V �

P k1 + k(AP Æ L)V
�
P � V �

P k1

= kbV � � V �
P k1 + k(AP Æ L)V

�
P �APV

�
P k1

� kbV � � V �
P k1 + kLV �

P � V �
P k1

Since the above inequality holds for8C 2 P , we have

kbV � � V �
P k1 �

kLV �
P � V �

P k1
1� 

(3)

1. The number of iterationsN , initial partitionP of the
state space (reward partition), and the optimal value
functionV �

P for MP .

2. For each blockC 2 P and fluentXi; 1 � i � n,
computeMP 0 whereP 0 is the same asP exceptC is
replaced by CHOP(P;C;Xi).

3. For eachP 0, computeV �
P 0 and then selectP � =

argmax
P 0

kV �
P 0 � V �

P k.

4. If Step 2�3 has been runN times, halt and output��P� .

5. SetP = P � and go to Step 2.

Figure 4: The algorithm for finding a non-homogeneous par-
tition for an approximately optimal policy

By combining Equation 2 and Equation 3, we have shown
that

kV � � V �
P k1 � kV � � bV �k1 + kbV � � V �

P k1

� 2
�
1 +



1� 

�
�+

kLV �
P � V �

P k1
1� 

2

There are two remarks on the bound in the above theorem.
First, � � minVP kV

� � VP k1 that appears in the first ad-
ditive term in Equation 1 measures how fine is the partition
P . � is the minimum error that we can achieve by assigning
values to the components ofVP , with the restriction that the
values should be the same for the components that belong to
the same block inP . Thus, we naturally expect that a finer
partition will achieve a smaller�, although it depends on how
the state space is partitioned. At least, given a partitionP
and its refinementP 0 � P , and letting�P and�P 0 be the�
of P andP 0 respectively, we can say that�P � �P 0 . Note
also that� becomes 0 for a homogeneous partition. Second,
kLV �

P � V �
P k1 in the second additive term also vanishes as

the partition becomes finer. Although there is no guarantee
that the error is monotonically smaller for a finer partition
and larger for a coarser partition, at least this error serves as
an upper bound on the distance.

The algorithm that we describe in the following selects the
bestrefined partitionP 0 from the current partitionP given by
the formula

argmax
P 0

kV �
P 0 � V �

P k:

Theorem 2 indicates that by choosing a refinementP 0 of P
maximizing the distance betweenV �

P 0 andV �
P there is rea-

son to believe that we are making significant progress in ap-
proachingV �. This is the same sort of argument used to jus-
tify the use of discretization strategies for continuous state-
space MDPs.

The algorithm runs iteratively by refining the partition for
a pre-determined number of iterations so that we end up with
a fixed-size policy. Figure 4 shows the algorithm. Note that
constructingMP 0 can be done efficiently. The new transi-
tion probability matrixTP 0 typically has many components
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Figure 5: CalculatingTP 0(C; a; C 0) with decision trees.

the same asTP . By reusing the components already calcu-
lated, we can construct theMP 0s without computing transi-
tion probabilities and rewards for all blocks. For example, if
the partitionP 0 was obtained by chopping a blockB 2 P
with respect to the fluentXi so thatB = fB1; : : : ; Bj
Xi j

g,
we have

TP 0(C; a; C
0) = TP (C; a; C

0); 8a 2 A;8C 62 B;8C 0 62 B:

The remaining components are computed without explicitly
enumerating all of the states in the blocks. Figure 5 shows
how we calculate the componentTP 0(C; a; C 0) using deci-
sion trees whenC 2 B or C 0 2 B. To compute the com-
ponent, we first graft CPTs and multiply the probabilities in
the terminal nodes. Since we are only interested in the transi-
tion probability related to blocksC andC 0, we can eliminate
the branches of the constructed tree that do not intersect with
blockC. This greatly reduces the size of the tree. The final
step is to take the average of the items in the terminal nodes in
the tree, weighted by the sizes of the blocks that the terminal
nodes represent.

The reward functionRP 0 for MP 0 is obtained similarly.

5 Experiments
The test problems used in our experiments are adopted from
Hoeyet al. [1999] and involve domains with 6 to 17 binary
variables (fluents). The initial probabilities are given as a
uniform distribution. For each domain, we show the perfor-
mance of the policy derived from the non-homogeneous par-
tition and the cumulative elapsed time at each iteration. We
use CPLEX 6.5 for calculating optimal value functions of ag-
gregate MDPs induced by non-homogeneous partitions, and
the CUDD package[Somenzi, 1998] to implement structured
versions of iterative algorithms (similar to SPUDD[Hoeyet
al., 1999]) for evaluating the policies and calculating the opti-
mal value functions. All experiments are run on a Sun Ultra10
with 256Mb of memory.

Figure 6 through Figure 8 illustrate the performance of the
algorithm in Figure 4 on three benchmark domains. We ran
the algorithm for 100 iterations, except for the COFFEE do-
main since it consisted of only 64 states. For each figure, the
graph on the left side shows the actual performance (actual
value of the optimal policy calculated from the aggregated
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Figure 6: COFFEE domain (6 variables, 64 states). The non-
homogeneous partitioning algorithm found the optimal policy
after 6 chops, totaling 10 blocks in the partition. The optimal
value is 8.12.
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Figure 7: EXPON domain (12 variables, 4096 states). After
100 chops (113 blocks), the non-homogeneous partitioning
algorithm yields an approximately optimal policy. The opti-
mal value is2:4� 1016.
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Figure 8: FACTORY domain (17 variables, 131,072 states).
After 100 chops (126 blocks), the non-homogeneous par-
titioning algorithm yields an approximately optimal policy.
The optimal value is28:4.

MDP) and the heuristic value (the optimal value of the ag-
gregated MDP) after each iteration.The values are obtained
assuming uniform starting probabilities on the states.The
graphs on the right sides show the plots of cumulative elapsed
time (in seconds) after each iteration. Note that in some do-
mains, there is a small gap between the actual performance
and the heuristic value even when the policy from the aggre-
gated MDP reached the optimal performance. This is due to
the fact that the evaluation is done through an iterative method
with the stopping conditionkVi+1 �Vik � Æ, which we setÆ
to 0.01.

The optimal value function of the EXPON domain (Fig-
ure 7) has thousands of internal nodes even when represented
as an ADD. The non-homogeneous partitioning algorithm is
not able to find the optimal policy with partition size less than
or equal to 113, however, the policy at the end of 100th itera-
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Figure 9: Distance plots between two value functions of suc-
cessive aggregate MDPs (kV �

P��V �
P k in Figure 4). From left

to right: COFFEE, EXPON, FACTORY.

tion performs 10 times better than the initial policy from the
aggregate MDP induced by the reward partition. The size
of the ADD representation for the optimal value function is
also quite large in the case of the FACTORY domain (Fig-
ure 8). After 100 chops, totaling 126 blocks, the policy from
the aggregated MDP has a value of 24.8 which is 87% of the
optimal value.

We also experimented on the LINEAR domain (14 vari-
ables, 16,384 states). The optimal policy of the aggregate
MDP from the reward partition yields the optimal value,i.e.,
the optimal policy was obtained without any split. It takes
23.28 seconds for 1 iteration. When the algorithm finds out
that every refinementP 0 of the current partitionP yields
kV �

P 0 � V �
P k = 0, then it knows the current optimal policy

from the aggregated MDP is indeed optimal. Meanwhile, our
implementation of the structured value iteration using CUDD
package (which is not as fully optimized as SPUDD) takes
43.58 seconds (15 leaves).

Figure 9 shows the distances between two value functions
of successive aggregate MDPs for each domain. We ex-
cluded the LINEAR domain since the distances were zero
from the onset. Note that in the COFFEE domain, the dis-
tance decreases sharply after the optimal policy from the ag-
gregate MDP is actually optimal. However, the distances af-
ter that are not zero, which implies the partition is still non-
homogeneous. We do not observe such behavior in the EX-
PON and FACTORY domain since the algorithm was not able
to yield the optimal policy. Although the distances between
consecutive value functions are large, we note that the actual
performance does not change much in the two domains. It
is natural that a big difference in value functions does not
necessarily imply a big difference in the actual performance.
Sometimes, a block containing states with highly varing tran-
sition probabilities is not so important to reach for optimal
performance, hence chopping the block does not greatly im-
prove the actual performance of the policy.

We also compare the performance of non-homogeneous
partitioning algorithm to APRICODD[St-Aubinet al., 2000].
Figure 10 and Figure 11 summarize the comparison of the
two algorithms on the larger domains, EXPON and FAC-
TORY. By trial and error, we tuned the pruning parameter of
the APRICODD algorithm so that the size of the approximate
value function from the APRICODD algorithm is comparable
to that of the non-homogeneous partition at the end of 100
chops. We used “sliding-tolerance” pruning technique with
different parameters. We allow two to three times more nodes
in the decision diagrams than the number of blocks in the
non-homogeneous partition. Often, increasing the pruning

Perf. Blocks Time
Non-homogeneous 16 % 113 7333 s

Perf. Nodes Leaves Time
APRICODD (0.4) 48 % 320 65 630 s
APRICODD (0.5) 23 % 246 33 73 s

Figure 10: Comparison of the non-homogeneous partition-
ing algorithm and the APRICODD on EXPON domain. The
number inside the parenthesis is the pruning parameter for
the “sliding-tolerance” pruning. The Perf. is the ratio be-
tween the performance of the optimal policy and that of the
approximate policy assuming uniform starting distribution on
states. We also present the number of nodes and leaves in the
ADD representation of approximate value function from the
APRICODD.

Perf. Blocks Time
Non-homogeneous 87 % 126 55402 s

Perf. Nodes Leaves Time
APRICODD (0.2) 67 % 342 73 920 s
APRICODD (0.3) 26 % 252 65 893 s

Figure 11: Comparison of the non-homogeneous partitioning
algorithm and the APRICODD on FACTORY domain.

parameter so that we get smaller value functions from APRI-
CODD results in non-converging behavior. In fact, APRI-
CODD on the EXPON domain with pruning parameter 0.5
does not converge. In this case, we stopped the algorithm
when the value functions between consecutive iterations were
oscillating (500 iterations). Note that we are still allowing the
APRICODD to search in the space of a much richer represen-
tation for value functions — an ADD with 246 nodes can rep-
resent a much finer partition than a partition with 113 blocks.
In terms of the number of blocks, the non-homogeneous par-
titioning algorithm performs comparable to the APRICODD
algorithm. Note also that our implementation of APRICODD
is not fully optimized, and that the running times may be sig-
nificantly greater than those reported by the original authors.

We are currently exploring heuristics for efficiently se-
lecting block-fluent pairs to chop. We note that solving
continuous MDPs faces a similar problem, and we are ex-
perimenting on discretization heuristics such as Munos and
Moore [Munos and Moore, 1999]. A preliminary result
shows that this heuristic is highly effective, yielding approx-
imately 50-fold speed up in some domains. A preliminary
report on this experiment appears in[Kim, 2001].

The above experiments show two advantages of using the
non-homogeneous partitioning algorithm. First, while in
some domains the coarsest homogeneous partition may be
quite large, it may not be critical to compute a homogeneous
partition to obtain an optimal (or near optimal) policy. Struc-
tured value iteration algorithms such as SPUDD or APRI-
CODD may incur a large cost in representing an optimal or
near optimal value function, whereas the non-homogeneous
partitioning algorithm does not necessarily face such a prob-
lem. Second, the algorithm provides a new approach to find-
ing an approximately optimal policy, which allows us to spec-
ify the desired size of the policya priori.
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6 Conclusion and Related Work
To achieve economy of representation many algorithms ag-
gregate states that have the same (or roughly the same) value;
they do so using a variety representations ranging from sim-
ple set representations[Bertsekas and Casta˜non, 1989], de-
cision trees[Boutilier et al., 1995; Boutilier and Dearden,
1996] and algebraic decision diagrams[Hoey et al., 1999;
St-Aubinet al., 2000], to linear combinations of simple basis
functions[Koller and Parr, 1999] and neural networks[Bert-
sekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996].

While all that is necessary is that the states that are grouped
together have the same value, it is often the case that the ag-
gregated states have other properties in common. Structured
value iteration[Boutilier et al., 1995] and structured model
reduction[Dean and Givan, 1997] group states according to
stochastic bisimulation equivalence. This is a sufficient but
not necessary criterion and in some cases it can result in par-
titions that are larger than strictly necessary. In the case of
(exact) structured value iteration the leaves of the decision
tree constitute the blocks of a partition that is reward and
transition homogeneous. The structured model reduction al-
gorithm successively refines an initial partition by splitting
non-homogeneous blocks and is guaranteed to terminate with
the coarsest homogeneous partition; unfortunately, this parti-
tion could have a number of blocks exponential in the number
of fluents. This paper provides a method for splitting blocks
that provides a global perspective (rather than considering
each block in isolation) and for which the objective is to find
a non-homogeneous partition that yields an aggregate MDP
and corresponding optimal value function that is “close” to
the original MDP and its optimal value function. The pre-
liminary experimental results in this paper indicate that our
algorithm achieves good performance using a compact repre-
sentation encoded in terms of a non-homogeneous partition
that is a fraction of the size of the representations required by
other approaches.

Finding a non-homogeneous partitioning algorithm with
a richer representation for blocks (such as ADDs) seems
promising, and this task remains as our future work.
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Abstract
We present a dynamic programming approach for
the solution of first-order Markov decisions pro-
cesses. This technique uses an MDP whose dynam-
ics is represented in a variant of the situation cal-
culus allowing for stochastic actions. It produces
a logical description of the optimal value function
and policy by constructing a set of first-order for-
mulae that minimally partition state space accord-
ing to distinctions made by the value function and
policy. This is achieved through the use of an op-
eration known as decision-theoretic regression. In
effect, our algorithm performs value iteration with-
out explicit enumeration of either the state or action
spaces of the MDP. This allows problems involv-
ing relational fluents and quantification to be solved
without requiring explicit state space enumeration
or conversion to propositional form.

1 Introduction
Markov decision processes (MDPs) have become the de
facto standard model for decision-theoretic planning prob-
lems. However, classic dynamic programming algorithms for
MDPs [Puterman, 1994] require explicit state and action enu-
meration. For example, the classical representation of a value
function is as a table or vector associating a value with each
system state; these are produced by iterating over the state
space. Since state spaces grow exponentially with the num-
ber of domain features, the direct application of these models
to AI planning problems is limited. As a consequence, much
MDP research in AI has focussed on representations and algo-
rithms that allow complex planning problems to be specified
concisely and solved effectively. Techniques such as function
approximation [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996] and state ag-
gregation [Boutilier et al., 1999] have proven reasonably ef-
fective at solving MDPs with very large state spaces.

One such approach with a strong connection to classical
planning is the decision-theoretic regression (DTR) model
[Boutilier et al., 2000a]. The state space of an MDP is char-
acterized by a number of random variables (e.g., proposi-
tions) and the domain is specified using logical representa-
tions of actions that capture the regularity in the effects of ac-
tions. For instance, Bayesian networks, decision trees, alge-

braic decision diagrams (ADDs), and probabilistic extensions
of STRIPS can all be used to concisely represent stochastic ac-
tions in MDPs. These representations are exploited in the con-
struction of a logical representation of the optimal value func-
tion and policy, thereby obviating the need for explicit state
space enumeration. This process can be viewed as automatic
state space abstraction and has been able to solve fairly sub-
stantial problems. For instance, the SPUDD algorithm [Hoey
et al., 1999] has been used to solve MDPs with hundreds of
millions of states optimally, producing logical descriptions of
value functions that involve only hundreds of distinct values.
This works suggests that very large MDPs, if described in a
logical fashion, can often be solved optimally by exploiting
the logical structure of the problem.

Unfortunately, existing DTR algorithms are all designed
to work with propositional representations of MDPs, while
many realistic planning domains are best represented in first-
order terms, exploiting the existence of domain objects, re-
lations over those objects, and the ability to express objec-
tives and action effects using quantification. Existing DTR
algorithms can only be applied to these problems by ground-
ing or “propositionalizing” the domain.1 Unfortunately such
an approach is impractical: the number of propositions grows
very quickly with the number of domain objects and relations,
and even relatively simple domains can generate incredibly
large numbers of propositionswhen grounded. The number of
propositionshas a dramatic impact on the complexity of these
algorithms. Specifying and reasoning with intuitively simple
domain properties involvingquantification becomes problem-
atic in a propositional setting. For instance, a simple objective
such as 9x�(x) (e.g., we want some widget at Factory 1) be-
comes the unwieldy�(c1)_ : : :_�(cn), where the ci are (rel-
evant) constants (e.g., widget-1 is at Factory 1, or ...). Thus
grounding our domain description deprives one of the natu-
ralness and expressive power of relational representations and
quantification in specifying dynamics and objective functions.
Finally, existing DTR algorithms require explicit action enu-
meration when performing dynamic programming, which is
also problematic in first-order domains, since the number of
ground actions also grows dramatically with domain size.

In this paper we address these difficulties by proposing

1This assumes a finite domain: if the domain is infinite, these al-
gorithms cannot generally be made to work.
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a decision-theoretic regression algorithm for solving first-
order MDPs (FOMDPs). We adopt the the representation for
FOMDPs presented in [Reiter, 2001; Boutilier et al., 2000b],
in which stochastic actions and objective functions are speci-
fied using the situation calculus. We derive a version of value
iteration [Bellman, 1957] that constructs first-order represen-
tations of value functions and policies by exploiting the logi-
cal structure of the MDP. The algorithm constructs a minimal
partitioning of state space, represented by a set of first-order
formulae, and associates values (or action choices) with each
element of the partition.

As a consequence, our dynamic programming algorithm
solves first-order MDPs without explicit state space or ac-
tion enumeration, and without propositionalizing the domain.
Furthermore, the technique we propose can be used to reason
purely symbolically about value and optimal action choice.
Our model can be viewed as providing a tight, seamless in-
tegration of classic knowledge representation techniques and
reasoning methods with solution algorithms for MDPs.

This paper should be viewed as providing the theoretical
foundations for first-order decision-theoretic regression. We
are encouraged by the success of DTR methods for propo-
sitional MDPs, where it has been demonstrated that many
MDPs have value functions and policies that can be repre-
sented very concisely using logical techniques. We have no
doubt that the use of relations and quantification will ulti-
mately enhance these methods tremendously.

We review MDPs in Section 2, and briefly describe our rep-
resentation of FOMDPs in Section 3. We derive our symbolic
dynamic programming technique in detail in Section 4 and
discuss various implementation issues in Section 5. We con-
clude with a discussion of future directions.

2 Markov Decision Processes
We begin with the standard state-based formulation of MDPs.
We assume that the domain of interest can be modeled as a
fully-observable MDP [Bellman, 1957; Puterman, 1994] with
a finite set of statesS and actionsA. Actions induce stochastic
state transitions, withPr(s; a; t) denoting the probability with
which state t is reached when action a is executed at state s.
We also assume a real-valued reward functionR, associating
with each state s its immediate utilityR(s).2

A stationary policy � : S ! A describes a particular
course of action to be adopted by an agent, with�(s) denoting
the action to be taken in state s. The decision problem faced
by the agent in an MDP is that of forming an optimal policy
that maximizes expected total accumulated reward over an in-
finite horizon (i.e., the agent acts indefinitely). We compare
policies by adopting expected total discounted reward as our
optimality criterion, wherein future rewards are discounted at
a rate 0 �  < 1, and the value of a policy �, denoted V�(s),
is given by the expected total discounted reward accrued, that
is, E(

P
1

t=0
tR(st)j�; s). Policy � is optimal if V� � V

�
0

for all s 2 S and policies �0. The optimal value function V �

is the value of any optimal policy.

2We ignore actions costs for ease of exposition. These impose no
additional complications on our model.

Value iteration [Bellman, 1957] is a simple iterative ap-
proximation algorithm for constructing optimal policies. It
proceeds by constructing a series of n-stage-to-go value func-
tions V n. Setting V 0 = R, we recursively define n-stage-to-
go Q-functions:

Qn(a; s) = R(s) +

(

X
t2S

Pr(s; a; t) � V n�1(t)

)
(1)

and value functions:

V n(s) = max
a

Qn(a; s) (2)

The Q-function Qn(a; s) denotes the expected value of per-
forming action a at state s with n stages to go and acting op-
timally thereafter. The sequence of value functions V n pro-
duced by value iteration converges linearly to V �. For some
finite n, the actions that maximize Eq. (2) form an optimal
policy, and V n approximates its value. We refer to Puterman
[1994] for a discussion of stopping criteria.

The definition of a Q-function can be based on any value
function. We define QV (a; s) exactly as in Eq. (1), but with
arbitrary value function V replacing V n�1 on the right-hand
side. QV (a; s) denotes the value of performing a at state s,
then acting in such a way as to obtain value V subsequently.

3 First-Order Representation of MDPs
Most planning domains are specified in terms of a set of ran-
dom variables, which jointlydetermine the state of the system.
For example, the system state may be the assignment of truth
values to a set of propositional variables. In addition, these
variables may themselves be structured, built from various
relations, functions, and domain objects, that naturally lend
themselves to a first-order representation. Representing and
solving MDPs under such circumstances is generally imprac-
tical using classic state-based transition matrices and dynamic
programming algorithms. The difficulty lies in the need to ex-
plicitly enumerate state and action spaces. State spaces grow
exponentiallywith the number of propositional variables need
to characterize the domain. Furthermore, in a first-order do-
main, the number of induced propositional variables can grow
dramatically with the number of domain objects of interest.3

Moreover, we are often interested in solving planning prob-
lems with infinite domains.

Several representations for propositionally-factored MDPs
have been proposed, including probabilistic variants of
STRIPS and dynamic Bayes nets [Boutilier et al., 1999].
First-order representations have also been proposed for
MDPs, including those of Poole [1997], and Geffner and
Bonet [1998]. In this paper we adopt the first-order, situation
calculus MDP representation developed by Reiter [2001],
and by Boutilier et al. [2000b] for use in the DTGolog
framework. This model has several unique features that
make dynamic programming techniques viable. We first
review this representational language and methodology, and
then show how stochastic actions can be represented in this
framework. We also introduce some notation to ease the
specification of MDPs.

3An n-ary relation over a domain of size d induces dn atoms.
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3.1 The Situation Calculus
The situation calculus [McCarthy, 1963] is a first-order lan-
guage for axiomatizingdynamic worlds. In recent years, it has
been considerably extended beyond the “classical” language
to include processes, concurrency, time, etc., but in all cases,
its basic ingredients consist of actions, situations and fluents.

Actions
Actions are first-order terms consisting of an action function
symbol and its arguments. For example, the action of putting
block b on the table might be denoted by the action term
putTbl(b).

Situations
A situation is a first-order term denoting a sequence of ac-
tions. These are represented using a binary function symbol
do: do(�; s) denotes the sequence resulting from adding the
action � to the sequence s. The special constant S0 denotes
the initial situation, namely the empty action sequence. Thus,
do(�; s) is like LISP’s cons(�; s) and S0 is like LISP’s ( ). In
a blocks world, the situation term

do(stack(A;B); do(putTbl(B); do(stack(C;D); S0)))

denotes the sequence of actions

[stack(C;D); putTbl(B); stack(A;B)]:

Foundational axioms for situations are given in [Pirri and Re-
iter, 1999].

Fluents
Relations whose truth values vary from state to state are called
fluents, and are denoted by predicate symbols whose last ar-
gument is a situation term. For example, BIn(b; Paris; s) is
a relational fluent meaning that in that state reached by per-
forming the action sequence s, box b is in Paris.

Axiomatizing a Domain Theory
A domain theory is axiomatized in the situation calculus with
four classes of axioms [Pirri and Reiter, 1999]:

1. Action precondition axioms: There is one axiom for
each action functionA(~x), with syntactic form

Poss(A(~x); s) � �A(~x; s)

Here, �A(~x; s) is a formula with free variables among
~x; s: These characterize the preconditions of action A.

2. Successor state axioms: There is one such axiom for
each fluent F (~x; s), with syntactic form

F (~x; do(a; s)) � �F (~x; a; s);

where�F (~x; a; s) is a formula with free variables among
a; s; ~x:These characterize the truth values of the fluentF
in the next situation do(a; s) in terms of the current situ-
ation s, and they embody a solution to the frame problem
for deterministic actions [Reiter, 1991].

3. Unique names axioms for actions: These state that the
actions of the domain are pairwise unequal.

4. Initial database: This is a set of first-order sentences
whose only situation term is S0 and it specifies the ini-
tial state of the domain. The initial database will play no
role in this paper.

Regression in the Situation Calculus
The regression of a formula  through an action a is a for-
mula  0 that holds prior to a being performed iff  holds
after a. Successor state axioms support regression in a nat-
ural way. Suppose that fluent F ’s successor state axiom is
F (~x; do(a; s)) � �F (~x; a; s). We inductively define the re-
gression of a formula whose situation arguments all have the
form do(a; s) as follows:

Regr(F (~x; do(a; s))) = �F (~x; a; s)

Regr(: ) = :Regr( )

Regr( 1 ^  2) = Regr( 1) ^ Regr( 2)

Regr((9x) ) = (9x)Regr( )

3.2 Stochastic Actions and the Situation calculus
For the purposes of representing probabilistic uncertainty, the
above ontology and axiomatization for the situation calcu-
lus might appear to be inadequate, because all actions must
be deterministic. One can see this requirement most clearly
in the syntactic form of successor state axioms where a flu-
ent’s truth value in the next situation is uniquely determined
by the current situation; thus, the next state is uniquely de-
termined by the present state and the action performed. How
then can stochastic actions be represented in the situation cal-
culus? The trick is to decompose stochastic actions into de-
terministicprimitives under nature’s control—she chooses the
deterministic action that actually gets executed, with some
specified probability, when an agent performs a stochastic ac-
tion. We then formulate situation calculus domain axioms us-
ing these deterministic choices [Bacchus et al., 1995; Reiter,
2001; Boutilier et al., 2000b].

We illustrate this approach with a simple example in a lo-
gistics domain consisting of cities, trucks, and boxes: boxes
can be loaded onto and unloaded from trucks, and trucks can
be driven between cities.

Nature’s Choices for Stochastic Actions: For each stochas-
tic action we must specify the deterministic choices available
to nature. For instance, the stochastic load action can succeed
(denoted by loadS) or fail (loadF):

choice(load(b; t); a) � a = loadS(b; t) _ a = loadF(b; t)

Similarly, the stochastic unload and drive actions also decom-
pose into successful or unsuccessful alternatives chosen by
nature with known probabilities.

choice(unload(b; t); a) � a = unloadS(b; t)_a = unloadF(b; t)

choice(drive(t; c); a) � a = driveS(t; c) _ a = driveF(t; c)

Probabilities for Nature’s Choices: For each of nature’s
choices n(~x) associated with action A(~x), we specify the
probabilityprob(n(~x); A(~x); s)with which it is chosen, given
that A(~x) was performed in situation s:

prob(loadS(b; t); load(b; t); s) = 0:99

prob(loadF(b; t); load(b; t); s) = 0:01

prob(unloadS(b; t); unload(b; t); s) = p �
Rain(s) ^ p = 0:7_ :Rain(s) ^ p = 0:9

prob(unloadF(b; t); unload(b; t); s) =
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1� prob(unloadS(b; t); unload(b; t); s)

prob(driveS(t; c); drive(t; c); s) = 0:99

prob(driveF(t; c); drive(t; c); s) = 0:01

Here we see that unloading is less likely to succeed when it is
raining.

Action Preconditions for Deterministic Actions:

Poss(loadS(b; t); s) � (9c):BIn(b; c; s) ^ TIn(t; c; s)

Poss(loadF(b; t); s) � (9c):BIn(b; c; s) ^ TIn(t; c; s)

Poss(unloadS(b; t); s) � On(b; t; s)

Poss(unloadF(b; t); s) � On(b; t; s)

Poss(driveS(t; c); s) � true

Poss(driveF(t; c); s) � true

Nature’s choices nj(~x) for action A(~x) need not have com-
mon preconditions, but often they do, as above.

Successor State Axioms:

BIn(b; c; do(a; s)) �
(9t)[TIn(t; c; s) ^ a = unloadS(b; t)]_

BIn(b; c; s)^ :(9t)a = loadS(b; t)

TIn(t; c; do(a; s)) � a = driveS(t; c) _
TIn(t; c) ^ :(9c0)a = driveS(t; c0)

On(b; t; do(a; s)) � a = loadS(b; t) _
On(b; t; s)^ a 6= unloadS(b; t)

Rain(do(a; s)) � Rain(s)
There are two important points to note about this example:

1. By virtue of decomposing stochastic actions into deter-
ministic primitives under nature’s control, we get per-
fectly conventional situation calculus action precondi-
tion and successor state axioms that do not refer to
stochastic actions. Stochastic actions have a status dif-
ferent from deterministic actions, and cannot participate
in situation terms.4

2. Nowhere do these axioms restrict the domain of dis-
course to some prespecified set of trucks, boxes, or cities.
There are even models of these axioms with infinitely
many—even uncountably many—individuals. If one
were to solve an MDP for which this axiomatization is
valid, one would obtain, in fact, a solution that applies to
an entire class of MDPs with arbitrary domains of trucks,
boxes and cities.

3.3 Some Additional Notation

In what follows we use the notion of a state formula,  (~x; s),
whose only free variables are non-situation variables ~x and a
situation variable s. Intuitively, a state formula refers only to
properties of the situations. A set of state formulae f i(~x; s)g
partitions state space iff j= (8~x; s): i(~x; s) � : j(~x; s), for
all i, j 6= i, and j= (8~x; s):

W
i
 i(~x; s).

4Note that when nature’s choices for a specific action do not have
identical preconditions, care must be taken in the axiomatization to
ensure the probabilities sum to one in every situation.

The Case Notation
To simplify the presentation, we introduce the notation

t = case[�1; t1; � � � ;�n; tn]

as an abbreviation for the formulaW
i�n

f�i ^ t = tig

where the�i are state formulae and the ti are terms. We some-
times write this case[�i; ti]. Often the ti will be constants and
the �i will partition state space. We introduce the following
operators on case statements (whose use will be important in
the next section):

case[�i; ti : i � n]
 case[ j; vj : j � m] =
case[�i ^  j; ti � vj : i � n; j � m]

case[�i; ti : i � n]� case[ j; vj : j � m] =
case[�i ^  j; ti + vj : i � n; j � m]

case[�i; ti : i � n]	 case[ j; vj : j � m] =
case[�i ^  j; ti � vj : i � n; j � m]

case[�i; ti : i � n] [ case[ j; vj : j � m] =
case[�1; t1; � � ��n; tn; 1; v1; � � � m; vm]

Representing Probabilities with Case Notation
Let A(~x) be a stochastic action type with possible out-
comes n1(~x); � � � ; nk(~x). We assume the probabilities of
these outcomes are specified using case notation. Specif-
ically, the choice probabilities for nj(~x) are given as:

prob(nj(~x);A(~x); s) = case[�j
1
(~x; s); pj

1
; � � � ;�jn(~x; s); p

j

n];

where the �j
i

partition state space, and pj
i

is the probability of
choice ni(~x) being realized under condition �j

i
(~x; s) when

the agent executes stochastic action A(~x).
Our unload stochastic action above is represented in case

notation as:

prob(unloadS(b; t); unload(b; t); s) =
case[Rain(s); 0:7;:Rain(s); 0:9]

prob(unloadF(b; t); load(b; t); s) =
case[Rain(s); 0:3;:Rain(s); 0:1]:

Notice that when the probability of nature’s choice is
situation-independent, (e.g., as in loadS), then only a single
“case” is present (e.g., case[true; 0:99]).

Specifying Rewards and Values with Case Notation
An MDP optimization theory contains axioms specifying the
reward function. In their simplest form, reward axioms use
the functionR(s) to assert costs and rewards as a function of
the action taken, properties of the current situation, or both
(note that the action taken can be recovered from the situation
term). In what follows, we assume a simple “state-based” re-
ward model in which only relational fluents determine reward,
and we assume that this reward function is specified using case
notation:

R(s) = case[�1(s); r1; � � � ; �m(s); rm];

where the �i(s) partition state space. For example, rewarding
the presence of some box in Paris can be specified using

R(s) = case[(9b)BIn(b; Paris; s); 10;
:(9b)BIn(b; Paris; s); 0]
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The restriction to state-based reward is simply to keep the ex-
position simple. Action costs are easily modeled and are used
in our prototype implementation.

We also use the case notation to represent value functions
in a similar fashion, concisely writing V in the form

V (s) = case[�1(s); v1; � � ��n(s); vn]:

This use of case statements can be viewed as embodying a
form of state space abstraction: rather than assigning val-
ues on a state-by-state basis, we distinguish states accord-
ing to the conditions �i. Those states satisfying �i can be
treated as an abstract state. In this way, we can often represent
value functions (and policies and Q-functions similarly) with-
out state enumeration, exploiting the logical structure of the
function. This is similar to the abstraction models discussed
in [Boutilier et al., 1999], but with the ability to partition state
space using first-order formulae.

4 Dynamic Programming with FOMDPs
Logical representations for MDPs provide natural and com-
pact specifications of planning domains, obviating the need
for explicit state space enumeration. Logical descriptions ex-
ploiting regularities in value functions and policies can also be
very compact. Solving an FOMDP can be made much more
efficient if the logical structure of value functions can be dis-
covered through inference using the the logical MDP specifi-
cation, with expected value computations performed once per
abstract state instead of once per state. Thus a dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm that works directly with symbolic rep-
resentations of value functions offers great potential com-
putational benefit. In this section, we generalize the notion
of decision-theoretic regression from propositional MDPs to
FOMDPs, and construct a first-order value iteration algo-
rithm.

4.1 First-Order Decision-Theoretic Regression
Suppose we are given a value function V . The first-order de-
cision theoretic regression (FODTR) ofV through action type
A(~x) is a logical description of the Q-functionQV (A(~x); s).
In other words, given a set of abstract states corresponding to
regions of state space where V is constant, we wish to produce
a corresponding abstraction for QV (A(~x); s). This is anal-
ogous to classical goal regression, the key differences being
that actionA(~x) is stochastic.

LetA(~x) be a stochastic action with corresponding nature’s
choices nj(~x); j � k. Ignoring preconditions momentarily,
QV (A(~x); s) is defined classically as

QV (A(~x); s) = R(s) +  �
�P

t2S
Pr(s; A(~x); t) � V (t)

	
Since different successor states arise only through different
nature’s choices, the situation calculus analog of this is:

QV (A(~x); s) = R(s)+

 �
P
j

prob(nj(~x); A(~x); s) � V (do(nj(~x); s)) (3)

As described earlier, we assume that the functions R(s),
prob(n;A; s) and V (s) are all described with case state-
ments. Respectively denote these by rCase(s), pCase(n; s)

and vCase(s). Then after substituting these case expressions
into Eq. (3) and appealing to the case addition and multiplica-
tion operators of Section 3.3, we obtain

QV (A(~x); s) = rCase(s)�

 � [�j fpCase(nj(~x); s)
 vCase(do(nj(~x); s))g]

The only problem with this expression is that the formula
vCase(do(nj(~x); s)) refers not to the current situation s, but
to the future situation do(nj(~x); s)), but this is easily reme-
died with regression:

QV (A(~x); s) = rCase(s)�

 � [�j pCase(nj(~x); s)
 Regr(vCase(do(nj(~x); s)))]

We emphasize the critical nature of this step. The represen-
tational methodology we adopt—treating stochastic actions
using deterministic nature’s choices—allows us to apply re-
gression directly to derive properties of the pre-action state
that determine the value-relevant properties of the post-action
state. Specifically, classical regression can be applied directly
to the case statement vCase(do(nj(~x); s)) because the nj(~x)
are deterministic.

Because sums and products of case statements are also
case statements, the above expression for QV (A(~x); s) is a
case statement, say case[�i(~x; s); qi], that characterizes the
Q-function for action A(~x) with respect to V . Thus from a
logical description of V we can derive one for Q. Conceptu-
ally, this can be viewed as transforming the abstraction of state
space suitable for V into one suitable for Q. It is not hard to
show that if the state formulae in V ’s case statement partition
the state space, then so do the �i defining Q. This is key to
avoiding state and action enumeration in dynamic program-
ming.

The above derivation ignores action preconditions.
To handle preconditions, QV (A(~x); s) can no longer be
treated as a function, but must be represented by a relation
QV (A(~x); q; s), meaning that A’s Q-value in s is q. This
relation holds only if Poss(ni(~x); s) holds for at least one of
A’s choices ni; otherwise the Q-value is undefined:

QV (A(~x); q; s) �
[
W
i
Poss(ni(~x); s)] ^ q = case[�i(~x; s); qi]

Since
W
i

Poss(ni(~x); s) can be distributed into the case
statement (by conjoining it with the �i), the result is again a
case statement for the Q-relation.

As an example consider value function V 0:

V (s) = case[9b:BIn(b;Rome; s); 10 ; :9t:BIn(b;Rome; s); 0]

That is, if some box b is in Rome, value is 10; otherwise
value is 0. Suppose that reward R is identical to V 0 and our
discount rate is 0:9. We use the unload(b; t) action, described
above, to illustrate FODTR. The regression of V 0 through
unload(b; t) results in a case statement (after simplification),
denotingQ1(unload(b; t); q; s) with four elements:

�1(b; t; s) � 9b0BIn(b0;Rome; s)

�2(b; t; s) � Rain(s) ^ TIn(t;Rome; s) ^
On(b; t; s) ^ :9b0BIn(b0;Rome; s)

�3(b; t; s) � :Rain(s) ^ TIn(t;Rome; s) ^
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On(b; t; s)^ :9b0BIn(b0;Rome; s)

�4(b; t; s) � (:TIn(t;Rome; s) _ :On(b; t; s))^
9b0BIn(b0;Rome; s)

and the associated Q-values: q1 = 19; q2 = 6:3; q3 = 8:1;
q4 = 0. Before simplification, the case statement consisted
of 8 formulae, two of which were inconsistent and two pairs
of which had identical Q-values.

An important property of FODTR is that it not
only produces an abstraction of state space to describe
QV (A(~x); q; s), it also abstracts the action space as well.
With a small number of logical formulae, it captures the
Q-values Q(a; q; s) for each situation s and each instan-
tiation a of A(~x). While state space abstraction has been
explored in the context of decision-theoretic regression
for propositional representations of MDPs, little work has
focused on abstracting the action space in this way.

Finally, although our example works with specific numeri-
cal values in the case statements, purely symbolic descriptions
of value can also be reasoned with in this way. For example,
if the Q-value of action drive(t; c) depends on the weight of
truck t in the current situation, the value term in a case state-
ment can be made to depend on this property of the situation
(i.e., weight(t; s)). This can prove especially useful for rea-
soning with continuous (or hybrid) state and action spaces.

4.2 Symbolic Dynamic Programming
Value iteration consists of setting V 0 = R and repeatedly ap-
plying Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) until a suitable termination condi-
tion is met. Since R is described symbolically and FODTR
can be used to implement Eq. (1) logically, we need only de-
rive a “logical implementation” of Eq. (2) in order to have a
form of dynamic programming that can compute optimal poli-
cies for FOMDPs without explicit state or action enumeration
(together with a method for termination testing and policy ex-
traction).

In what follows, we assume that all values occurring in the
case statements forQ(A; v; s) are numerical constants, which
means that the case statements for prob(n;A; s), V (s) and
R(s) all have this property.

Suppose we have computed n-stage-to-go Q-relations
Q(A(~x); v; s), one for each action type A, of the form
case[�A

i
(~x; s); qA

i
], where the qA

i
are numerical constants.

Letting V (s) denote the n-stage-to-go value function, Eq. (2)
can be written

V (s) = v � (9a):Q(a; v; s) ^ (8b)Q(b; w; s) � w � v (4)

We assume that some stochastic action (e.g., a deterministic
no-op) is executable in every situation, so that V (s) will be a
function. (If not, we can easily define it as a relation.) We now
derive a series of expressions for the r.h.s. of this equivalence.
Assuming domain closure for action types (i.e., all actions a
are instances of some Ai(~xi), we have

V (s) = v � [
W
i
(9~xi)Q(Ai(~xi); v; s)] ^V

j
(8~yj ; v

0):Q(Aj(~yj); v
0; s) � v0 � v

To minimize notational clutter, represent this generically by

V (s) = v � [
W
A
(9~x)Q(A(~x); v; s)] ^V

B
(8~y; v0):Q(B(~y); v0; s) � v0 � v

We are supposing that we have already determined the Q-
values for each action typeA, in the form of a case statement:

Q(A(~x); q; s) � q = case[�A
i
(~x; s); qA

i
] (5)

Substitute Eq. (5) into the previous expression to get

V (s) = v �

hW
A

(9~x)v = case[�Ai (~x; s); q
A

i ]
i
^V

B
(8~y; v0):Q(B(~y); v0; s) � v0 � v

Since the qA
i

are constants, we can distribute the existential
quantifiers into the case expression:

V (s) = v �

hW
A

v = case[(9~x)�Ai (~x; s); q
A

i ]
i
^V

B
(8~y; v0):Q(B(~y); v0; s) � v0 � v

Writing (9~x)�A
i
(~x; s) as A

i
(s), and recalling the definitionof

the case union operator [ of Section 3.3, we have

V (s) = v � v =
hS

A
case[Ai (s); qAi ]

i
^V

B
(8~y; v0):Q(B(~y); v0; s) � v0 � v

Suppose
S
A
case[A

i
(s); qA

i
] has the form case[i(s); Vi :

i � k]. Therefore,

V (s) = v �

[
kW
i=1

i(s) ^ v = Vi]^
V
B
(8~y; v0):Q(B(~y); v0; s) � v0 � v

This simplifies to

V (s) = v �
kW
i=1

i(s)^
V
B
(8~y; v0)[Q(B(~y); v0; s) � v0 � Vi]^v = Vi

Recalling the definition of the case notation, we get

V (s) = v � v =
case[i(s)^

V
B
(8~y; v0):Q(B(~y); v0; s) � v0 � Vi; Vi : i � k]

The only remaining task is to characterize the expressions
Q(B(~y); v0; s) � v0 � Vi in terms of the case statement for
Q(B(~y); v0; s). Suppose this case statement is:

Q(B(~y); v0; s) � v0 = case[�B
j
(~y; s); qB

j
]

Then it is easy to show that

Q(B(~y); v0; s) � v0 � Vi �
V
j
[�B
j
(~y; s) � qB

j
� Vi]

Substituting this last expression forQ(B(~y); v0; s) � v0 � Vi
in the above expression for V (s) gives us

V (s) = v � v =
case[i(s) ^

V
B
(8~y):

V
j
[�Bj (~y; s) � qBj � Vi]; Vi : i � k]

Next, because the qB
j

and Vi are numerical constants, we can
distribute the universal quantifier as an existential quantifier
in the antecedent of the implications, to get

V (s) = v � v =
case[i(s) ^

V
B

V
j
[(9~y)�j(~y; s) � qBj � Vi]; Vi : i � k]

Next, recalling how the i were introduced by unioning the
case expressions for all the Q-values, we get

V (s) = v �
v = case[i(s) ^

V
j
[j(s) � Vj � Vi]; Vi : i � k]

Finally, we can again exploit the fact that the V s are numer-
ical constants (as opposed to symbolic terms), and therefore
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can be compared. This allows us to write our final expression
for V :

V (s) = case

2
66664
1(s) ^

V
fijVi>V1g

:i(s) V1

...

k(s) ^
V

fijVi>Vkg

:i(s) Vk

3
77775

If we modify the definition of the [ operator so that it sorts
the rows according to their V values, and merges rows with
identical V values, we get the pleasing expression

V (s) =

case

2
66664

1(s) V1

2(s) ^ :1(s) V2

...

k(s) ^ :1(s) ^ :2(s) ^ � � � ^ :k�1(s) Vk

3
77775

(6)

This determines a simple case statement that completely de-
fines the value function V n(s) given the logical description
of the relations Qn(A(~x); v; s). Together with the FODTR
algorithm for producing Q-relations, this provides the means
to construct the sequence of value functions that characterize
value iteration in a purely symbolic fashion, eliminating the
need for state and action enumeration. It is not hard to show
that the case conditions defining V n partition state space.

Finally, notice that we obtained the case expression (6) by
a sequence of equivalence-preserving transformations from
the definition (3) of the Q-function (suitably modified to ac-
commodate action preconditions), and the definition (4) of the
value function. Therefore, we have:

Theorem 1 The case expression (6) is a correct representa-
tion for V (s) relative to the specifications (3) and (4) for the
Q-function and value function respectively.

With these pieces in place, we can summarize first-order
value iteration as follows: given as input a first-order repre-
sentation ofR(s) (a case statement) and our action model, we
set V 0(s) = R(s), n = 1 and perform the following steps
until termination:

1. For each action type A(~x) compute the case representa-
tion of Qn(A(~x); q; s) (using V n�1(s) as in Eq. (3)).

2. Compute the case representation of V n(s) (using the
Qn(A(~x); q; s) as in Eq. (6)).

3. Increment n.

Termination of first-order value iteration is straightforward.
Given the case statements Cn and Cn�1 for value functions
V n and V n�1, we form Cn 	 Cn�1 and simplify the result-
ing case statement by removal of any inconsistent elements. If
each case has a value term less that specified threshold ", value
iteration terminates. Extraction of an optimal policy is also
straightforward: one simply needs to extract the maximizing
actions from the set of Q-functions derived from the optimal
value function. The optimal policy will thus be represented
symbolically with a case statement.

4.3 An Illustration
To give a flavor of the form of first-order value functions, con-
sider an example where the reward function is given by three
statements:

(9b):BIn(b;Paris; s) ^ TypeA(b); r = 10
(9b):BIn(b;Paris; s) ^ :TypeA(b); r = 5
:(9b)BIn(b;Paris; s); r = 0

That is, we want a box of Type A in Paris, but will accept a
box of another type if a Type A box is unavailable. Actions
include the load, unload, and drive actions described above.
We include action costs: the action unload(b; t) has cost 4,
load(b; t) has cost 1, and drive(t; c) has cost 3. The optimal
one-stage policy chooses only unloading or no-op (since with
only one stage to go, driving and loading have no value). Our
algorithm derives the following conditions for unload(b; t) to
be executed:

On(b; t; s)^ TIn(t;Paris; s) ^
[:(9b0)BIn(b0;Paris; s) _

TypeA(b) ^:Rain(s) ^
:(9b0):BIn(b0;Paris; s) ^:TypeA(b0)]

Thus a box b is unloaded if there is a box on some truck in
Paris, and there is no box currently in Paris, or b is a Type A
box and it’s not raining, and there’s no Type A box in Paris.
No-op is executed if the negation of the condition above holds
(since for a one-step backup there is no value yet discovered
for driving or loading). It is important to note that this parti-
tioning remains fixed (as does the partitioningfor the resultant
value function) regardless of the number of domain objects
and extraneous relations in the problem description. Thus we
get stronger abstraction than would be possible using a propo-
sitionalized version of the problem. Also note that this de-
scribes the conditions under which one performs any instance
of the unload action. In this way our algorithm allows for ac-
tion abstraction, allowing one to produce value functions and
policies without explicit enumeration of action instances.

5 A (Very) Preliminary Implementation
We have implemented (in Prolog) the basic Bellman backup
operator (i.e., single iterations of one-step value iteration) de-
fined by Eq (6). The implementation is based entirely on a
rewrite interpreter that applies programmer specified rewrite
rules to situation calculus formulae until no further rewrites
are possible. The program first computes the case statements
for the Q-values for all the stochastic actions. Next, from
these it computes the hi(s); Vii pairs required by the case
statement (6), and finally, the case statement of (6) itself.
Throughout, logical simplification is applied (also specified
by rewrite rules) to all subformulas of the current formula.

From a practical point of view, the key component in effi-
ciently implementing first-order DTR is logical simplification
to ensure manageable formulae describing the partitions. Our
current implementation performs only the most rudimentary
logical simplification and does not always produce concise de-
scriptions of the cases within partitions. Neither can it elimi-
nate all inconsistent partitions. The main reason for these lim-
itations is that the current implementation lacks a first-order
theorem-prover. For the example MDPs we have looked at,
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sophisticated theorem-proving appears not to be necessary,
but simple-minded simplification rules that don’t know very
much about quantifiers are simply too weak.

We ran value iteration to termination under our implemen-
tation using the reward function that gives a reward of 10
for having any box in Paris, and zero reward otherwise (for
simplicity, it is treated as a terminal reward, and is received
only once). Because our simplifier did not include a theorem-
prover, some of the intermediate computations were hand-
edited to further simplify the resulting expressions. We ob-
tained the following optimal value function:

9bBIn(Paris; b; s) : 10
:Rain(s) ^ 9b; t(On(b; t; s) ^ TIn(t; Paris; s))

^ :9bBIn(Paris; b; s) : 5:56
Rain(s) ^ 9b; t(On(b; t; s) ^ TIn(t; Paris; s))

^ :9b:BIn(Paris; b; s) : 4:29
:Rain(s) ^ 9b; tOn(b; t; s) ^ :9bBIn(Paris; b; s)

^ :9b; t(On(b; t; s) ^ TIn(t; Paris; s)) : 2:53
:Rain(s) ^ 9b; t; c(BIn(c; s) ^ TIn(c; s))

^ :9b; tOn(b; t; s) ^ :9bBIn(Paris; b; s) : 1:52
Rain(s)^9b; tOn(b; t; s)^:9b; t(On(b; t; s)^TIn(t; Paris; s))

^ :9bBIn(Paris; b; s) : 1:26
:9bBIn(Paris; b; s) ^ :9b; tOn(b; t; s) ^

[Rain(s) _ :9b; t; c(BIn(c; s) ^ TIn(c; s)) : 0:0

We emphasize again that this value function applies no matter
how many domain objects there are.

Our algorithm is not competitive with state of the art propo-
sitional MDP solvers, largely because solvers such as SPUDD
[Hoey et al., 1999] use very efficient implementations of log-
ical reasoning software. We are currently developing a ver-
sion of the FODTR algorithm that uses a first-order theorem-
prover to enhance its performance. Of course, at another
level, one can argue that propositional MDP solvers cannot
even get off the ground when (even trivial) planning problems
have a large number of domain objects.

An important issue we hope to address in the near future is
the use of hybrid representations of MDPs and value functions
that allow one to adopt efficient data structures like ADDs or
decision trees, but instantiate these structures with first-order
formulae. This would allow the expressive power of our first-
order model, but restrict the syntactic form of formulae some-
what so that simplification and consistency checking could
be implemented more effectively for “typical” problem in-
stances.

6 Concluding Remarks
We have described the first approach for solving MDPs spec-
ified in first-order logic by dynamic programming. By the
careful integration of sophisticated KR methods with classic
MDP algorithms, we have developed a framework in which
MDPs can be specified concisely and naturally and solved
without explicit state and action enumeration. Indeed, noth-
ing in our model prevents its direct application to infinite do-
mains. Furthermore, it permits the symbolic representation of
value functions and policies.

A number of interesting directions remain to be explored.
As mentioned, the practicality of this approach depends on the
use of sophisticated simplification methods. We are currently

incorporating several of these into our implementation. Other
dynamic programming algorithms(e.g., modified policy itera-
tion) can be implemented directly within our framework. Ap-
proximationmethods based on merging partitionswith similar
values can also be applied with ease. Finally, the investigation
of symbolic dynamic programming to continuous and hybrid
domains offers exciting possibilities.
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Abstract

The progressive processing model allows a system
to trade off resource consumption against the qual-
ity of the outcome by mapping each activity to a
graph of potential solution methods. In the past,
only semi-linear graphs have been used. We ex-
amine the application of the model to control the
operation of an autonomous rover which operates
under tight resource constraints. The task structure
is generalized to directed acyclic graphs for which
the optimal schedule can be computed by solving a
corresponding Markov decision problem. We eval-
uate the complexity of the solution analytically and
experimentally and show that it provides a practical
approach to building an adaptive controller for this
application.

1 Introduction
Planetary rovers are unmanned vehicles equipped with cam-
eras and a variety of scientific sensors. They have proved
to be a cost-effective mechanism in space exploration and
will continue to play a major role in future NASA mis-
sions [Washington et al., 1999]. Despite dramatic improve-
ments in capabilities and computational power, space systems
continue to operate with scarce resources such as power, com-
puter storage, and communication bandwidth. They also have
a limited life span. As a result, it is necessary to maximize
operation time during periods of no communication with the
control center. It is also necessary to manage resources care-
fully when deciding what activity should be performed and
how to best accomplish the rover’s tasks. The main objec-
tive of this work is to develop planning and monitoring algo-
rithms that can optimize scientific return when operating with
limited resources.

For this purpose, the progressive processing model pro-
vides a suitable framework [Mouaddib and Zilberstein, 1997;
1998]. Progressive processing allows a system to trade off
computational resources against the quality of the result sim-
ilar to other resource-bounded reasoning techniques such
as “flexible computation” [Horvitz, 1987],“anytime algo-
rithms” [Dean and Boddy, 1988; Zilberstein, 1996], “impre-
cise computation” [Hull et al., 1996; Liu et al., 1991] and
“design-to-time” [Garvey and Lesser, 1993]. The specific

characteristic of progressive processing is the mapping of the
computational process (or a plan) into a hierarchical graph of
alternative methods. Each method has an associated proba-
bilistic description of the resource/quality tradeoff it offers.

In previous work, Mouaddib and Zilbertstein [Mouaddib
and Zilberstein, 1997; 1998] presented a solution to the con-
trol problem of progressive processing. This problem is to
decide at run-time which subset of methods should be exe-
cuted so as to maximize the overall utility of a system. The
reactive controller is adaptive and takes into account the re-
maining resources and possible changes in the environment.
This is achieved by reformulating the control problem as a
Markov decision process (MDP). An efficient implementa-
tion that can handle run-time modifications of the overall plan
has been implemented [Mouaddib and Zilberstein, 1998]. In
the past, only semi-linear task structures have been used. That
is, each step of a task could be implemented by one of several
alternatives, after which the next step is considered.

The rover application, however, requires several extensions
of the previously developed controller. Figure 1 shows a sam-
ple plan that illustrates the problem. In the plan, the rover
locates an object and aims the camera, possibly after moving
closer to the object. It can take a picture at one of three differ-
ent resolutions, and can compress it using either high or low
compression methods. In between, depending on the analysis
of the image, the rover may decide to investigate the chemi-
cal components of the object. This plan presents several new
requirements that have not been previously addressed:

Task inter-dependency: Task execution may depend on the
outcome of previous actions. For example, the ability
to investigate the chemical components depends on the
results of image analysis.

Non linearity: The overall task structure becomes a directed
acyclic graph. Execution follows a linear path through
the graph.

Multiple resources: The controller must optimize its opera-
tion with respect to multiple resources.

The contribution of this paper is three fold. First, we gen-
eralize progressive processing to non-linear task structures
with one resource and construct an optimal controller for such
plans. Second, we analyze the complexity of the solution both
analytically and empirically and show that it is an effective
approach. Third, we examine the implications of increasing
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Figure 1: Planetary rover’s plan

the number of resources and size of the plan on the complex-
ity. We address this problem by introducing the notion of
opportunity cost that can be estimated quickly for large, non-
linear plans.

2 Progressive processing control problem
The work presented in this paper builds on the concepts of
progressive processing units and plans. In this section, we
define these notions and define our problem.

2.1 Preliminary definitions
Progressive processing is a reasoning technique that creates
an incremental solution of a problem by using a hierarchy
of steps, where each step contributes to the solution. This
hierarchy can be viewed as the reasoning scheme which leads
us to the solution. We denote by PRU (progressive processing
unit) this hierarchy. Notice that we may associate a utility
to the execution of a PRU’s step. This utility is an abstract
measure of the step’s quality in the solution.

With this intuitive definition, a rover’s plan may be seen
as an ordered set of PRUs. More generally, the plan may be
non-linear, i.e., a directed acyclic graph of PRUs. One unit
has many successors. In this graph, a step will be considered
for execution when the succession of steps executed so far has
sufficient quality to enable this step.

For the example of planetary rovers, we have three PRUs.
The first corresponds to going to a site, taking a picture and

analyzing this image in order to find rocks. The second de-
pends on the analysis results. If the site contains rocks, the
rover may activate its APXS (alpha proton X-ray spectrom-
eter) in order to determine the chemical components of the
rocks. The last PRU corresponds to compressing the scien-
tific data (images and chemical components).

We may transform this plan to a linear plan but, in that
case, we lose generality and the inter-unit dependency infor-
mation. In fact, the non-linearity of a plan and the notion of
dependence allow for more realistic applications.

The planetary rover’s problem (or progressive processing
problem control) is to choose the set of executing tasks that
maximize the global utility while respecting resource con-
straints.

2.2 Formal definitions
We formalize these definitions, focusing on one resource: op-
eration time.

Definition 1 A planP is a directed acyclic graph of progres-
sive processing units, P1; P2; :::; PN .

Example: One plan is figure 1, where P1 is unit 1, P2 is unit
2 and P3 is unit 3.

Definition 2 A progressive processing unit (PRU), Pi, con-
sists of a set of steps, ni = fNi;1; Ni;2; :::; Ni;#ni

g,
a deadline di and a set of successors,
si = fsucc(j1); :::; succ(j#si)g, where
succ(jl) = (I

Q
jl
; Pjl) and I

Q
jl

is the utility interval
[MinQjl ;MaxQjl ] corresponding to minimal and maximal
utilities required to move to the next unit Pjl .

Example: PRU P1 has three steps: N1;1 is step 1, N1;2 is step
2 and N1;3 is step 3. It has two successors: P2 and P3.

Definition 3 A step j of a unit i, Ni;j , consists of a set
of tasks, ti;j = fTi;j;1; Ti;j;2; :::; Ti;j;#ti;jg and a user-
specified attribute, skippable, which indicates if this step may
be skipped or not. We denote by si;j the skippable attribute,
and si;j = 1 when Ni;j is skippable and 0 otherwise. We de-
fine Ni;0 to be the special step (with no tasks) that is used to
show the beginning of executing a unit.

Example: Step 2 of unit 1 has three tasks. The first T1;2;1
is “Picture low resolution”, the second T1;2;2 is “Picture
medium resolution” and the third T1;2;3 is “Picture high res-
olution”. This step can be skipped if we don’t want to take a
picture at a particular site.

Definition 4 A task k of a step j of a unit i, Ti;j;k, consists
of an executable module, a utility (or quality) and a discrete
probability distribution rci;j;k of resources consumed when
the module is executed. The number of elements of rci;j;k is
#rci;j;k .

The probabilities can be determined from ground experimen-
tal rovers and simulations.

Example: Task 2 of step 2 of unit 1, T1;2;2 consists of taking
a medium resolution picture of the site. The distribution of re-
source consumption for this task, as used in our experiments,
is rc1;2;2 = f(28; 0:2); (29; 0:6); (30; 0:2)g.
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Definition 5 The progressive processing control problem is
to select at run-time the set of tasks that maximizes the global
utility.

2.3 Selecting tasks
When the rover has completed step Ni;j (meaning that a task
Ti;j;k of that step has been executed or that the step has been
skipped), it has three possible decisions:
� it can execute one task Ti;j+1;k0 of the next step Ni;j+1

if this step exists,

� it can skip the next step Ni;j+1, if it exists and it is skip-
pable,

� it can move to a accessible successor unit Psucc(i).
The optimal decision is the one that maximizes the global

utility. The sequence of decisions will determine the set of
tasks executed. The global utility is the cumulative reward of
the executed tasks (reward is measured by the qualities asso-
ciated to the tasks).

In this context, the progressive processing control problem
is a state space where a transition from one state to an another
is the decision made by the rover. The state represents the last
executed step and the remaining resources. In fact, the choice
of the next action (when the rover is in a particular state) de-
pends only on the current state. This is the Markov property.
So, the progressive processing problem control may be seen
as a problem of controlling a Markov decision process.

2.4 Markov Decision Process Controller
We now define the corresponding Markov decision process.

States
A Markov decision process is a graph of states such that:

Definition 6 A state, [Ni;j ;RR], consists of the last executed
step Ni;j and the remaining resources.

Definition 7 The accumulated quality is the sum of qualities
of all executed task.

Definition 8 Quality dependency of units: A state
[Ni0;0;RR

0
] is the successor of [Ni;j ;RR] when the

accumulated quality of [Ni;j ;RR
0
] belongs to the utility

interval IQi0 and (I
Q

i0 ; Pi0) 2 succi. We say in this case that
[Ni0;0;RR

0
] is an accessible state from [Ni;j ;RR

0
].

With the quality dependency, we express the dependence
between the problems, including the precedence constraint
(quality not null or belonging to a certain interval).

Example: To go to site 2, the rover should have executed
T1;3;1 (analysis of taken picture). So, we give a high reward
to T1;3;1 and MinQ2 = q1;3;1, where (IQ2 ; P2) 2 succ1.

Definition 9 A state is terminal when all the resources have
been fully elapsed, or when there is no accessible successor.

Transitions
We have three possible transition types: E, S, and D.

Definition 10 A transition Ei;j;k (type E) is probabilistic. It
consists of executing a task Ti;j;k of the next step Ni;j . We

denote it [Ni;j�1;RR]
Ei;j;k

�! [Ni;j ;RR � �R], where �R
represents the resources consumed for the execution of Ti;j;k.

Definition 11 A transition Si;j (type S) is deterministic.
It consists of skipping the next step Ni;j . We denote it

[Ni;j�1;RR]
Si;j

�! [Ni;j ;RR].

Definition 12 A transition Di (type D) is deterministic.
It consists of passing to an another unit. We denote it

[Ni0;j ;RR]
Di
�! [Ni;0;RR], where Pi is an accessible suc-

cessor of Pi0 .

Transition rules
Now, let us define transition rules.

Pr(state f j state e, transition t) is the probability of moving
from e to f when taking transition t.

Let e = [Ni;j�1;RR] be the current state.

1. Transitions Ei;j;k

Let �R be the resources consumed by task Ti;j;k.

(a) �R � RR, Pr([Ni;j ;RR � �R]je; Ei;j;k) =

Pr(rci;j;k = �R),
(b) �R > RR, Pr([Ni0;0; di0 � di]je; Ei;j;k) =

Pr(rci;j;k > RR), where [Ni0;0; di0 � di] is ac-
cessible from e.

2. Transitions Si;j (if si;j = 1, i.e., the step is skippable)
Pr([Ni;j ;RR]je; Si;j) = 1.

3. Transitions Di

Pr([Ni0;0; di0�di+RR]je;Di) = 1, where [Ni0;0; di0�
di +RR] is accessible from e.

2.5 State’s value
The value associated to each state V ([Ni;j ;RR]) is a measure
of utility of this state in the MDP. This value is calculated
recursively by using the value of successor states.

For this, we denote e = [Ni;j�1;RR], EA = fstates ac-
cessible from eg and eai0 2 EA an accessible state for which
the associated task is in unit Pi0 .

� Transitions Ei;j;k

vE =

X
�R�RR

[Pr(rci;j;k = �R)

�V ([Ni;j ;RR��R])]

+qi;j;k

vF = max
8i0;eai02EA

[Pr(rci;j;k > RR)

�V ([Ni0;0; di0 � di])]

� Transitions Si;j

vS = si;j � V ([Ni;j ;RR])

� Transitions Di

vD = max
8i0;eai02EA

V ([Ni0;0; di0 � di +RR])

So, the value of one state is:

V (e) = max
8Ei;j;k;Si;j;Di

(vE + vF ; vS ; vD) (1)
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3 Performance of the MDP controller
We have implemented the execution model described above,
the policy-construction algorithm, and a simulator that allows
plans to be executed and visualized in the rover domain. The
performance of the resulting system is evaluated using the
simulator. This section illustrates the results obtained using
the system.

3.1 Analysis
Because of the one-to-one correspondence between the states
of MDP and the states of the control, the optimal solution of
the MDP is the optimal control.

Claim 1 (MDP size) The number of states in the MDP is
bounded by:

N �max
8Pi

di �max
8Pi

#ni (2)

Proof: Note that two states with same remaining resources
and associated step generate the same successors. So, to avoid
an exponential complexity, we must notice already created
states.

Since consumable resources are bounded, as well as the
number of steps, we obtain a bounded number of states.
Moreover, two states are different if and only if the associ-
ated steps are different or the remaining resources are differ-
ent. So, we have the bound: N � max8Pi

di � max8Pi
#ni.
2

Claim 2 (solution time) The time elapsed to calculate the
optimal policy for the MDP is bounded by:

N � (max
8Pi

di)
2 �max

8Pi

#ni

�

�
max

8Pi;8Ni;j

#ti;j � max
8Pi;8Ni;j;8Ti;j;k

#rci;j;k + 2

�
(3)

Proof: The time consumed to solve the MDP is bounded by
the number of transitions multiplied by the cost of searching
already created states (if we don’t want an exponential com-
plexity).

The number of transitions from a state [Ni;j�1;RR] is
bounded by the number of transitions of each type: #rci;j;k
of type E, and one each of type S and D. So, for that one
state, the number of transitions generated is bounded by:2

4#ti;jX
k=1

#rci;j;k

3
5+ 2

� max
8Pi;8Ni;j

#ti;j � max
8Pi;8Ni;j;8Ti;j;k

#rci;j;k + 2:

Therefore, the bound on the number of transitions in the
entire MDP is (using equation 2):

N �max
8Pi

di �max
8Pi

#ni

�

�
max

8Pi;8Ni;j

#ti;j � max
8Pi;8Ni;j;8Ti;j;k

#rci;j;k + 2

�

Finally, the search of already created states involves di
states in the worst case: since we store states by unit and by

step, only those states associated with the specified unit and
step need to be checked.

So, we obtain the following bound:

N � (max
8Pi

di)
2 �max

8Pi

#ni

�

�
max

8Pi;8Ni;j

#ti;j � max
8Pi;8Ni;j;8Ti;j;k

#rci;j;k + 2

�

2

In conclusion, our controller has a complexity of O(N �

max8Pi
di) in space and O(N � (max8Pi

di)
2
) in policy-

construction time. We also notice that if the deadline is not a
function of N, we obtain a linear complexity.

3.2 Experimental results
We take a non-linear plan composed of N units and of depth
logN . Each unit is composed of four steps. The first step
consists of going to a site, the second of arming the camera,
the third of taking the photo (low, medium or high resolution)
and the last of compressing the obtained scientific data.

For our experiments, we set the average time to execute
this unit to be 32 seconds. So, the deadline of each unit in
plan is 32 seconds multiplied by the depth of this unit in the
plan. If we assume that the number of nodes at each level of
the plan increases by at least a constant factor b > 1, then the
depth of the plan is O(logN ), and we obtain the complexity
O(N � logN ) in space and O(N � (logN )

2
) in time.

However, we notice that we use exactly the resources
needed to execute a task. What happens if we consume re-
sources in fixed-size packets instead of exactly the needed
resources?

N Value (size=1) Value (size=2) Error
20 94.38 90.80 3.79%
40 133.76 129.88 2.90%
60 166.76 160.71 3.63%
80 197.37 187.95 4.77%
100 219.37 209.51 4.49%

Table 1: Value computed as a function ofN , using packets of
resources.

Table 1 shows state values computed for packet sizes of
1 and 2; little error is incurred by increasing the packet size.
Figure 2 shows policy-creation time for plans of realistic size.
Using a packet size of 2, the time used to solve the MDP is
divided by 4 and the number of states created is divided by 2.

In fact, we can generalize this result:

Claim 3 If EC is the number of states created and TC is the
time consumed to create these states (for packet size equal to
1), then EC

u
is the maximal number of created states and TC

u2

the maximal time elapsed (for packet size equal to u).
EC
u

and TC
u2

are bounds since equations 2 and 3 are bounds
for EC and TC.
Proof: We suppose that EC and TC are number of created
states and time consumed for packet size equal to 1. We now
take packets of u resources.
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Notice that size of packet has no influence on the size of
the problem N . Moreover, it leaves the number of steps in
unit and number of tasks in step invariant.

So, the packet size proportionally reduces the deadline of
each unit (di ! di

u
). Therefore, equation 2 implies that EC

u
is

the maximal number of created states and equation 3 implies
that TC

u2
is the maximal time consumed to create these states.

The last term of equation 3 can be changed by packets, but
it is just a constant. 2

4 Dynamic operation and scalability
In the previous section, we presented an optimal solution to
the control problem of acyclic progressive processing task
structures. In this section, we extend the applicability of the
solution to situations in which the global policy cannot be
computed at run-time either by the control center or the rover
itself. There are two primary motivations to avoid run-time
construction of the policy.

1. Dynamic operation: We want to be able to modify the
plan at run-time (e.g., insert or delete a PRU) without
necessarily recomputing the control policy.

2. Scalability: We want to be able to track more resources,
and the complexity of global policy construction grows
exponentially with the number of resources.

While we focus in this paper on the dynamic operation,
scalability is also enhanced by the proposed solution. Our
approach is to exploit the fact that the units of the plan are
largely independent. We try to capture the dependency of the
execution of each unit on the remaining plan using a notion
similar to opportunity cost [Zilberstein and Mouaddib, 1999].

4.1 Dynamic control with one resource
Definition 13 Let vL([Ni;j ;RR] represent the optimal local
value of the state after step Ni;j with remaining resources
RR.

Note that vL is the same as V for a modified plan in which
unit i has no successors. vL is simply the value of the best pol-
icy for PRU i ignoring the remaining plan, hence it is called
local value.

Claim 4 The global value function can be reformulated as
follows.

V ([Ni;j ;RR]) =

max
�R

fvL([Ni;j ;RR��R] + vD([Ni;j ; �R])g (4)

Proof: This is an immediate result of the definition of vL, V
and vD, and the additivity of the utility. 2

For each PRU, we can easily compute the local value func-
tion vL and construct a local policy off-line. The global value
function (and policy) can be constructed at run-time, if we
can obtain a fast estimate of vD .

4.2 Estimating vD

One way to think about vD is as the value of terminating the
work on a certain PRU with some level of resources, then us-
ing the resources for the remaining plan. This is exactly what
we need to know. Estimating vD is equivalent to estimating
the global value of the remaining plan. We have examined
several approximation schemes for vD . Due to space limita-
tions, we only sketch one simple approach.

� Construct an optimal local value function and local pol-
icy for each PRU (done once, off-line).

� For each level of RR, compute the expected value and
expected resource consumption by the optimal local pol-
icy (done once, off-line).

� Go over the plan graph “backwards” from the leaves and
compute an expected value for each node, for each level
of RR at that node. The backup is relatively simple:
maximizing for each level of RR at that node the com-
bined parent/child value. In this process, it is necessary
to take into account the difference between the deadlines
of each parent/child pair. The quality dependency con-
straints are enforced with respect to the expected quality
of the parent.

This algorithm is linear in the size of the graph. The com-
putational savings and sub-optimality of the outcome are the
result of using precalculated expected resource consumption
and value for each PRU.

5 Conclusion
We have presented a solution to the problem of adaptive con-
trol of acyclic progressive processing tasks. This approach,
which relies on solving a corresponding MDP, generalizes
earlier work on MDPC [Mouaddib and Zilberstein, 1998];
it permits for the first time the treatment of non-linear pro-
gressive processing task structures. Moreover, our approach
addresses effectively the high degree of uncertainty regard-
ing resource consumption. In that sense, it improves on ex-
isting models for resource-bounded reasoning such as “im-
precise computation” [Hull et al., 1996; Liu et al., 1991]
and “design-to-time” [Garvey and Lesser, 1993]. Finally,
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the model captures inter-task quality dependency similar to
the enable and disable relationships in the “design-to-time”
framework [Garvey et al., 1993].

We also address in the paper a potential deficiency of the
approach which may require a large amount of memory and
time to create and solve the MDP and to store the resulting
policy. Using packets of consumable resources, we managed
to reduce the size of the MDP with a small loss of quality
(4.5% for packet size equal to 2). Finally, we address the
issue of dynamic operation and scalability by approximating
the solution of the MDP.

The solution presented in this paper includes time as the
only resource. Future work will allow us to represent a vector
of resources [Mouaddib, 2000] such as storage capacity and
power. An additional challenge is to develop more precise
estimates of the value function vD and adapt the approach to
the case of multiple resources. A related project is using rein-
forcement learning to estimate vD [Bernstein and Zilberstein,
2001].

More accurate models of resource usage can be obtained by
using results from actual rover testing or high-fidelity simu-
lations. We plan to make use of ongoing development of a
high-fidelity rover simulation at NASA Ames Research Cen-
ter to refine our models to make them more accurate and ap-
plicable to realistic rover problems, with the goal of testing
our approach on actual rover hardware.

The PRU used in our experiments (Cf. 3.2) can be extended
to solve a satellite scheduling problem. With this approach,
more units can be scheduled than by traditional methods. In-
deed, at this moment, a satellite in orbit around the world
schedules the equivalent of only about 20 units. With our ap-
proach, it would be able to schedule 100, thus increasing its
productivity 5-fold.
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Abstract

Although a partially observable Markov decision
process(POMDP)providesanappealingmodelfor
problemsof planningunderuncertainty, exactalgo-
rithmsfor POMDPsareintractable.Thismotivates
work on approximationalgorithms,andgrid-based
approximationis a widely-usedapproach.We de-
scribea novel approachto grid-basedapproxima-
tion thatusesavariable-resolutionregulargrid, and
show that it outperformsprevious grid-basedap-
proachesto approximation.

1 Intr oduction
A partially observable Markov decisionprocess(POMDP)
modelsplanningproblemsfor which actionshave stochas-
tic effectsandsensorsprovideimperfectandincompletestate
information.Originally developedin theoperationsresearch
community, this modelhasbeenadoptedby theAI commu-
nity as a framework for researchin planningunderuncer-
tainty andrelatedproblemsof reinforcementlearning.

A standardapproachto solvinga POMDPis to transform
it into an equivalent,fully observableMarkov decisionpro-
cesswith a statespacethat consistsof all probability dis-
tributionsover the core statesof the POMDP, and to solve
thePOMDPin this form. For a POMDPwith � corestates,
the transformedstatespaceis the � -dimensionalsimplex,
or belief simplex. Although a continuousstatespacesuch
asthis presentsa computationalchallenge,discreteapprox-
imationsof continuousstatespacesarea naturalandoften-
usedapproximationtechnique. Grid-basedapproximation
wasthefirst approachadoptedfor solvingPOMDPs,andit is
still widely-used[Drake,1962;Kakalik, 1965;Eckles,1966;
Lovejoy, 1991; Brafman, 1997; Hauskrecht,1997; 2000].
A finite grid is placedover the belief simplex, valuesare
computedfor pointsin the grid, andinterpolationis usedto
evaluateall other points in the simplex. This is closely re-
latedto grid-approximationtechniquesfor othercontinuous
MDPs[Munos& Moore,1999].

Differentapproachesto constructinga grid have beenex-
plored. Lovejoy (1991)describesa fixed-resolutionregular
grid, in which the points of the grid are spacedin a regu-
lar patternanddivide thebeliefsimplex into equal-sizedsub-
simplices.This allowsa veryefficentinterpolationalgorithm

basedon the conceptof triangulation. However, the sizeof
thegrid grows exponentiallywith any increasein resolution.
Hauskrecht(1997,2000)andBrafman(1997)proposenon-
regular grids that allow the pointsof the grid to be spaced
unevenly in the belief simplex, in order to approximatethe
contoursof the value function aseconomicallyaspossible.
However, interpolationalgorithmsfor non-regular grids are
much lessefficient. In this paper, we develop a variable-
resolutionregular grid that combinesthe strengthsof both
approaches.It allows theresolutionof thegrid to beadjusted
in differentregionsof thebeliefsimplex, but in a regularpat-
tern that makes it possibleto generalizethe efficient inter-
polationalgorithm for regular grids. The result is a higher
qualityapproximationat lesscomputationalcost.

The paperis organizedas follows. We begin with a re-
view of thePOMDPmodel,thegrid approximationapproach,
andLovejoy’s interpolationalgorithmfor regulargrids. We
generalizetheinterpolationalgorithmfor usewith avariable-
resolutionregulargrid, anddiscussmethodsfor adjustingthe
resolutionof the grid to achieve the bestquality-timetrade-
off for theapproximation.We evaluatethis approachanalyti-
cally andexperimentally, andshow thatit outperformsprevi-
ousgrid-approximationmethods.

2 Background
Weconsideradiscrete-timePOMDPwith afinite setof states�

, a finite setof actions� , andafinite setof observations � .
Eachtime period, the environmentis in somestate ��� �

,
theagenttakesanaction 	
��� for which it receivesan im-
mediaterewardwith expectedvalue �������	�� , theenvironment
makesa transitionto state����� �

with probability �������� ����	�� ,
andtheagentobserves����� with probability ������ ��� ��	�� . Let!

denotea vectorof stateprobabilities,calleda belief(or in-
formation)state, where

! ��"� denotesthe probability that the
environmentis in state � . If action 	 is taken andobserva-
tion � follows, the successorbelief state,denoted#$ ! ��	%���&� ,
is determinedby revisingeachstateprobabilityasfollows,#$ ! ��	������'(� � �*),+.-�/�0 �� �%������� ����	�� ! ��"������� ! ��	�� �
where �� �%�����(� ����	�� ) �� �1� ������	��2��(�3��� �4��	�� and the
denominator is a normalizing factor �� �1� ! ��	�� )+ -256/�0 �� �1� ������	�� + -7/�0 ������2� �4��	�� ! (�8� . A POMDP is
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solvedby finding a rule for selectingactions,calleda policy,
that optimizes a performanceobjective. We assumethe
objective is to maximize expectedtotal discountedreward
over an infinite horizon (where 9:�<; =��3>8� is the discount
factor). An optimalpolicy hasa valuefunction thatsatisfies
theBellmanoptimalityequation,?A@  ! �*)CB�D"EF /�G H �& ! ��	��$I�9KJL /�M �� �1� ! ��	�� ?N@ O#$ ! ��	������P�(QR�
where �� ! ��	��S) +T-�/�0 ! ��"�2�&(����	�� . Exact algorithmsfor
solvingthisoptimalityequationareintractablefor all but triv-
ial problems. This motivateswork on approximationmeth-
ods.

2.1 Grid-basedapproximation
Let U denotea grid thatcontainsa finite setof belief states,!'V WYXZX[X\!'V ] V ]

. A beliefstate
!

isaconvexcombinationof thebelief
statesin grid U if! ��"�^) ] V ]J _[` Wba OcP� ! V_ ��"�'� for all �d� � �
where a is a vectorof size � Ue� , a OcP�gfh= for all a OcP� , and+ ] V ]_[` W a  ci�Y)j> . For eachbelief state

! V_
in thegrid, we store

a valuedenotedkl  ! V_ � . Theconvex interpolationfunction,k?  ! �*) ] V ]J _[` W a OcP�8kl  ! V_ �7�
definesacontinuousandpiecewise-linearvaluefunctionover
all belief states,givenvaluesfor thebelief statesin thegrid.
To computevaluesfor the belief statesin the grid, we use
valueiterationwith theupdaterule,kl  ! V_ �*)TB�D"EF /�Gnm �� ! V_ ��	���I�9 JL /�M �� �1� ! V_ ��	�� k? O#$ ! V_ ��	%���&���8og�
whichconvergesto auniquefixed-pointsolutionthatis guar-
anteedto beanupperboundon theoptimalvaluefunction.

A belief statecanbe expressedasmany differentconvex
combinationsof grid points. The convex combinationthat
providesthe bestupperboundcanbe found by solving the
following linearprogram.

Variables:a  ci� for >qprc^pj� Ue�
Minimize: + ] V ]_Z` W a OcP� k?  !'V_ �
Constraints:+ ] V ]_Z` W a OcP� ! V_ ��"�^) ! ��"�7� for all �d� �+ ] V ]_Z` W a OcP�^)j>a  ci�YfC= for >sprcYpt� Ue�

Using linear programmingto find the bestinterpolationcan
be very expensive. However, any convex combinationpro-
vides an upperbound,and fast methodsfor finding a non-
optimalconvex combinationcanproducegoodupperbounds.
Designof a grid-approximationstrategy requiresaddressing
two questions.What interpolationmethodprovidesa good

tradeoff betweentime andquality?Whatbelief statesshould
be includedin the grid? Every grid mustcontainthe corner
pointsof the belief simplex to ensurethat a convex combi-
nationcanalwaysbe found. Differentstrategiesfor adding
otherpointsto a grid have beenexplored. We begin with a
review of a fixed-resolutionregulargrid andtheefficient in-
terpolationalgorithmit supports.In therestof thepaper, we
developa variable-resolutiongeneralizationof this.

2.2 A fixed-resolutionregular grid
Lovejoy (1991)constructsa regulargrid asfollows. Let u
beapositive integerthatrepresentstheresolutionof thegrid.
Thesetof belief statesin thegrid is definedas,Uv)xwy z ! )|{ >u~}�� � � ��� ] 0 ]� � ] 0 ]J _[` W � OcP�*)Tuh� �� �
where � ] 0 ]� denotesthesetof � � � -vectorsof non-negative in-
tegers.Thegrid dividesthebeliefsimplex into asetof equal-
sizesub-simplices.Notethatwhen u�)v> , thegrid contains
only thecornerpointsof thesimplex. Thenumberof points
in thegrid is givenby theformula:� Ue�4) (u�I�� � �8�n>8�7�u����� � �8�n>8�'�

The advantageof a regular grid is that it allows an ele-
gantandefficient methodof interpolation.To evaluatea be-
lief state

!
requiresfinding the verticesof the smallestsub-

simplex that contains
!
, andthenfinding the coefficientsof

interpolation a OcP� . Lovejoy definesa secondgrid of integer
vectors,U � )����A�g� ] 0 ]� � u�)T� W fn�3�sfn�3�sf XZXZX fn�3��fC=��d�
andconvertsabeliefstate

! ��U into anintegervector�g��Uq�
in order to perform interpolation. Becauseof a one-to-one
correspondencebetweengrid points in U and Uq� , the sub-
simplex that contains�j�tUq� canbe usedto determinethe
sub-simplex that contains

! ��U . Here,we summarizethe
stepsof the interpolationalgorithm. We refer to Lovejoy
(1991)for adetailedexplanation.

1. Givena belief state� , createan � �^� -vector � suchthat ��� �3�$�  +v¡ ¢&¡£[¤¦¥ �§�6¨�� for ©RªT�Aªv� �^� . (This transformsprobability
densityfunction � into cumulative distribution function � .)

2. Let « be the largestinteger � �*� -vectorsuchthat «�� �3�¬ªS�1� �§�
for all �®e� .

3. Let ¯ be an � �^� -vectorsuchthat ¯�� �§�°�v�1� �§�²±³«�� �§� for all�¬�� .

4. Let ´ bean � �*� -vectorthatcontainsa permutationof the inte-
gers ©�µ�¶·µ�¸¹¸º¸ºµ§� �*� thatordersthecomponentsof ¯ in descending
fashion,sothat ¯��º´%��©§�2�b»
¯��º´�� ¶8�2�b»�¸º¸¹¸�»
¯��º´��i� �^� �2� .

5. Find thevertices¼½« £¿¾ ©ÀªÁ¨bªT� �^� Â of thesub-simplex in ÃÅÄ
thatcontains� , asfollows:«&Æ½� �3�Ç� «�� �§�Pµ for ©¬ªÁ�®ªr� �^�« £[È Æ½� �3�Ç� É « £ � �§��Ê�© if �Ë��´��6¨(�« £ � �§� otherwise
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By theisomorphismbetweenÃ and Ã Ä , this identifiesthecor-
respondingvertices¼½�7Ì£ ¾ ©ÀªÁ¨ÍªS� �*� Â of thesub-simplex inÃ thatcontains� .

6. Find thebarycentriccoordinates¼3Î��6¨(� ¾ ©Àª�¨ÍªT� �*� Â for the
interpolation,asfollows:Î��6¨(�Ï� ¯��º´��6¨�±Ð©½�2�1±K¯��2�º´��6¨(�2�Pµ for ¶Àª
¨²ªn� �*�Î Æ � ©*± ¡ ¢&¡J £[¤¦Ñ Î��6¨(�P¸

7. Let ÒÓ �O�'��� +v¡ ¢&¡£[¤ Æ Î��6¨(�¦ÒÓ �O� Ì£ � .
Thecomplexity of eachof thesestepsis ÔÕ�� � � � , with thepos-
sibleexceptionof step4 which requiressortingtheelements
of an � � � -vector. Althoughsortinghasworst-casecomplexityÔÕ�� � �iÖ[×s� � � � , we canimprove this by noting that the differ-
encevector Ø is uniformly distributedover ; =��§>"� . Bucketsort
is ideallysuitedfor inputdatathatis uniformly distributedbe-
tween0 and1, andhasonly linearaverage-casecomplexity.
Using bucket sort, the average-casecomplexity of the inter-
polationalgorithmis ÔÕ�� � � � . We notetheimportantfactthat
the complexity of interpolationdoesnot dependon the size
of thegrid.

We store the grid using a hash table. Our hash func-
tion useslexicographicalorderingof the integer vectorsinUq� to map eachvector in Uq� to a unique integer from =
to �uÙI|� � �¿�Ú>8�7�ºÛ½u����� � �¿�Ü>"�7�º�N�Ü> . The hash func-
tion is perfect if the size of the hashtable is equal to or
greaterthan (uÝI,� � �1��>8�7�ºÛ½u����� � �1��>8�'�\� , which is the
total numberof possiblegrid points. (The hashfunction
assumesa maximumresolution, u .) Becausethe number�u|IÁ� � �P�g>8�'�\Û§u��Z�� � �P�g>8�'�\���g> explodesquickly as u and� � � increase,it is usuallyimpossibleto have a hashtablethis
large. We resolve collisionsby associatinga linked list with
eachslot,andusethehashcodeto uniquelyidentify thegrid
point in thelist.

3 A variable-resolutionregular grid
Thedisadvantageof a fixed-resolutiongrid is that increasing
theresolutionof thevaluefunctionapproximationin onere-
gion of the belief simplex requiresincreasingits resolution
everywhere.Thiscausesanexponentialexplosionin thesize
of the grid, and makes this approachinfeasiblefor all but
small problems. To addressthis problem,Lovejoy (1991)
suggesteda variable-resolutiongeneralizationof his method
thatwould “maintainthesimplicity of theFreudenthaltrian-
gulation,but allow themeshu to vary on differentportions
of ÞN � � .” However, neitherLovejoy nor anyoneelsedevel-
opedthis extension.

In therestof thispaper, wedevelopthisvariable-resolution
generalizationof Lovejoy’s regulargrid. We discusshow to
generalizetheFreudenthalinterpolationandhow to selectthe
appropriateresolutionfor differentregionsof thesimplex. In
allowing theresolutionof thegrid to vary, we adopttherule
that the resolution u is always a positive integer power of
2. This ensuresthatverticesof low-resolutionsub-simplices
arealsoverticesof higher-resolutionsub-simplices,andstill
usefulwhenresolutionis increased.Fromnow on,we let u
denotethehighestresolutionanywherein thegrid.

3.1 Inter polation

Smallest complete sub-simplex To perform interpolation
for belief state

!
, we searchfor the smallest(i.e., highest-

resolution)sub-simplex containing
!

thatis complete(i.e., all
its verticesarein thegrid). Thelowestpossibleresolutionof
thegrid is 1, andthehighestpossibleresolution,u , is given.
(We mustknow u in order to createthe hashfunction for
thehashtableusedto storethegrid.) For any resolution,the
algorithmsummarizedin Section2.2identifiestheverticesof
the sub-simplex containing

!
, andwe cancheckwhetherall

of thesearein thegrid. Thus,wecanusebinarysearchto find
the resolutionbetween1 and u with the smallestcomplete
sub-simplex containing

!
. Becausethe grid alwaysincludes

thecornerpointsof thebelief simplex, thesearchis guaran-
teedto find a completesub-simplex at someresolution.The
complexity of this interpolationalgorithmis ÔÕ�� � ��Ö[×YÖ[×Yuv� ,
where the factor Ö[×ËÖ[×®u reflectsthe complexity of binary
searchand the fact that only resolutionsthat arepowersof
two mustbeconsidered.

Virtual points Eachpoint in a regular grid is a vertex in
many differentsub-simplices.In a variable-resolutiongrid in
which not every part of the grid is refinedto the samereso-
lution, this meansthat therewill be many sub-simplicesfor
which somebut not all of their verticesaregrid points. The
smallestcompletealgorithmconsiderssub-simplicescontain-
ing

!
at differentresolutions,until it finds thesmallestcom-

pleteone. In its search,it alwaysconsidersthe sub-simplex
at the next higherresolution. Even thoughthis sub-simplex
is not complete,many of its verticesmay be presentin the
grid. It canbe advantageousto usethesehigher-resolution
grid pointsin interpolation,andit is possibleto dosoby “fill-
ing in” themissingverticeswith whatwecall virtual vertices.
Any vertex thatis missingfrom asub-simplex is abeliefstate
for which wecancreateanupperboundvalueby performing
interpolation,sincethemissingvertex is containedin alower-
resolutionsub-simplex. Wecall thiscomputedvalueavirtual
vertex. By usingvirtual verticesto fill in themissingvertices
of the incompletesub-simplex at the next higher resolution
after the smallestcompleteone, we can improve the inter-
polatedvalue. The costfor this improvementis an increase
in the worst-casecomplexity of interpolationby a factorof� � � comparedto thesmallestcompletealgorithm(sincein the
worstcaseeveryvertex maybemissingfrom asub-simplex).
But this complexity factor can be improved by not creat-
ing virtual verticesfor anincompletesub-simplex with more
than MaxVirtual verticesmissing. This limits the increase
in worst-casecomplexity to a factor of MaxVirtual pß� � � .
In practice,we foundthatanothertechniquesignificantlyre-
ducesthe average-casecomplexity of virtual interpolation
withoutadverselyaffectingtheresult.For anincompletesub-
simplex, let a Sumdenotethesumof thebarycentriccoordi-
natesfor verticesthatarepresent.(Note that a sum ��; =��§>"�
for anincompletesub-simplex.) We don’t performvirtual in-
terpolationfor a sub-simplex for which a Sum à a Threshold.
Adjusting this thresholdlets us adjusta time-quality trade-
off for this methodof interpolation.We reportexperimental
resultsfor differentthresholdvaluesin Section4.
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3.2 Refining the grid
Wenow discussthequestionof how to refinethegrid, thatis,
how to selectively adjusttheresolutionof thegrid in different
regionsof the belief simplex. A naturalstrategy is to do so
in a way that reducesthe error of the approximation. This
requiresa methodfor estimatingthe error. Sinceour grid-
basedapproximationis anupperboundon theoptimalvalue
function,theerrorcanbeestimatedby measuringits distance
from a lower-boundfunction.

Lovejoy (1991) discusseshow to usea grid to compute
a lower-bound function, as well as an upper-bound func-
tion. The lower-boundfunction is representedby a set of� � � -vectors, áâ)äã8å W ��å¿�·� X§X§X ��å ] V ]¹æ

, with the valueof be-
lief state

!
computedasfollows,ç?  ! �*)SD4è�×^B�D·Eé�ê /·ë J-�/�0 ! (�8�iå _ ��"� X

One vector is associatedwith eachgrid belief state,and is
computedby valueiterationusingthefollowing updaterule.

1. For eachaction ì andobservation í , letî £Oï ð3ï ñ ��òdó§ôõ ê2ö"÷ J ¥ ö ¢^ø �O� Ì£ µ2ì�µií·��� �§� î £ � �§�P¸
2. For eachaction ì , letî £6ï ð � �3���Áù4� �8µ(ìú�¦Êgû J ¥ 5 ï ñÍü �Oí4µP� Ä � ��µ2ìú� î £6ï ð�ï ñ � � Ä �Pµ�ý¦�®��1¸
3. Let î £ ��ó§þiÿ¿òdó½ô õ ê�� �

for ð ö�� + ¥ ö ¢ � Ì£ � �§� î £Oï ð � �§� .
Thecomplexity of performingthis updatefor every grid be-
lief stateis ÔÕ�� Ue�Z� �R�[� �A�[� � � � � . Althoughvalueiterationusing
this updateis guaranteedto producea valuefunction that is
a lower boundon theoptimalvaluefunction,it maynot con-
verge to a fixed point. Hauskrecht(1997,2000)andZhang
et al. (1999)proposerefinementsof this updatethatguaran-
teeconvergence,but they fail to boundthe sizeof á or the
complexity of theupdate.Sowedonotusetheir refinements.

Giventheseupperandlower-boundgrid-basedvaluefunc-
tions, Lovejoy describesan algorithm that computesa uni-
formerror bound(which is themaximumdifferencebetween
theupperandlower-boundfunctionsfor any beliefstate).Un-
fortunately, it hascomplexity ÔÕ�� � �º�6� Ue� � � , and our experi-
enceindicatesthat it is intractablefor problemswith more
thannineor tenstates.However, Lovejoy notesthatit is easy
to computeanapproximateerrorbound(definedasthemax-
imum differencebetweenthe upperand lower-boundfunc-
tionsfor any grid beliefstate).Thisis guaranteedto betighter
thantheuniformbound,andwecanuseit to refinethegrid.

Oncewe have identifiedthe grid point(s)with the largest
error, whatbelief statesshouldwe addto thegrid in orderto
reducethe error at thesepoints? The valueof a grid belief
statedependson the interpolatedvalueof its successorbe-
lief states,so refining the grid at the successorbelief states
will reducetheerrorat thegrid point. For a successorbelief
state

!
, we increasethe resolutionof the grid by addingthe

verticesof the
� u -resolutionsub-simplex containing

!
to the

grid, whereu is theresolutionof thesmallestcompletesub-
simplex containing

!
in thecurrentgrid. Thisaddsatmost � � �

pointsto thegrid, which is themaximumnumberof missing
verticesin thehigher-resolutionsub-simplex.

This first approachto refining the grid tries to improve
the grid-basedapproximationeverywhere,without consid-
ering reachabilityfrom a start state. If the starting belief
state for a POMDP is given, a policy can be found us-
ing forwardsearch[Satia& Lave, 1973;Washington,1997;
Hansen,1998;Hauskrecht,2000]. This focusescomputation
on regionsof the belief simplex that arereachablefrom the
startingbeliefstate.Upperandlower-boundfunctionscanbe
usedto prunebranchesof thesearchtree,aswell asto com-
puteanerrorboundfor thestartingbeliefstate(bybacking-up
upperandlower-boundvaluesfrom the leavesof the search
treeto theroot). Thissuggestsamorefocusedapproachto re-
fining grid-basedupperandlower-boundfunctions: attempt
to reducetheerrorboundof thebelief stateat theroot of the
searchtree. This canbe doneby refining the grid for belief
stateson thefringe of thesearchtreethatcontributemostto
thevalueof thestartingbeliefstate.

Althoughwe chooseto focuson grid-refinementstrategies
thatattemptto reducetheerrorboundof theapproximation,
otherstrategiesarepossible.For example,given upperand
lower-boundvaluefunctions,it is sometimespossibleto iden-
tify theoptimalactionfor a belief stateusingactionelimina-
tion. It maybedesirableto refinethegrid atpointswherethe
optimal actionis uncertain,andby the samereasoning,un-
necessaryto refineit at pointswherethe optimal actioncan
bedetermined,regardlessof theerrorboundat thesepoints.
Hauskrecht(1997,2000)andBrafman(1997)suggestother
heuristicsfor choosingpointsto addto a (non-regular)grid.
Theseheuristicsconsidersuchfactorsasreachability, likely
improvementof cornerpoints of belief simplex, and likely
effect on thepolicy, andcanbeviewedascomplementaryto
ourstrategy of reducinganerrorbound.

3.3 Comparison to non-regular grids
A variable-resolutionregulargrid is not theonly wayto allow
theresolutionof agrid tovaryin differentregionsof thebelief
simplex. Anotherapproachis a non-regulargrid thatallows
thepointsof thegrid to occuranywherein thebeliefsimplex,
andnotnecessarilyin aregularpatternthatallowsfor triangu-
lation. Hauskrecht(1997,2000)andBrafman(1997)propose
non-regulargrids,andwe now comparethis approachto our
variable-resolutionregulargrid.

A drawback of non-regular grids is that interpolationis
more difficult. Hauskrechtproposesan interpolationalgo-
rithm thatcreatesaconvex combinationusingonepointin the
grid and � � �"�n> cornerpointsof thebelief simplex. Because
it testseachpoint in the grid in order to selectthe onethat
givesthebestinterpolatedvalue,its complexity is ÔÕ�� Ue�Z� � � � .
Brafmanproposesan interpolationalgorithm that relies on
the grid belief statesbeingsortedin decreasingorderof en-
tropy. Givena belief state

!
for which interpolationis to be

performed,Brafman’s algorithmsearchesthe list of grid be-
lief statesuntil a belief state

! V_
is foundthatassignspositive

probability only to statesto which
!

assignspositive proba-
bility. Themaximumcoefficient � for which  ! ���	� ! V_ fr=&�
is calculated,and the processis repeatedwith  ! �
��� ! V_ �
insteadof

!
until interpolationis complete.(Searchinga list
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sortedby entropy hastheeffect of preferinglow-information
belief� statesthatarelikely to becloserto

!
.) The algorithm

hasworst-casecomplexity ÔÕ�� Ue�Z� � � � � , andrequiresaninitial
sort with complexity ÔÕ�� Ue�2ÖZ× � Ue�[� � � � . Although both inter-
polationalgorithmsaresimple,their complexity dependson
thesizeof thegrid. This is a seriousdrawbackthatlimits the
sizeof non-regulargridsin practice.

3.4 Value iteration
Althoughthecomplexity of interpolationin regulargridsdoes
not dependon thesizeof thegrid, thecomplexity of valueit-
erationin both regular and non-regular grids does. Values
for grid belief statesarecomputedusingvalueiteration,with
valuesinitialized to known upperbounds(suchastheir com-
pletely observablevalues). In a variable-resolutionregular
grid, the compexity of the first iterationof valueiterationisÔÕ�� Ue�Z� �R�[� �N�Z� � � � Ö[×YÖ[×Åuv� , where � Ue� is the numberof grid
points, � �R�[� �N� is thenumberof successorbeliefstatesof each
grid point, � � � � is theworst-casecomplexity of computinga
successorbelief stateby Bayesianconditioning,and ÖZ×ËÖZ×Yu
reflectstheaddedcomplexity of interpolation.Becauseboth
successorbelief statesandbarycentriccoordinatesusedfor
interpolationcanbecachedfor re-use,thecomplexity of sub-
sequentiterationsof valueiterationis only ÔÕ�� Ue�[� �A�Z� �N�Z� � � � ,
where � � � is the complexity of computingan interpolated
valueusingthe cachedbarycentriccoordinates.In practice,
cachingsuccessorbelief statesand barycentriccoordinates
dramaticallyimprovestherunningtime of valueiteration.

Becausethe samesuccessorbelief statesandbarycentric
coordinatesareusedin eachiterationof valueiteration,this
grid-basedapproximationis a finite-stateMDP andconver-
genceto a fixed-pointsolutionin polynomialtime is guaran-
teed[Hauskrecht,2000]. In non-regulargrids, the barycen-
tric coordinatesusedfor interpolationarere-computedeach
iteration. Becausethe complexity of interpolationin non-
regulargridsdependson � Ue� , thecomplexity of eachiteration
of value iteration in a non-regular grid is quadraticin � Ue� .
Thisunderscorestheadvantageof usinga regulargrid.

In addition to limiting the complexity of interpolation,it
is helpful to limit the factor � Ue�[� �A�Z� �A� , which is the num-
berof timesinterpolation(andothercalculationsinvolvedin
computingabackup)areperformedin eachiterationof value
iteration. Theobviousway to limit this factoris to limit the
sizeof thegrid. Thisadjustsa tradeoff betweenqualityof ap-
proximationandgrid size,anda variable-resolutiongrid lets
usspacethepointsof thegrid to achievethebestpossibleap-
proximationfor agivengrid size.Action eliminationscanbe
usedto limit � �R� . As for � �A� , it maybereducedby ignoring
some,or all, observations,andevaluatingthesuccessorbelief
statesof actions. If grid-basedinterpolationis usedto eval-
uatethesuccessorbelief statesof actions,however, thegrid-
basedapproximationmayno longerbeanupperbound.The
upperboundguaranteeis lost becauseinformationprovided
by the observation is ignored. (The upperboundguarantee
canbe restoredby usingthe cornerpointsof the belief sim-
plex to performinterpolation,sincethis is equivalentto as-
sumingperfectinformation,but this impairsthequalityof the
approximation.If alwaysdone,thegrid-basedapproximation
becomesno betterthanthecompletelyobservedheuristic.)

Finally, we notethat it is possibleto improvea grid-based
approximationwithout addingpointsto the grid. Insteadof
performinga conventionalbackupusingone-steplookahead,
thevalueof a grid point canbe improvedfurtherby usinga
deeperlookaheadsearchthatwecall amulti-stepbackup. Us-
ing branch-and-boundor AO* search,theupper-boundfunc-
tion canbeusedto prunethesearchtreeandthedepthof the
lookaheadcan adjusta tradeoff betweensearchcomplexity
andimprovementof of value. We reportsomeexperimental
resultsfor this techniquein thenext section.

4 PerformanceResults
Weexperimentallyevaluateourgrid-basedapproximational-
gorithmusingseveraltestproblemsfrom theliterature.These
includethe machinemaintenanceproblemthat is Lovejoy’s
(1991) only test example; the four most-difficult-to-solve
problemsfrom a testsetusedby Cassandraet al. (1997)(see
Table1); the20-state,6-action,8-observationgridworld nav-
igationproblemusedasa testexampleby Hauskrecht(1997,
2000); and the 89-state,5-action,17-observation gridworld
navigationproblemintroducedby Littman et al. (1995)and
usedasa testexampleby Brafman(1997).

Inter polation We first comparethe time-quality tradeoff
for differentmethodsof interpolationin avariable-resolution
regular grid. We use the five small test problemsin Ta-
ble 1 for this comparison,so that we can also computean
optimal interpolationusing linear programming. Figure 1
shows the performanceof interpolationusingvirtual points
relative to performanceusing the smallestcompletesub-
simplex methodalone. We measureimprovementasa per-
centageof thedifferencebetweentheinterpolatedvalueusing
the smallestcompletemethodand the optimal interpolated
value. Virtual point interpolationis testedwith threediffer-
ent a Sumthresholdvalues;0.2,0.5,and0.8. As expected,a
smaller a Sumthresholdachievesbetterquality at thecostof
speed.For theseproblems,virtual point interpolationtakes
only slightly longer thanthe smallestcompletesub-simplex
method.(Interpolationusinglinearprogrammingrunsanav-
erageof 16 times slower.) For problemswith larger state
spaces,virtual point interpolationtakesrelatively longerbe-

Figure 1: Time-quality tradeoff for interpolation using virtual
points with different Î Sumthresholds.Resultsareaveragedover
thefive testproblemsin Table1.
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Fixedresolution Variableresolution
Problem � �*� � °� � � � Error M � Ãs� UB time LB time M � Ãs� UB time LB time
MachineMaintenance 3 4 2 0.02 20 231 0.5 63.2 64 45 3.04 7.98
Network Monitoring 7 4 2 36.41 4 210 1.44 84.69 8 71 7.07 7.57
ShuttleDocking 8 3 5 0.38 4 330 0.43 128.29 8 47 0.35 4.08
Navigation 12 4 6 0.03 4 1365 3.74 2133.3 32 299 5.34 149.86
Aircraft Identification 12 6 5 0.29 4 1365 7.62 4378.4 8 186 2.57 80.43

Table1: A comparisonof fixedandvariable-resolutiongridsfor 5 smalltestproblems,showing thegrid size,aswell asmaximumresolution
andtime(in CPUseconds)usedto computeupperandlower-boundgrid approximations,in orderto achieve thesameerrorbound.

causeits worst-casecomplexity is quadraticin thesizeof the
statespaceinsteadof linear, but reasonableperformancecan
still be achieved by adjustingthe a Sumthreshold.Optimal
interpolationusinglinearprogrammingis infeasiblefor larger
problems.

Interpolatedvaluesare typically closeto optimal. There
appearto be two reasonsfor sub-optimality. First, interpo-
lation usinga sub-simplex is lessflexible than interpolation
usinga convex combination. (Every sub-simplex is a con-
vex combination,but not every convex combinationis a sub-
simplex.) As a result, betterinterpolatedvaluescansome-
timesbe found usingconvex combinationsthat do not cor-
respondto sub-simplices.The secondreasonis moreprob-
lematic.Althoughtheinterpolationfunctionis piecewiselin-
ear and continuous,thereis no guaranteethat it is convex.
For mostproblems,we foundthat it is convex (or nearlyso).
However, we sometimesfound non-convexities. Whenthey
exist, the“nearest”grid pointsdonotnecessarilygivethebest
interpolation. We found non-convexities in two of our test
problems:thenetwork monitoringproblemfrom Cassandra’s
testsetandHauskrecht20-stategrid navigationproblem.The
largeerrorboundfor thenetwork monitoringproblemin Ta-
ble 1 reflectsthis. Note that thesenon-convexities occur in
bothfixed-resolutionandvariable-resolutionregulargrids.

Oneexplanationfor non-convexity is that“localized” tran-
sitionsmay preventvaluesfrom propagatingthroughoutthe
grid. Thatis, non-convexitiesmayoccurwhenimprovedval-
uesin oneareaof thegrid do not improve valuesin another
areaof thegrid becausethereis not a chainof successorbe-
lief statesbetweenthemthroughwhich they canpropagate.

Figure 2: Performanceof multi-step backupsfor Hauskrecht’s
mazenavigation problem. Resultsare for a fixed-resolutionregu-
lar grid with

  � ¶ , whichhas210grid points.

For both testproblemswith non-convexities, we found that
multi-stepbackupscorrectedtheproblem.(Multi-stepback-
upsaredescribedin thelastparagraphof Section3.4.) Instead
of refiningthegrid at pointswith thelargesterrorbound,we
performedmulti-stepbackupsat thesepoints. For the net-
work monitoring problem,usingmulti-stepbackupswith a
depthboundof tenreducedtheerrorboundfrom 36.41to 0.7
after150CPUseconds.Figure2 shows thepositiveeffect of
multi-stepbackupson Hauskrecht’s 20-statemazeproblem.
(For thisproblem,theupperboundscoreis definedastheav-
eragevalueof a fixedsetof 1000randomlygeneratedbelief
statesplus thecornerpoints,a metricHauskrechtuses.)For
the other test problems,multistepbackupsdo not improve
thevaluefunctionasmuchasgrid refinementdoes.As a rule
of thumb,whentheerrorboundfor a problemremainslarge
despitegrid refinement,multi-stepbackupsmay correctthe
problem.

Refining the grid Table1 comparesthe performanceof a
fixed-resolutiongrid and a variable-resolutiongrid on five
small testproblems. Eachproblemis solved usinga fixed-
resolution regular grid, and the error bound is measured.
Thena variable-resolutiongrid is usedto find asolutionwith
thesameerrorbound.Weusevirtual interpolationwith a Sum
= 0.5, for thevariable-resolutiongrid. The resultsshow that
avariable-resolutionapproximationcanachievethesameac-
curacy with a muchsmallergrid.

Figure3 shows how the errorbounddecreasesasthesize
of grid increasesfor theAircraft Identificationproblem.Re-

Figure3: Decreasein error in a variable-resolutionregulargrid, as
functionof grid size.Resultsarefor aircraft identificationproblem.
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Figure4: Upperboundvalueasa functionof grid size.Resultsare
for 89-statehallway navigationproblem.

Figure 5: Averageinterpolationtime as a function of grid size.
Resultsarefor 89-statehallwaynavigationproblem.

sultsaresimilar for otherproblems. Using the error bound
to determinewhereto refinethegrid requiresa lower bound
function,but Lovejoy’sgrid-basedlower boundfunctioncan
betime-consumingto compute.For the89-statehallwaynav-
igationproblem,computingan � � � -vectorfor eachandevery
grid point is prohibitive. But it is not necessary. In our ex-
perimentswith thehallway problem,we got goodresultsus-
ing alower-boundfunctionconsistingof only ten � � � -vectors.
Eachiteration, we computedan � � � -vector for the ten grid
pointswith thelargesterrorbound.

Comparisonto non-regular grids Figure4 showshow the
quality of the upperboundfunction improvesasthe sizeof
the grid increasesfor the 89-statehallway navigation prob-
lem. It alsoshows thata betterupperboundfunctioncanbe
computedusinga variable-resolutionregulargrid thanusing
a non-regulargrid. The reasonfor this is that fasterinterpo-
lation makesit possibleto usea muchlarger grid. Figure5
showsaverageinterpolationtimeasafunctionof grid sizefor
our regular grid, comparedto Brafman’s and Hauskrecht’s
non-regular grids, and dramaticallyunderscoresthe advan-
tageof regular grids. Figure 6 comparesthe time it takes
value iteration to converge for eachof thesemethods,as a

Figure6: Time for valueiterationto convergeasa functionof grid
size.Resultsarefor 89-statehallwaynavigationproblem.

Figure7: Increasein valueiterationtime in a fixed-resolutionreg-
ular grid with M = 2, asa functionof statespacesize.

functionof grid size. Althoughthevariable-resolutionregu-
lar grid is muchlarger, it takeslesstime to compute.Braf-
man’s value iteration algorithm is fasterthan Hauskrecht’s
(even thoughhis interpolationalgorithmis slower), because
it disregardsobservationsand only considersthe successor
belief statesof actions. Even with this simplification,value
iteration in Brafman’s non-regulargrid is slower thanvalue
iterationin a regulargrid. Moreover, asnotedearlier, ignor-
ing observationsmeansthathis grid-basedapproximationis
not guaranteedto be an upperbound(althoughthe valuesit
computesfor thisproblemare,in fact,upperbounds).

Scalability Although a variable-resolutionregular grid al-
lows muchlargergrids(andthusbetterapproximations),the
sizeof the statespaceremainsa problemin scaling-upthis
approach.Figure7 comparesthe time it takesto computea
regular grid for a successionof POMDPproblemswith in-
creasingstatespacesize. (All problemshave 5 actionsand
17 observations.) Besidesconfirming that the size of the
statespaceis the primary factorthat limits the scalabilityof
grid-basedapproximation,this givessomeideaof the range
of problemsfor which grid-basedapproximationis currently
feasible.Wehavefoundthatalmostall of therunningtimeof
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valueiteration is spentperforminginterpolationor comput-
ing successor� belief statesusingBayesianconditioning,and
thecomplexity of bothdependson thesizeof thestatespace.
This pointsto wherefurtherwork on grid-basedapproxima-
tion is needed.In orderto improvetheefficiency of interpola-
tion andBayesianconditioningfor problemswith largerstate
spaces,we needto integrategrid-basedapproximationwith
various techniquesfor stateabstractionthat have beenex-
ploredfor MDPsandPOMDPs[Boutilier etal.,1999]. (State
abstractionwouldalsomakeit possibleto computeLovejoy’s
grid-basedlower-boundfunctionmoreefficiently.)

5 Discussion
POMDPsarenotoriouslydifficult to solve, andfinding even
abounded-optimalsolutionis anintractableproblem[Lusena
et al., 1998]. Grid-basedapproximationalgorithms have
polynomial-timecomplexity in the size of the grid and the
number of states,actions, and observations [Hauskrecht,
2000]. Although thereis no guaranteeon the quality of the
approximationthat can be achieved in polynomial time, a
well-designedgrid-basedapproximationcan be adjustedin
severalwaysto optimizea time-qualitytradeoff.

This paper introducesa variable-resolutionregular grid
thatallows theresolutionof thegrid to beadjustedin differ-
entregionsof thebelief simplex, in orderto approximatethe
contoursof thevaluefunctionasefficiently aspossible.Al-
thoughnon-regulargridsalsoallow this,interpolationin non-
regulargridsis moredifficult andits complexity is a function
of the sizeof the grid. In a variable-resolutionregulargrid,
the complexity of interpolationis independentof thesizeof
thegrid. Thus,it is feasibleto usemuchlargergridswith this
approachin orderto achievebetterapproximations.

Our experimentsindicatethat it is easierto scaleup this
approachto largegridsthanto largestatespaces,andthesize
of the statespaceremainsthe mostprohibitive factor in the
complexity of grid-basedapproximation.To usegrid-based
approximationto solve POMDPswith largestatespaces,we
needto integrateit with varioustechniquesfor stateabstrac-
tion thathavebeenexploredfor MDPsandPOMDPs.This is
a promisingdirectionfor futureresearch.
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Abstract

Models for Qualitative Decision under Uncertainty
assuming that uncertainty is of possibilistic nature
have been proposed in 1990’s. In them, as in
the classical approach of Expected Utility Theory,
two alternatives emerge: à la Von Neumann and
Morgenstern (VNM) or à la Savage. In the first
one, uncertainty and preferences on consequences
are measured on finite scales. Decisions are ranked
in terms of the ranking induced, on their associated
possibility distributions on consequences, by
qualitative utility functions. To define these
utilities, an hypothesis of commensurability, i.e.
the existence of an onto order-preserving mapping
h linking both scales of uncertainty and preference,
is assumed. This hypothesis forces us to restrict
to decision problems where the cardinality of the
uncertainty values set is greater than or equal
to the cardinality of the preference set. This
point has been attacked in the possibilistic à la
Savage approach, but as far as we know, it is an
open question in the qualitative VNM approach.
As a first step to weaken the commensurability
hypothesis in this model, the preference orderings
resulting of applying the qualitative criteria without
requiring h to be onto are characterized. These
orderings may be not continuous, but they satisfy
a relaxed continuity axiom.

1 Introduction
The basic references in classical Decision Theory
characterizing preference relations under uncertainty and the
rationality hypothesis are Von Neumann and Morgenstern’s
Expected Utility Theory(EUT)[1944], and the version of
Savage [1972]. Both approaches assume that uncertainty
is represented by probability distributions. Von Neumann
and Morgenstern assume a probability distribution encoding
uncertainty on situations. Then, as each decision induces
a probability distribution on the set of consequences X ,
each decision is identified with its associated probability
distribution on X . For sorting decisions, associated

distributions are ranked in terms of their expected value with
respect to Decision Maker’s (DM’s for short) preferences on
consequences. On the other hand, Savage [1972] proposes
a somewhat different framework for EUT, axiomatically
characterizing the preference relation on acts of Decision
Makers that behave as EUT agents.

The classical axiomatic frameworks of Utility Theory have
actually been questioned rather early (e.g. [Allais, 1953;
Ellsberg, 1961]). Another problem with EUT is that it
needs numerical probabilities for each state and numerical
utilities for all possible consequences, but this assumption
may be too strong if there is only incomplete or poor
available information. As Doyle and Thomason [1999]
comment in a recent paper, there are many experiences
showing that usually people explain and make their decisions
with partial, generic and “uncertain” information. Hence,
a qualitative approach may give tools for representing this
decision making behaviour. They summarize main proposals
on Qualitative Decision Theory. Among them, we find those
models that use Possibility Theory as uncertainty formalism
in which, analogously to classical EUT, two alternatives
emerge: à la Von Neumann and Morgenstern, initiated by
Dubois and Prade in [1995] and latter developed and extended
in [Dubois et al., 1999; Zapico, 1999], and à la Savage, this
proposal is summarized in [Dubois et al., 1997; 1998].

Here, we are interested in the possibilistic qualitative
counterpart to VNM’s EUT. In this approach, both DM’s
preferences on consequences and uncertainty are graded
on finite ordinal sets (i.e. scales equipped with the
maximum, minimum and an order-reversing operations) that
are commensurate. As each decision is linked with its
associated possibility distribution on consequences, then for
ranking decisions the associated distributions are ranked by
qualitative utility functions -expressed in terms of maximum,
minimum and reversing operations. To define these utilities
an hypothesis of commensurability, i.e. the existence of
an onto order-preserving mapping linking both scales of
uncertainty and preference, is assumed. This forces us to
restrict to decision problems where the cardinality of the
uncertainty set is greater than or equal to the cardinality
of the preference set, unfortunately in several problems this
cardinality relation is not satisfied.
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The commensurability hypothesis has been a point of
interest for researchers in the possibilistic à la Savage
approach (e.g. [Fargier and Perny, 1999]) but as far as
we know, it has not been attacked in the qualitative Von
Neumann and Morgenstern style. Here, we propose to
weaken the commensurability hypothesis for this approach by
not requiring the linking mapping scales involved to be onto.
That is, we will characterize the preference ordering resulting
of applying these qualitative criteria only requiring h to be
an order-preserving mapping, in particular we show that not
requiring h to be onto results in a relaxation of the continuity
property of the preference relations on distributions. On
the other way, replacing in the axiomatic framework the
usual continuity axiom by the relaxed one is not enough for
guaranteeing the relation is representable by the qualitative
criteria, an axiom establishing how some special mixtures are
handled is required.

This weakening of the commensurability hypothesis will
allow us to deal with other types of problems, in particular,
those in which the cardinality of the preference values set may
be greater than the cardinality of the uncertainty set.

In the next Section we summarize the Possibilistic
Qualitative Decision Theory (PQDT). Our proposal on
weakening the commensurability hypothesis is introduced
in Section 3, including the representation theorem for
characterizing the preference relations representable by these
“more general” utility functions. The respective extension
of the model for involving non-normalized distributions are
considered in it as well. Finally, in last Section we include
some concluding remarks.

2 Background on PQDT
Let us define the PQDT framework. V denotes a finite linear
plausibility scale, where inf(V ) = 0 and sup(V ) = 1; X is
a finite set of consequences, and �(X;V ) denotes the set of
consistent possibility distributions on X over V , i.e.

�(X;V ) = f�:X ! V jmaxx2X �(x) = 1g:

For the sake of simplicity, we shall use A for denoting both
a subset A � X and the normalized possibility distribution
on X such that �(x) = 1 if x 2 A and �(x) = 0 otherwise.
Hence, we can consider X as included in �(X;V ).

The so-called Possibilistic mixture (possibilistic lottery),
the qualitative counterpart of the probabilistic lottery, is an
operation defined on �(X;V ) that combines two possibility
distributions �1 and �2 into a new one, denoted (�=�1; �=�2),
with �; � 2 V and max(�; �) = 1; defined as:

(�=�1; �=�2)(x) = max(min(�; �1(x));min(�; �2(x))):

With this definition, and taking into account the properties of
maximum and minimum, the “reduction of lotteries” holds,
i.e. (�=�1; �=(�=�1; �=�2)) � (max(�;min(�; �))=�1;
min(�; �)=�2):
U is a finite linearly ordered scale of preference (or utility),

with sup(U) = 1 and inf(U) = 0; nU is the reversing
involution in U . As usual, we assume as working hypothesis
the existence of a preference function representing DM’s
preference on consequences, i.e. there exists a function
u:X ! U that assigns a preference level of U to each

consequence of X such that u(x) � u(y) if and only if y is at
least as preferred as x: Let h:V ! U be an order preserving
function relating V and U such that h(0) = 0; h(1) = 1:

In such a framework, assuming also that h is onto, Dubois
et al. [1999] have characterized the preference relations
induced by the utility functions

QU�(�ju) = min
x2X

max(n(�(x)); u(x));

where n = nU Æ h. This criterion requires � to make, at least
to some extent, all plausible consequences to be preferred
ones1. Since in some problems this criterion may be too
conservative, it may be interesting to consider an optimistic
behaviour, like requiring � to make at least one of the good
consequences highly plausible- at least to some extent. With
this goal, Dubois et al. [1999] considered the utility function:

QU+(�ju) = maxx2Xmin(h(�(x)); u(x)):

which is dual to QU�. Notice that QU(:ju); restricted to X;
coincides with u:

Dubois et al. have shown that2 QU� has an interesting
property: QU� preserves the possibilistic mixture, in the
sense that it holds that:

QU�(�=�1; �=�2) = minfmax(n(�); QU�(�1);
max(n(�); QU�(�2)g:

They also provide the following set of axioms AX
for preference relations on �(X;V ), with the max-min
possibilistic mixture as the internal operation on �(X;V ),
to characterize the ordering induced by QU� (4QU�).

� A1 :v is a total pre-order(reflexive, transitive and total).

This axiom guarantees the existence of maximal and of
minimal elements on (X;v). We denote by x and x a
maximal and a minimal ones respectively. For each � 2 V ,
let ��

�
= (1=x; �=x) and �+

�
= (�=x; 1=x).

� A2 (uncertainty aversion) : if � � �0 ) �0 v �:

� A3(independence) :
�1 � �2 ) (�=�1; �=�) � (�=�2; �=�):

� A4(continuity) : 8� 2 �(X;V ); 9� 2 V s.t. � � ��
�

.

A4 establishes that distributions are preferentially equivalent
to having a �-level of uncertainty with respect to x:

Theorem 2.1 A preference relation (�(X;V );v) satisfies
axioms AX if, and only if, there exist

� a finite linearly ordered utility scale U , with inf(U) = 0
and sup(U) = 1,

� a preference function u : X ! U s.t. u�1(1) 6= ; 6=
u�1(0);

� an onto order-preserving function h : V ! U ,
1The utility of � is measured in terms of a degree of inclusion of

the fuzzy set � of possible consequences into the fuzzy set of good
results u:

2For the sake of a simpler notation, we write QU�(�) instead of
QU

�(�ju) when the mapping u is not relevant for the context. In
fact, these utility functions also depend on h. To simplify, we omit
h and will use the notation of QU to refer a utility involving an onto
h and QUW for the case of not requiring h this onto condition.
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in such a way that �0 v � iff �0 4QU� �;

For characterizing the optimistic behaviour representable by
QU+, it is necessary to change the uncertainty aversion
axiom A2 by an uncertainty-prone postulate:

� A2+: if � � �0 then � v �0;

and to adequate the continuity axiom A4 replacing it with:

� A4+ : 8� 2 �(X;V ); 9� 2 V s.t. � � �+
�
:

In the next Section, the proposal for weakening the
commensurability hypothesis is introduced.

3 A First Approach with a Weaker
Commensurability Hypothesis

Let us remark that the difference with the works developed
previously in [Dubois et al., 1999; 1997] is that now h is not
required to be onto. That is, given h : V ! U , an order-
preserving mapping such that h(0) = 0; h(1) = 1, for any
� 2 �(X;V ); consider the qualitative utility functions

QU�
W
(�ju) = min

x2X
max(n(�(x)); u(x));

QU+
W
(�ju) = max

x2X
min(h(�(x)); u(x));

where n = nU Æ h: Observe that QU�
W
(�ju) and QU�

W
(�ju);

restricted to X; coincide with the preference function u:
It is interesting to notice the following properties.

Lemma 3.1 These functions still preserve the mixture:
QU�

W
(�=�1; �=�2) = minfmax(n(�); QU�

W
(�1));

max(n(�); QU�
W
(�2))g;

QU+
W
(�=�1; �=�2) = maxfmin(h(�); QU+

W
(�1));

min(h(�); QU+
W
(�2))g:

In particular, we have:

QU�
W
(max(�1; �2)) = minfQU�

W
(�1); QU

�
W
(�2)g;

QU+
W
(max(�1; �2)) = maxfQU+

W
(�1); QU

+
W
(�2)g:

Corollary 3.2 It remains true that QUW (�=�1; �=�2) is the
median of three terms including QUW (�1); QUW (�2);i.e.

1. if QU�
W
(�1) < QU�

W
(�2); then

QU�
W
(�=�1; �=�2) = medfQU�

W
(�1); QU

�
W
(�2); n(�)g:

2. if QU+
W
(�1) < QU+

W
(�2); then

QU+
W
(�=�1; �=�2) = medfQU+

W
(�1); QU

+
W
(�2); h(�)g:

3.1 The Roles of the Onto Condition and of the
Continuity Axiom

Let us observe that the onto condition of h is a basic
requirement involved in the characterization of the relations,
since the fact of allowing h to be a non-onto mapping results
in that the continuity axiom A4 may not be true.

Example: For instances, consider consequences are either
totally possible or impossible, i.e. V = f0; 1g; while
preferences are measured on U = f0 < w < 1g, being
the set of consequences X = fx; x1; xg; with DM’s
preference on consequences u(x) = 0; u(x1) = w; u(x) =
1. Since h(0) = 0 and h(1) = 1, it is obvious that
QU�

W
(�) = minx2Xj�(x)=1 u(x): That is, the ordering

induced by QU�
W

coincides with the maximin criterion while
the ordering induced by QU+

W
coincides with the maximax

one. Observe that for � = fx1g; there is no � 2 V such that
� is preferentially equivalent to ��

�
:

Hence, it is clear that the continuity property A4 for
relations on �(X;V ) may be lost if h is non-onto. For
facing this point, a relaxed continuity axiom is proposed.
The underlying idea is to relax the continuity of the
preference in the sense that there exists a subset on X such
that either the distributions are preferentially equivalent to
individual consequences on this subset, or, the distributions
are preferentially equivalent to having a �-level of uncertainty
with respect to x as usual.

On the other way, having a relation (�(X;V );v)
satisfying axioms A1; A2; A3 and the relaxed continuity one
(see A4RC in Section 3.2) is not enough for guaranteeingv
is representable by QU�

W
as it is shown following.

Example: Consider the following framework:
X = fx @ x @ xg; XNM = fxg; V = f0 < � < 1g;

and consider the (reflexive and transitive) relation v s.t. x @
x @ ��

�
@ x; also satisfying

x � (1=x; �=x) � (�=x; 1=x) 8� 2 V:

All other distributions are taken equivalent to x: This relation
satisfies axioms A1; A2; A3 and A4RC. But it is not
representable by QU�

W
, since although (1=x; �=x) @ ��

�
,

we have QU�
W
(��
�
) � QU�

W
(1=x; �=x).

3.2 Axiomatic Setting Proposed
The above discussion has led us to propose this new set of
axioms AXM for preference relations on �(X;V ), with the
max-min mixture as the internal operation:

� A1(structure) : v is a total pre-order .

� A2(uncertainty aversion): if � � �0 ) �0 v �:

� A3(independence) :
�1 � �2 ) (�=�1; �=�) � (�=�2; �=�):

� A4RC(relaxed continuity): There exists a subset3

XNM � X s.t. all maximal and all minimal elements
of (X;v) are in the complement of XNM , and (8� 2
�(X;V )) either
(9� 2 V s.t. � � ��

�
) or (9x 2 XNM s.t. � � x):

� AxMix:

1. if x; y 2 XNM ; � 2 V then

(1=x; �=y) �

8<
:

x; if (x v y) or (x @ ��
�
)

��
�
; if y @ ��

�
@ x

y; if ��
�
@ y @ x;

3Observe that XNM = ; is possible, being A4 recovered.
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2. if x 2 XNM then

(1=��
�
; �=x) �

8>><
>>:

��
�
; if (��

�
@ x) or

(��
�
v ��

�
)

��
�
; if x @ ��

�
@ ��

�

x; if ��
�
@ x @ ��

�
:

This axiom establishes how the relation handles
(reduces) lotteries involving consequences that are not
preferentially equivalent to binary lotteries of x and x.

Now, we introduce some results that will be useful latter.

Lemma 3.3 Axioms A1, A2, A3 , A4RC and AxMix imply
Ax2: If A � X then there is x 2 A s.t. x � A:

Dubois et al. [1999, Lemma 1] have shown:

Lemma 1 If v verifies axioms A1; Ax2 and A2; then:

� x � (1=x; 1=x) � X:

� x and x are also the minimal and maximal elements of
(�(X;V );v):

3.3 Representation of Pessimistic Qualitative
Utilities

Next, we show that the preference ordering on �(X;V )

induced by the qualitative/ordinal pessimistic utility QU�
W

satisfies the above set of axioms.

Lemma 3.4
Let 4

QU
�

W

be the preference ordering on �(X;V ) induced

by QU�
W
; i.e., � 4

QU
�

W

�0 iff QU�
W
(�) � QU�

W
(�0): Then

4
QU

�

W

satisfies axioms set AXM:

Proof: A1 is easily verified, A2 is a consequence of
maximum and minimum being non-decreasing functions.A3
results from the fact that QU�

W
preserves max-min

possibilistic mixtures, while AxMix is not difficult to verify
taking into account Lemma 3.1. Now, we check axiom
A4RC. If h is onto, XNM = ; and A4RC reduces to
A4; hence, we are in the case detailed in Section 2. If h is
non-onto, let XNM = (fxj u(x) 2 n(V )g)c: As u�1(1) 6=
; 6= u�1(0), and h(0) = 0 and h(1) = 1; if x is a maximal
or a minimal element of (X;4

QU
�

W

); then x =2 XNM : We

have to prove that 8� 2 �(X;V ) either (9� s.t. QU�
W
(�) =

QU�
W
(��
�
)) or (9x 2 XNM s.t. QU�

W
(�) = QU�

W
(x)):

By definition of QU�
W
; 8�; 9x0 2 X , s.t. QU�

W
(�) =

max(n(�(x0)); u(x0)): Hence,

� if QU�
W
(�) = n(�(x0)); then QU�

W
(�) = QU�

W
(��
�
)

with � = �(x0) .

� Otherwise, QU�
W
(�) = u(x0): Now, either u(x0) 2

n(V ) or not. In the first option, 9� 2 V s.t. QU�
W
(�) =

n(�) = QU�
W
(��
�
): While in the second one, u(x0) 2

XNM ; and QU�
W
(�) = QU�

W
(x0): �

Now, it is shown in the following Representation Theorem
that the preference orderings satisfying AXM can always be
represented by a pessimistic qualitative utility QU�

W
:

Theorem 3.5 A preference relation v on �(X;V ) satisfies
axiom set AXM if, and only if, there exist

(i) a finite linearly ordered utility scale U with inf(U) = 0
and sup(U) = 1;

(ii) a preference function u:X ! U s.t. u�1(1) 6= ; 6=
u�1(0);

(iii) an order-preserving4 function h:V ! U s.t. h(0) = 0
and h(1) = 1;

in such a way that �0 v � iff �0 4
QU

�

W

�:

Proof: The “if” part corresponds to the preceding Lemma.
As for the “only if” part, we go on structuring the proof, in
the following three steps:

1. The utility scale U and an order-preserving function h
from V to U are defined.

2. A functionQU�
W

:�(X;V ) ! U representingv; i.e. s.t.
QU�

W
(�) � QU�

W
(�0) iff � v �0 is introduced.

3. The preference function u:X ! U is the restriction of
QU�

W
to X and n = nU Æ h, nU being the reversing

involution on U: It is proved that

QU�
W
(�) = minx2X max(n(�(x)); u(x)):

Now, we develop these steps.

1. As usual, v stratifies �(X;V ) in a linearly ordered set
of classes of equivalently preferred distributions (�0 2
[�] iff � � �0): We define U = �(X;V )= � with
the natural (linear) order [�] � [�0] iff � v �0: Denote
by 1 and 0 the maximum and minimum elements of U ,
[x] = 1 and [x] = 0:

Define the order reversing function n:V ! U as n(�) =
[��
�
]: A2 guarantees that n reverses the order. Let nU be

the reversing involution in U; the linking-scales mapping
h is defined as h = nU Æ n:

2. Now, we define QU�
W

in three steps.

(a) For all � 2 V; QU�
W
(��
�
) = n(�):

(b) Secondly, 8x 2 XNM ; let QU�
W
(x) = [x]:

It is easy to check that ��
�
v ��

�0
iff QU�

W
(��
�
) �

QU�
W
(��
�0
); and analogously, that restricted to

distributions of type x; QU�
W

represents v :

(c) Finally, since A4RC guarantees that 8�; either (9�
s.t. � � ��

�
) or (9x 2 XNM s.t. � � x); we define

QU�
W
(�) =

�
n(�); if 9 � s.t. � � ��

�

[x]; if 9x 2 XNM s.t. � � x:

Notice that, because of A4RC, QU�
W

is well
defined.

3. Now, u:X ! U is defined as u(x) = QU�
W
(x): Notice

that u(x) = 1 and u(x) = 0: It remains to prove that
QU�

W
(�) = minx2X max(n(�(x)); u(x)): With this

goal, we will prove the following equalities:
4Note that h is not required to be onto.
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�
QU�

W
(1=�1; �=�2) = min(QU�

W
(�1);

max(n(�); QU�
W
(�2)):

By A4RC; there are several alternatives for �1; �2 :

(a) 9�; � s.t. �1 � (1=x; �=x) and �2 � ��
�
:

(b) 9x; y 2 XNM s.t. �1 � x and �2 � y;
(c) 9� 2 V; x 2 XNM s.t. �1 � x and �2 � ��

�
;

(d) 9� 2 V; x 2 XNM s.t. �1 � ��
�

and �2 � x:

It is not difficult to verify that applyingA3; AxMix
and reducing lotteries, in each case we obtain that
QU�

W
(1=�1; �=�2) = min(QU�

W
(�1);

max(n(�); QU�
W
(�2))):

In particular, we have that

QU�
W
(max(�1; �2)) = min(QU�

W
(�1); QU

�
W
(�2)):

This may be easy generalized to

QU�
W
( max
i=1;:::;p

�i) = min
i=1;:::;p

QU�
W
(�i):

� Now, we verify

QU�
W
(�) = min

i=1;:::;p
max(n(�(xi)); u(xi)):

As � is normalized, 9xj 2 X s.t. �(xj) = 1:
Without loss of generality we assume
j = 1: Then, let �i = (1=x1; �(xi)=xi):
Since � = maxi=1;:::;p �i; we have:
QU�

W
(�) = QU�

W
(maxi=1;:::;p �i)

= mini=1;:::;p QU�(�i)
= mini=1;:::;p fmin(u(x1);

max(n(�(xi)); u(xi))g
= 5 mini=1;:::;p max(n(�(xi)); u(xi)):

This ends the proof of the theorem. �

3.4 Representation of Optimistic Qualitative
Utilities

For modeling an optimistic DM’s behaviour, we consider the
axioms set AXM+ = fA1; A2+,A3; A4RC+; AxMix+g;
as usual being �+

�
= (�=x; 1=x), with

� A2+: if � � �0 then � v �0;

� A4RC+: There exists a subset6 XNM � X; s.t. all
maximal and all minimal elements of (X;v) are in its
complement, and 8� 2 �(X;V ) either (9� 2 V s.t.
� � �+

�
) or (9x 2 XNM s.t. � � x):

� AxMix+:

1. if x; y 2 XNM ; � 2 V then

(1=x; �=y) �

8<
:

x; if (x w y) or ( x A �+
�
)

�+
�
; if y A �+

�
A x

y; if �+
�
A y A x:

2. if x 2 XNM then

(1=�+
�
; �=x) �

8<
:

�+
�
; if (�+

�
A x) or (�+

�
w �+

�
)

�+
�
; if x A �+

�
A �+

�

x; if �+
�
A x A �+

�
:

5Note that �(x1) = 1; so u(x1) = max(u(x1); n(�(x1)):
6If XNM = ;, then axiom A4+ is recovered.

We have analogous results to Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, but
for spaces reasons they are omitted here. The respective
Representation Theorem of Optimistic Utility is:

Theorem 3.6 A preference relation v on �(X;V ) satisfies
axioms set AXM+ if, and only if, there exist

(i) a finite linearly ordered utility scale U with inf(U) = 0
and sup(U) = 1;

(ii) a preference function u:X ! U s.t. u�1(1) 6= ; 6= u�1(0);

(iii) an order preserving function h:V ! U such that
h(0) = 0 and h(1) = 1;

in such a way that �0 v � iff �0 4
QU

+

W

�:

3.5 A Particular Case: Maximin and Maximax
Decision Criteria

Let us consider again the simplest scale of uncertainty, V =
f0; 1g; that is, consequences can be either fully possible or
fully impossible. This is a very particular case since for any
preference scale U; the only requirement to be fulfilled by a
mapping h:V ! U is that h(0) = 0 and h(1) = 1: In this
framework�(X;V ) is just the power set 2X and the resulting
utility functionals are

QU�
W
(Aju) = min

x2A
u(x) and QU+

W
(Aju) = max

x2A
u(x);

leading to the well-known maximin and maximax decision
models. Now, it is very easy to check that, in order to fully
characterize a preference relation on 2X induced by these
QU�

W
and QU+

W
; the above axioms simplify to these ones:

� A1: v is a total pre-order,

� A2: if A � B then B v A;

� A3: if A � B then A [ C � B [ C;

� A4RC: 8A � X; 9x 2 X s.t. A � x;

� AxMix: if x v y then fx; yg � x:

Actually, in this setting, axiom A2 is redundant since it is a
logical consequence of the remaining axioms. Moreover, as
we are working with a finite set X; A4RC is a consequence
of AxMix: The axiomatic frameworks à la Savage of these
maximax and maximin criteria are provided in [Brafman and
Tennenholtz, 1996; 1997].

Dubois et al. [1999] shown the necessity of extending the
model to non-normalized possibility distributions, because of
case-based decision-making problems or to be able of facing
problems where different, partially inconsistent, information
sources about the situation are available,etc. To include these
problems, they extended the model summarized in Section
2. Analogously, we extend our above proposal and provide
corresponding characterizations of the orderings induced by
suitably modified utility functions.

3.6 Utilities for Non-Normalized Distributions
Now, we consider the set of non-necessarily normalized
distributions on X , �ex(X;V ), with values on the finite
uncertainty scale V (keeping the usual definition of
possibilistic mixture) as the working set of possibilistic
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lotteries. The utility functionals are extended to evaluate non-
normalized distributions as well. Indeed, given a mapping
F :V ! V s.t. F (1) = 0; 8� 2 �ex(X;V ):

QU�

W
(�ju) = minfQU�

W
(N (�)ju); n Æ F (H(�))g;

QU+

W
(�ju) = maxfQU+

W
(N (�)ju); h Æ F (H(�))g;

where H(�) is the height of the distribution �, H(�) =
maxx2X �(x); and N (�) is a normalized version of �
defined as 1; if �(x) = H(�), and as �(x), otherwise. Notice
that when H(�) = 1; the original expression is retrieved.

To characterize the preference orderings induced by QU
W

in �ex(X;V ) we extend AXM and AXM+ respectively,
with the usual [Dubois et al., 1999; Godo and Zapico, 2001]
additional axiom:

� A7F : 8� 2 �ex(X;V ); � � (1=N (�); F (H(�))=X):

Obtaining the following representation theorems.

Theorem 3.7 A preference relationv on �ex(X;V ) satisfies
AXMex = AXM + A7F (resp. AXM+ex = AXM+ +
A7F ) if, and only if, there exist

(i) a linearly ordered and finite preference scale
U with inf(U) = 0 and sup(U) = 1;

(ii) a preference function u:X ! U s.t. u�1(1) 6= ; 6= u�1(0),

(iii) an order-preserving mapping h:V ! U; h(0) = 0 and
h(1) = 1;

in such a way that �0 v � iff QU�

W
(�0ju) v QU�

W
(�ju);

(�0 v � iff QU+
W
(�0ju) v QU+

W
(�ju) respectively).

4 Conclusions and Future Works
As it has been mentioned, to weaken the onto condition of
the linking-scales mapping allows us to work with decision-
making problems where the cardinality of the uncertainty
values set may be not greater than or equal to the cardinality
of the preference set.

It has been shown that this onto condition in the
commensurability hypothesis is directly related with the
continuity property of the preference relation on �(X;V ).
For characterizing those preference relations representable by
the qualitative utility functions where h is not required to be
onto, we have proposed to include a relaxed continuity axiom
and an axiom for handling some special mixtures.

It is true, that given U and h non-onto, we may extend V
to some V 0 and define h0 : V 0 ! U , with h0 onto, in a such
a way that 8� 2 �(X;V ); QUW (�jh) = QU(�jh0). But the
point, for us, is that while the ordering induced by QU(�jh0)
in �(X;V 0) satisfies continuity, the ordering induced by
QUW (�jh) in the original distributions set �(X;V ) may not
satisfy continuity.

This is a first approach to the goal of weakening
commensurability. A next step is to extend the analysis
to the general utility functions proposed by Dubois et al.
[1999]. However, this extension seems non-trivial since the
onto conditions is required to guarantee the well-definedness
of these generalized utility functions. Another point is to
consider the utilities when the sets values of uncertainty and
preferences are non-linear lattices [Zapico, 1999].
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Abstract

In this paperwe introducea new logical approach
to reasonexplicitly aboutDempster-Shaferbelief
functions. We adoptthe following view: onejust
startswith Booleanformulas � anda belief func-
tion onthem;thebeliefof � is takento bethetruth
degreeof the (fuzzy) proposition � � standingfor
“ � is believed”. For our completeaxiomatization
(Hylbert-style)we useoneof the possibledefini-
tionsof belief,namelyasprobabilityof (modal)ne-
cessity. This enablesus to definea logical system
combiningthemodallogic S5with analreadypro-
posedfuzzy logic approachto reasonaboutprob-
abilities. In particular, our fuzzy logic is the logic
Ł � �� which puts Lukasiewicz and Productlogics
together.

1 Intr oduction
Reasoningunderuncertaintyis a key issuein many areasof
Artificial Intelligence.Fromalogicalview point,uncertainty
basicallyconcernsformulas,describinga situation,that can
be either true or false,but their truth valueis unknown due
to incompletenessof the available information. When this
uncertaintycanbemeasured,thenonemayassignto propo-
sitionsthedegreeof beliefof beingtrue.Amongthedifferent
modelsof numericaluncertainty, in the senseof belief, that
have beenproposed,probability theory is undoubtedlythe
most relevant, however other interestingmodelshave been
alsoproposedtrying to remedydifferentshortcomingsof the
pure Bayesianapproaches.In particular, Demspter-Shafer
belief functions[Shafer, 1975] provideamoregeneralframe-
work to assessuncertaintyto eventsor propositions,general-
izing not only the probabilisticmodel but also for instance
the possibilisticmodel. In this framework propositionscan
beattachedtwo uncertaintydegrees,a lowerandanupperes-
timate,andthelack of evidenceon thetruth of a proposition
doesnot necessarilyinduceevidencefor the falsity of that
proposition.

Onemayfind in theliteraturea numberof uncertaintylog-
ics. As for probability, let us mention [Keisler, 1985] for
a deepinvestigationof probabilisticquantifiers(probability
of � is ���	�
� a fixed parameter)and [Fagin et al., 1990;

Halpern,1989] for logics to reasonexplicitly aboutproba-
bilities; seealso [Nilsson, 1982; Bacchus,1990] for other
probabilisticlogical formalisms.As for othertypesof belief,
seee.g. [Duboiset al., 1994] for a full overview on possi-
bilistic logic, and[FaginandHalpern,1991;Saffiotti, 1992;
Sossaiet al., 1999] for differentproposalsof belief function
logics. Anothertypeof approaches,thatmaybecalledcom-
parative, deal with a binary modality � , the formula � ��
meaning“belief of � is � belief of � ”; this wasadoptede.g.
in [Boutilier, 1992; Bendova and Hájek, 1993] (possilibity
theory)and[HarmanecandHájek, 1994] (Dempster-Shafer
belief). Let us remarkthat,asit is obvious, theabove list of
referencesof relevant works is far from beingexhaustive, it
is only for exemplifying purposes.

It is of worth noticingthatall theabove uncertaintylogics
(andin many others)arebuilt on thebasisthat the represen-
tationof situationsis doneby meansof two-valued(Boolean)
propositions:they canonly beeithertrueor false. However,
whenwe needto dealwith propositionsrepresentinggradual
notions( e.g. high temperature,low income)it is naturalto
move from two-valuedclassicallogic to a many-valuedlog-
ical framework wherepropositionsmaybeattachedinterme-
diatetruth degrees.This is the realmof fuzzy logic1, which
is completelydifferentfrom theoneof uncertaintylogics,al-
thoughin both propositionsareusuallyattachedwith num-
bersbetween0 and 1. It hasbeenrepeatedlystressedthat
truthdegreesin fuzzy logic mustbecarefullyandclearlydis-
tinguishedfrom belief degrees(probabilities,or moregener-
ally belief degreesof Dempster–Shafertheory).Fuzzylogics
are logics of comparative truth and are mainly understood
astruth-functional: the truth degreeof a compoundformula
(conjunction,disjunction,implication,.. . ) is determinedby
the truth degreesof its componentsvia truth functions. On
the other hand,uncertaintyis basicallyconcernedwith de-
greesof belief that two-valuedpropositionsaretrue. Belief
degreesareobviouslynot truth-functional.Thisdoesnotpre-
ventto find proposalsto extendthevariousnotionsof uncer-
tainty to fuzzypropositionsandhenceto find in theliterature
also fuzzybelief logics of variouskinds, for instancelet us
mentionthe paper[Hájek et al., 1994] fuzzifying the com-
parative modality � for possibilisticmeasuresover a finitely

1Fuzzylogic hasbeendevelopedasa strictly formal systemin
bothpropositionalandpredicatecalculi, seee.g.[Hájek,1998].
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valuedŁukasiewicz logic).
In� this paperwe introducea new logical approachto rea-

sonexplicitly aboutDempster-Shaferbelief functionswhich
combinesclassicaluncertaintymeasures(probabilityandbe-
lief functions)with elementsof fuzzy logic: the basicob-
servation is that “uncertainty” or belief is itself a gradual
notion, e.g. a propositionmay be totally, quite, more or
less, or slightly certain (in the senseof probable, possi-
ble, believable, plausible,etc.). Then, one just startswith
Booleanformulas � and a probability on them; the prob-
ability of � is taken to be the truth degree of the fuzzy
proposition � ��� ��� is probable”. This was already
usedin [Hájek et al., 1995] andcontinuedin [Hájek, 1998;
Godoet al., 2000] to definea fuzzy logic theoryfor proba-
bilistic reasoning.Herewe generalizethis approachto deal
with belief functions,i.e. we takethefollowing identity

belief degreeof � = truth degreeof � � ,

asour working assumption,where � � standsfor the fuzzy
proposition“ � is believed”. For gettinga completeaxiom-
atizationof “being (highly) believed” we useoneof possi-
ble definitionsof Dempster-Shaferbelief, namelyasproba-
bility of necessity. This enablesus to combinetheapproach
of [Godoetal., 2000] with themodallogic S5. In particular,
our fuzzy logic is the logic Ł � �� “putting Łukasiewicz and
Productlogic together”,which provides a nice and power-
ful logicalsettingwherearithmeticaloperationsareimplicitly
available.

We are forcedto have extensive preliminaries:Section2
containspreliminarieson belief functionsand modal logic
S5, Section3 preliminarieson the logic Ł � �� anda variant
of it suitableto handleinfinite theories.Section4 is devoted
to thedefinitionof ourfuzzybelief logicFB(Ł � �� ) for regular
belief functionsandmain(completeness)results,while Sec-
tion 5 containsanapproachto handleDempstercombination
rule in our fuzzy logic setting.Finally, Section6 discussesa
generalizationto dealwith generalbelief functions,i.e. belief
functions����� with possibly��������� � positive.Dueto spacelim-
itationproofsarenot includedherebut canbefoundin [Godo
etal., 2001].

2 Preliminaries I
Wesurvey heresomebasicfactsonbelief functions.(Theba-
sic monographis [Shafer, 1975].) We areinterestedin belief
functionson propositionalformulasin finitely or countably
infinitely many propositionalvariables. Starting from the
classicaldefinition of Dempster(usingwhat we call Demp-
sterspaces)we explain a presentationusingKripke models
of modallogic aswell asa definitionusinga superadditivity
condition.All resultsof thissection,exceptthelastoneto the
bestof our knowledge,arealreadyknown modulopossiblya
differentnotation.

Definition 1 A Dempsterspace(or d-space)is a structure! � ��"#��$%��&'�)(*� where ",+� �-+� $%�.& is a mappingof" into the power set /#�0$1� of $ and ( is a finitely addi-
tive probability on an algebra of subsetsof "32 For 4657$%�
put �����98:�;4<� � (>=@?BA>&'�C?D�<5E4GF (if this set is measur-
able). �����98 is the belief functiongivenby D. D is regular if

&H��?D�3+� � for each ?:I then �����98 is a regular belief function�C�����98J���K� �-L ��2
Needlessto say, a function ����� mapping(some)subsetsof$ into M L �ONQP is a belief function if f it is a belief function

given by somed-space. Note that it may be given by var-
ious d-spaces;only propertiesindependentof the choiceof
theunderlyingd-spaceareof interest.

Let Var be a setof propositionalvariablesR.ST�CR � �O2U2O2 and
let �WV>�0$�XZY\[^]T�\_`= L �UNTF (valueof a propositionalvari-
ablein a world). Thepair � ! ���O� (or just �C"#��$%�a&H��('���U� is an
evaluatedd-space.For eachformula � built from our propo-
sitionalvariables� ��?:� � � is thetruth valueof � in ? defined
in theobviousway. Thebelief of � is definedas����� 8cb d � � � � ����� 8 =T?eAf�K�C?:� � � � NTF^2
A function ����� is a belief functionon formulas if for some
evaluatedd-space� ! ���O���a����� � �����Cg 8cb d�h 2 Actually we shall
dealonly with total belief functionson formulas,i.e. with
thosebelief functionsfor which thesetsof worlds =@?jik$lA&H��?D�c5m=@?cnoA^� ��?cn0� � � � NTFKF are ( -measurablefor any for-
mula � . Evidently, if � and � are logically equivalentthen�����Cgqp b d)h � � � � ������grp b d�h �C�'� , i.e. ����� respectslogical equiva-
lence.

Now let us introduce some basic conceptsof modal
logic. Formulasof modalpropositionallogic arebuilt form
propositionalvariablesusing connectives and the modalitys

(necessarily);if � is a formula then
s � is a formula. A

Kripke model for the logic tvu (briefly a
s

-Kripke model)
is a structure w � �0$G�axy���O� where x is an equivalence
relation on $ (reflexive, symmetricand transitive) and �
is an evaluation of propositionalvariablesas above. The
truth value of

s � is definedas follows: � ��?J� s � � � N if
for each ?zn , ?Dx{?zn implies � ��?cn|� � � � N 2 A formula � is
an t>u -tautology if � ��?:� � � � N for each

s
-Kripke modelw � �0$G�axy���O� andeach ?}i7$~� � is true in eachworld

of each
s

-Kripke model). Thefollowing areaxiomsof t>uWV
Axiomsof classicalpropositionallogic plus

(K)
s � � _B�'�'_�� s � _ s �'�

(T)
s � _ �

(4)
s � _ sDs �

(B) � _ sz� �
where

� � is read “possibly � ” and stands for � s � � .
Deductionrules are modusponensand necessitation(from� deduce

s � ��2�t>u is completewith respectto the given
semantics;a formulais provablein t>u if f it is a t>u -tautology.

A formulais withoutnestedmodalitiesif no box occursin
thescopeof otherbox(boxis appliedonly to box-freeformu-
las). In t>u�� eachformula is logically equivalentto a formula
withoutnestedmodalities.This,togetherwith theknown nor-
mal form theoremof propositionallogic, givesthefollowing
importantfact.

Fact. If the setVar of propositionalvariablesis finite then
thereis a finite set � of formulassuchthateachformula is,
over t>u�� logically equivalentto a formulafrom � .

A
s

-probabilistic Kripke model is a pair ��wG��(*� , or just
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�0$G�axy���K�)(*� , where w is a
s

-Kripke modeland ( is a prob-
abilistic� (finitely additive) measureon an algebraof subsets
of $%2
��wG�)(*� canbe seenasan evaluatedd-space� ! ���O� ��0$G��$%��&'�)('���O� where &'��?�� � =@?zn�i�$ A:?Dx{?cn9F (thex -classof ?���2 Observe that then ����� g 8cb d�h � � � � ('��=@?�A� ��?:� s � � � NfF@� , or briefly ������� � � � ('� s � � , which tells
usthatthebelief of � is theprobabilityof thenecessityof � .

Note that the belief function given by a
s

-probabilistic
Kripke modelis regular, thanksto reflexivity of x . General
(regular and non-regular) belief functionsmay be obtained
e.g. from probabilistic Kripke modelsof provability logic
GL, see[Hájek, 1995]. We shall comebackto generalbe-
lief functionslaterin Section6.

Now assume$ be finite non-empty. A basic belief as-
signmenton $ is a mapping ��V�/#��$1�{_�M L �ONQP suchthat�	����� ���94�� � NKI�� is regular if ���C�K� ��L 2 The belief
functiongivenby � is definedby�������#�;4<� �6�� �.� ���;����2
This is indeeda belief function; moreover, given an evalua-
tion �JV^$EXzY:[^]D_�= L �UNTF , thecorrespondingbelieffunction
on formulas, �������Db d � � � � �������#��=@?�A:� ��?:� � � � NfF@� , is
regular if f it is given by a

s
-probabilistic Kripke model;

namelyby a model w � �0$�n0����nC�axy�)(*� where

(1) $�n � =��;� ��?D�zAU�-5-$%��?¡ik$mF ,
(2) ��n|�)�9�z��?D���CR�¢C� � � ��?J��R£¢����
(3) �9�z��?D�)x�Ct>�a?�� if f � � t and
(4) ( is any probabilityon $�n suchthat('�0=^�9�z��?D�zAT?-iW�{F@� � ���9�D��2

This construction is from [Harmanecet al., ]. Con-
versely, eachbelief function ����� on a finite set $ is givenby
a basicbelief assignmentdefinedasfollows[Shafer, 1975]:���9¤\� � �	¥U�.¦ �0§:NO�Q¨ ¦>©.¥ ¨q�����)��ªK��2
Note that if Var (the setof propositionalvariables)is finite
and ����� is a belief function on the formulasbuilt from Var,
thenwe mayassumethat ����� is givenby ad-spacewith $ �«T¬

(thesetof all  -tuplesof zerosandones).Thenif regular,����� is givenby afinite
s

-probabilisticKripke model.
Let � ! ���O� be an evaluatedd-space.For each  andeach

tupleof formulas� � �O2U2O2)� � ¬ , thebelief function ����� givenby� ! ���O� satisfiestheinequality(see[Shafer, 1975]):������� � �v® 2U2O2 ® � ¬ �	� �¯T°± ¥U��² � b´³´³´³ b ¬�µ �0§:NO�Q¨ ¥ ¨ ¶ � ��������·¢�¸ ¥ � ¢ ���
We shall call it the generalized super-additivity condition,
GSA for short,sinceit reducesto the usualsuper-additivity
condition for  � «

and when � � and � � are mutually
exclusive. Moreover, if Y:[^] is finite and ����� is a function
assigningnumbersfrom M L �UN�P to formulassuchthat

(1) ��������¹a]Tº
�U� � N �
(2) ��������»
[ ��¼U�O� ��L �
(3) ����� respectslogical equivalence,and
(4) ����� satisfiestheGSA condition,

then ����� is a regular belief function and the formula

above definesa regularbasicbelief assignmentdefining ������2
Consequently, ����� is givenby a finite

s
-probabilisticKripke

model.
Our lastaim in this sectionis to prove that this resultcan

beextendedto thecaseof Var beingcountable.

Theorem 1 If Y:[�] is countableand ����� is a functionsatisfy-
ing ��������¹a]Tº
�O� � N ���������C».[ ��¼U�O� �½L � thesuperadditivity con-
dition (SA)and ����� respectslogical equivalencethenthere is
a
s

-probabilisticKripkemodelK defining ����� .
An sketch of the proof goes as follows. Let ¾£¿KÀ �=�R � �CR � �U2U2O2��CR ¬ �U2U2O2 F , andfor each , let Á ¬ bethesetof for-
mulasin the variablesR � �O2�2�2���R ¬ . Let ����� ¬ the restrictionof����� to Á ¬ andlet Â ¬ � �0$ ¬ ��� ¬ ��x ¬ �)( ¬ � bethecorrespond-
ing

s
-probabilisticKripke model.Assumethesets$ ¬ to be

pairwisedisjoint anddefinethe structurew � ��$%�a� ��x�)(*�
asfollows:

1. $ �1Ã ¬ $ ¬ .

2. � ��?J��R£¢�� � � ¬ �C?:�CR�¢0� , if ?ei%$ ¬ and Ä>�� ;� ��?J��R ¢ � ��L , otherwise.

3. x �1Ã ¬Dx ¬ .

4. for each4�5Å$ , put ('�94�� �½Æ if thereexists  S such
that ( ¬ �94EÇÈ$ ¬ � �½Æ for all G�Å S , otherwisewe let('�;4�� undefined. Observe that trivially ('��� � ��L and('��$1� � N .

Then one can prove that w � ��$%�a� ��x�)(*� is a
s

-
probabilisticKripke modelsuchthat ('��=@?7AK?½A �DÉ s � FT� �������� � � for eachmodality-freeformula � .

This result is in the samespirit as the oneby Fagin and
Halpern[FaginandHalpern,1991,Theorem3.3] connecting
belief functionsand inner measuresinducedby probability
measureswhenthesetVar of propositionalvariablesis finite.

3 Preliminaries II
Herewesurvey theunderlyingsystemof fuzzylogic weshall
usefor our belief functionlogic.

Ł � �� is a logic “putting Łukasiewicz and Product log-
ics together”, introducedin [Esteva et al., 2000]. Formu-
las arebuilt from propositionalvariablesandthe truth con-
stantsÊL and Ê �� usingconnectives _ Ł ��_ÌË'�aÍ (Łukasiewicz
andGoguenimplication andproductconjunction)with the
following truth functions2:

�K� L � �-L , � � �� � � ��� � � _ Ł �'� = ÎÐÏ�Ñ���N	§k�K� � �*Ò¡�K�C�'���UNO��K� � Í¡�'� = � � � �'ÓU�K�C�'��K� � _ Ë �'� = Ô NK� ÏrÕo� � � �	���K�C�'��K�C�'��Ö �K� � ����×KØ)Ù�Ú�Û)ÜzÏ�Ý)Ú
Evaluationsof propositionalvariables� into [0, 1] which are
extendedto arbitraryformulasusingtheseruleswill becalled
Ł � �� -evaluations.Otherdefinableconnectivesare:

2Note that herewe work only with the standardsemantics,i.e.
oursetof truth degreesis theunit real interval Þ ß à�á�âCã
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� Ł
� is � _ Ł ÊL ,�Wä � is � Ł

� _ Ł � ,�>å � is � Ł ��� Ł
�æä � Ł �H� ,�Gç

Ł � is � � _ Ł �'� å �C�è_ Ł
� � ,�Wé � is �>å � � _ Ł �'� ,� ® � is � Ł ��� Ł

�æé � Ł �'� ,� Ë � is � _ ËkÊL ,ê � is �>Ë>� Ł
� ,

with the following truth functionsassociated(as the reader
easilyverifies):� ��� Ł

� � = N	§È� � � � ,� � �Wä �'� = ÎÐÏ�Ñ.�)NK���K� � �*Òë� ���H���� � �>å �'� = Îíìfî�� L ��� � � �*ÒÌ�K�C�'�>§�NO�� � �kç
Ł �'� = N	§ïA � � � �>§ë� ���'�UA� � �Wé �'� = ÎÐÏ�Ñ.�C�K� � �����K�C�'���� � � ® �'� = Îíìfî���� � � �����K�C�'���� ���oË � � = Ô NK�ðÏrÕo� � � � �-LL �ð× Ø�Ù�Ú�Û)ÜzÏ�Ý�Ú� � ê � � = Ô NK�ðÏrÕo� � � � � NL �ð× Ø�Ù�Ú�Û)ÜzÏ�Ý�Ú

Definition 2
(i) Ł � is the logical systemwhoseaxiomsand rules are as
follows3:

(Ł) Axiomsof Łukasiewiczlogic (for _ Ł � å � ÊL );
( � ) Axiomsfor productlogic (for _ Ë �aÍy� ÊL );
( � ) �>Ë � _ Ł � Ł

�
(
ê

)
ê � � _ Ł �'� ç Ł

ê � � _ Ë �H�
(Ł � 5) � Í-����ñZòv� ç Ł � � Íë�H�*ñ-� � Íëò>�

The deduction rules are modus ponens and necessita-
tion for

ê
: from � infer

ê � .
(ii) Ł � �� is the logic obtainedfrom Ł � by adding a truth

constant
�� togetherwith theaxiom:

�� ç
Ł � Ł

�� .

In this setting,a theory � is just a setof formulas. A Ł � �� -
evaluation � is amodelof � if � � � � � N for each� iW� . The
notionof proof in Ł � �� is asusual.

Theorem 2 Ł � �� is stronglycompletefor finite theorieswith
respectto the given semantics. That is, if � is finite then��ó � iff � � � � � N for anyevaluation � modelof � .

It is interestingto remark that, as shown in [Esteva et al.,
2000], rationaltruth constantsÊ] (for eachrational ]yiëM L �UN�P��
aredefinablein Ł � �� andthelogic provestheir basicproper-
ties.Thusthefollowing definitionis sound.

Definition 3 RationalŁ � logic, RŁ � for short, is the logic
obtainedfromŁ � �� byaddingthefollowing infinitary rule:

from � _ Ë ] , for each ]:ô L , derive � _ Ë L . (IR)

Thenotionof proofin RŁ � is asfollows. If � is atheoryover
RŁ � , thentheset õ	ö�÷ Ë �9�D� of all provableformulasfrom �
is thesmallesttheory � n containing� asa subset,containing
all axiomsof RŁ � andclosedunderall deductionrules.For
simplicity we shall denote� iïõ	ö�÷ Ë �9�D� by �øó�ù � . We
shall keepthe notation �Eó � to denotefinitary deduction,
i.e. deductionunderŁ � �� .

3Theseaxiomsareactuallyasimplifiedformulationof [Estevaet
al., 2000] proposedby P. Cintulain forthcomingpaper.

Theorem 3 (Strongcompleteness)For any theory � over
RŁ � and any formula � , �Eó�ù � iff � is 1-true in all [0,
1]-valuedmodelsof � .

To closethis sectionlet us mentionthat in [Godo et al.,
2000] the logics Ł � �� andRŁ � have beenusedto build the
correspondingfuzzy probability logics FP(Ł� �� ), FP(RŁ� ).
In thenext sectionweshallelaboratethecorrespondingbelief
logicsFB(Ł � �� ), FB(RŁ� ).

4 A logic for belief functions
After all thesepreliminarieswe are preparedto defineour
logic. Wedistinguishtwo kindsof formulas:

(1) Booleanformulas(or S5-formulas)arebuilt from propo-
sitional variables R.ST�CR � �U2U2O2 using connectives _-� ® � é ���
(say)andthe modality

s
asdescribedabove. Modality-free

formulas do not contain
s I a formula is closed if each

propositionalvariableis in the scopeof a modality. Closed
formulaswithout nestedmodalitiesarecallednormal; they
arejust built form formulasof theform

s � � � modalityfree
usingtheconnectivesabove.
(2) P-formulas (or many-valued formulas). Atomic P-
formulashave the form �#���>� , read“probably � ”, where �
is a normal S5-formula. P-formulasare built from atomic
P-formulasusingthe connectivesof Ł � �� , i.e. _ Ł �a_ Ë �aÍ ,

and truth constantsL and
�� . We shall use � � for �#� s � �

where � is a modality-free formula; � � reads“ � is be-
lieved”. Formulasbuilt from theseusing Ł � �� -connectives
andtruth-constantsarecalledbelief formulasor B-formulas;
they areof courseparticularP-formulas.

Examples:�qR éíú �	_6] is a Boolean,modality freeformula,s �qR éWú �'_ s ] is a normalS5-formula,�#� s �qR éWú �'_ s ]T�
is a P-formula,and �3� s �rR éWú ���	_ Ł �#� s ]T� is a B-formula,
equivalentlyexpressedas �#�qR éíú �H_ Ł �#��]T� .
From a knowledgerepresentationpoint of view, we want to
pointout therich expressivity B-formulasprovide with. As a
matterof fact, we canexpressfor instancesimplenumerical
assignmentslike ������� � � � L 2 û and �������C�'� �1L 2 ü by formulasL 2 û{_ ÷ � � and L 2 û ç ÷ � � ; a positivebelief ������� � �	ô L by�>Ë>�>Ëv� � ; comparisonsof beliefslike ������� � �#�ð�����)���'� by
the formula � � _Ì÷ë�:� ; or even morecomplex conditions
like ��������ý^�3� L 2 ûÓ �����)� � �'Ò-�����)�9òv�	ÓK�������C�'� by the formula�)� L 2 ûzÍ¡� � � ä �C�{òíÍ¡�:�H���	_ ÷ �Jý .

Semantics.Our languageis interpretedin theobviousway ins
-probabilistic Kripke models w � �0$G�axy���K�)(*��2 For each

Boolean � andeach ?þi�$G�a� ��?J� � � is defined(andis 0 or
1). Moreover, for eachnormalS5-formula�	� theprobability('�C�v� � ('�0=T?A � ��?:���>� � NfF@� is well-defined;thenthe truth
valueof �#���>� in K is definedasÿ �#�C�>� ÿ�� � (>=T?A � ��?:���>� � NfF�2
This extendsto otherP-formulasusingtruth connectivesof
Ł � �� I thus

ÿ��{ÿ �
is well definedfor eachP-formula

� 2 In
particular,

ÿ � � ÿ � is definedfor eachmodality free formula� 2
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An obvious alternativesemanticsfor B-formulasis given
by an� � arbitrary regular belief function bel on modality-free
formulas; take

ÿ � � ÿ�� d�� � �����)� � � and extend using truth
functionsof connectives. Sinceeachbelief functionon for-
mulasis givenby a

s
-probabilisticKripke modelthisreduces

to theformercase.
A P-formula

�
is a 1-tautology (or just tautology) of

FB(Ł � �� ) if
ÿ��{ÿ�� � N for each

s
-probabilistic Kripke

model K . It follows using [Hájek, 1998] that the following
formulasaretautologies,for any normalS5-formulas���
	%V

(FP1) �C�#���>� å �#�C�W_�	*�)�'_ Ł �#��	*�
(FP2) �#�C�'�>� ç Ł � Ł �#�C�v�
(FP3) �#�C� ® 	*� ç Ł �C�#���>�>_ Ł �#�C� é 	*���H_ Ł �#�	*��2

Thesethreeaxiomsaxiomatizethe (fuzzy) notion of being
probable. Axiom (FP1)saysthat if both � and �m_�	 are
probable,then 	 is probableaswell. Axiom (FP2)saysthat� is probableif f �'� is not probable. Finally, it is easyto
check,by meansof the truth function of _ë÷ , that Axiom
(FP3)expressestheconditionthattheprobabilityof � ® 	 is
thesumof theprobabilitiesof � and 	 minustheprobability
of � é 	 .

Definition 4
Axioms of FB(Ł� �� ) andFB(RŁ� ) are thefollowing:

(i) � , for each S5-formula� provablein S5

(ii) �#�C�>� , for each normalS5-formula� provablein S5(call
thisaxiom(FB0))

(iii) Theschemes(FP1)–(FP3)abovefor P-formulas

(iv) Axiomsof Ł � �� for P-formulas.

Deductionrules of FB(Ł� �� ) are thoseof Ł � �� (moduspo-
nensand � -necessitation)anddeductionrules of FB(RŁ� )
are thoseof RŁ� (theaboveplustheinfinitary rule (IR)).

This is a recursive axiom systemsinceprovability in S5 is
decidable.Alternatively onemaytakeaxiomsandrulesof S5
(includingclassicalpropositionallogic) for S5-formulasand
addthe rule “from � infer �#�C�>� ” for a normalS5-formula,
in thiswayonecanobtainasystemwith finitely-many axiom
schemesandrules.

Interestingly, onecan easily checkthat FB(Ł � �� ) proves
thefollowing formulas � � ¢ beingmodalityfreeBoolean):

(1) �#� s � �v® 2U2O2 ® s � ¬ �'_ Ł �3� � �v® 2O2U2 ® � ¬ �
(2) �#� NT�
(3) �'�3� L �

Moreover, if � �a� areBooleanmodalityfree,then� _B�� � _ Ł �:�
is a derived rule in FB(Ł � �� ). The reader may notice
that thesetheoremsand rule correspondto the four prop-
ertiescharacterizingbelief functionson formulas(seeSec-
tion 2), in particular(i) above correspondsto the GSA con-
dition. Indeed,in semanticterms(i) expressesthe inequal-
ity ������� � � ® 2U2O2 ® � ¬ �y� ('� s � ��® 2U2U2 ® s � ¬ � , but by the
inclusion-exclusionrule for probabilitiesthe last term is �� ¯@°± ¥U��² � ³´³´³ ¬�µ �0§:NO� ¨ ¥ ¨ ¶ � ('��� ¢�¸ ¥ s � ¢ � , andsince� ¢C¸ ¥ s � ¢ is

logically equivalentto
s � � ¢�¸T¢ � ¢ � , onehas ('� � ¢C¸ ¥ s � ¢ � ���������� ¢�¸T¢ � ¢0� .

After this preparationwe canimmediatelystateandprove
two completenesstheoremsfor belieftheories, i.e. setsof B-
formulas.Recallthat

s
-probabilisticKripke modelsthatare

modelsof abelieftheory� arein theobviouscorrespondence
with regular belief functionsbel that are modelsof � � i.e.
suchthat

ÿ��{ÿ � d�� � N for eachaxiom
� ií�z2

Theorem 4 (Completeness)

(1) Strongcompletenessof FB(RŁ� ). Let � beabelief the-
ory and

�
a belief formula. � ó�ù �

(i.e. � proves�
over x��>�\� if f

ÿ��{ÿ�� d�� � N for eachbelief function
bel which is a modelof � (if f

ÿ��{ÿ�� � N for each
s

-
probabilisticKripke modelof �D��2

(2) Strongfinitecompletenessof FB(Ł � �� ). Let � beafinite
belief theoryand

�
a belief formula. �mó � �9� proves�

overŁ � �� � if f
ÿ��{ÿ � d�� � N for eachbelief functionbel

which is a modelof �z2
5 About Dempster’s rule

In this sectionwe shall give somehints abouthow our logi-
cal framework is powerful enoughto enablethemodellingof
regular belief functionscombinationby meansof the well-
known Dempster’s rule, althoughin a bit cumbersomeway
andprovidedwe work with a finite set ¾�¿ À � =�R � �O2U2O2)��R ¬ F
of propositionalvariables.

Let usbriefly recall that if � � and � � aretwo regularba-
sic belief assignmentson a finite $ , thenthe (regular)basic
belief assignment� ��� � � correspondingto the Dempster
rule combinationof � � and � � is definedfor �k+� 4657$
as ��� ��� � � ���;4<� ��� © � Ó �� b ��� ��� � ± � � � �9��HÓ�� � � �����
where � � � � b ��� �!� � ± ¯ � � �;��WÓ'� � � ��� , and �C� � �� � �����K� �-L .

Thekey point is that,in a sucha finite framework, givena
belief functionon formulas,we canaccessto its correspond-
ing massdistribution.Similarly to thefact thatthebelief of a
Booleanmodality-freeformula � canbeobtainedastheprob-
ability of themodalformula

s � , thecorrespondingmassas-
signmentfor � canbeobtainedastheprobabilityof another
relatedmodalformula "s � . Indeed,let w � �0$%��� �axy�)(*� be
a
s

-probabilisticKripke modeland let ����� É be its induced
belieffunction,i.e. ����� É � � � � ÿ � s � ÿ É . Call � É its corre-
spondingmassdistribution.Assume� to bedecomposedin a
disjunctionof maximallyelementaryconjunctions(mec’s for
short),thatis, �Gç ®!# ¸%$'&)( ý , whereeachý is of theform

� ·¢C¸ ¥ R ¢ � é � ·* ¸ ² � b´³´³´³ b ¬�µ,+ ¥ � R * �
for someªy5-=�N �O2U2U2��� F . Noticethatsincewehave  propo-
sitional variables,we have

«T¬
mec’s, call them ý � �U2O2U2��aý ��- .

Thenonecanprove thefollowing lemma.
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Lemma 1 For each modalityfreeBooleanformula � , let "s �
stand. for � s � � é � ·# ¸%$'&)( � s � �Ðé �'ý^����2
Then

ÿ �/"s � ÿ É � � É � � � .
Now, since we are able to identify massdistributions,

andsinceDempster’s rule definesa new mass�/0 from two
masses� � and � � with productsandsums(availablein the
Ł � andRŁ � logics),therestis easy, althougha bit cumber-
someasalreadymentioned.Onehasto introducethreepairs
of modalities �*¢)� s ¢ , for Ä � N � « �21 , andconstructformulas
in the obvious way. Belief formulasnow will be built from
atomicbelief formulasof the form � ¢ s ¢ � , called �c¢ � , us-
ing connectivesandtruth-constantsfrom Ł � �� . Analogously
to thesimplecase,we canrestrictourselvesto belief Kripke
modelsof the form Â � �0$%��� �a����� � ������� � �a�����'0T� , wherethe����� ¢ ’s arebelief functionson

« �
. For eachnon-modalfor-

mula � , let usdenoteby �
3� � � 3� � � � , thefollowing (cumber-
some)formula:4

¥ b 5 � � � "s ��6¢C¸ ¥ ý ¢ ��Í¡� � � "s ��6* ¸ 5 ý * ���
where ª£�87 5 =�N �O2U2U2�� «T¬ F are such that � 9 ¢C¸ ¥ ýf¢|� é� 9 * ¸ 5 ý * � ç1� . Noticethat,dueto Lemma1, thetruth value

of �
3� � � 3� � � � in themodel w � ��$%�a� ������� � ������� � ������� 0 � isÿ �
3� � � 3� � � � ÿ É � �� b � ��� � � � � ±;: &)<>= � � �94��	Ó�� � �9�#��2
Thenlet FB0 (Ł � �� ) belike FB(Ł � �� ) but repeatingFB(Ł � �� )
axiomsfor eachpairof modalitiesandhaving� 0 "s 0 � 9 ¢C¸ ¥ ýT¢C� ç Ł � Ł � � � b � � L ���>_ÌË � � b � � ® ¢C¸ ¥ ýf¢|� (DR1)

for eachnon-emptyªy5-=�N �O2U2O2�� «T¬ F and� 0 "s 0 � L � ç Ł
L (DR2)

as additional axioms; analogouslywith FB0 (RŁ �\� and
FB(RŁ� ).

Corollary 1 Let � bea belieftheoryoverFB0 (RŁ �\� andlet�
bebeliefformula.Then,�èó�ù �

iff
ÿ��{ÿ g � d��'?�b � d��>@)b � d��>A�h � N

for each triple of belieffunctions�C����� � �a����� � �a�����'0O� modelof �
andwith �����'0 � ����� ��� ����� � . In particular,�¡ó�ù ]{_ Ł � 0 � iff ������� � � ����� � ��� � �	��] ,
for each triple ������� � �a����� � ������� � � ����� � � modelof � .

6 Final Remarks
In this final sectionwe like to briefly commentabouttheex-
tensionof theapproachdevelopedin thepreviius sectionsto
deal with “general” belief functions. By generalwe mean
regular as well as singular, i.e. belief functions ����� such
that �������C�K� canbe positive. A B -spaceasdefinedin Defini-
tion 1 yieldsgeneralbelief functions;if ����� is singular(non-
regular),its regularizationis definedas����� n �94�� � ���������;4<�o§ë�����)���K�)��Ö£��N	§ë��������� ����2

Thereis no roomfor full detailssowe shallonly sketchhow
anextensionof our approachcoveringthis canbedone.

Themain point is thatwhendealingwith modal logic we
have to allow possibleworlds satisfying

s ÊL (where ÊL is the
truthconstantfor falsity), i.e. to allow for worlds ? suchthat?�x\?cn for no ?zn . Thereareseveral logics admittingthis but
to be ableto generalizedirectly our proofswe have to keep
thelogic asnearto S5aspossible.Our proposalis motivated
semantically:call w � �0$%��xy�a� �)(*� a

s n -probabilityKripke
modelwhere $%��� ��( areasabove and x is a symmetrictran-
sitive relation, not necessarilyreflexive. The modal logic
whosemodelsarestructuresof the form �0$%��xy�a�U� , where x
is symmetricandtransitive,is known asKB4, aweakerlogic
thanS5(whereaxiomT is dropped).

So swichting our basemodal logic from S5 to KB4, the
readermay go throughSections2 and 4 generalizingfrom
S5to KB4 andfrom regularbelief functionsto generalbelief
functions. Thendefinethe logics FBn (Ł � �� � andFBn (RŁ �{�
modifying the definitionsof FB-logics as follows: axioms
sub(i) areall KB4-tautologiesandsub(ii) all formulas �#���>�
where � is any normal KB4-tautology. Finally, the com-
pletenessTheorem4 generalizesin the obvious way by re-
placingFB by FBn anddeletingall occurrencesof the word
“regular”). It is important to observe that our generalized
fuzzy logic of belief functions can expressthe regulariza-
tion of a singularbelief function,namelyonecancheckthat�{n ��� �#� � Ê N��'_ Ë ���3� � Ê N�� å �3� s � �)� expressestheregular-
izedbelief of � .

Finally let uscommenthow thisgeneralapproachalsocov-
ersgeneralbelief functionscombinationby meansof Dem-
spter’s rule, actually in a simplified way. In sucha setting,
the(non-normalized)Dempster’scombinationof two masses� � and � � is definedfor any 4}51$ as�C� ��� n � � ���;4<� � �� b ��� ��� � ± � � � �9��HÓ�� � � �D���
whereobviouslynow ��� � � nQ� � ����� � maybepositive,evenif� � and � � wereregular. Thenonecanjust follow thesame
approachasin Section5 anddefinethelogicsFBn0 (Ł � �� ) and
FBn0 (RŁ �\� asFB0 (Ł � �� ) andFB0 (RŁ �\� respectively but re-
placingaxioms(DR1) and(DR2) justby thisone��0 "s 0^� 9 ¢C¸ ¥ ý ¢ � ç Ł � 3� �C� 3� � ��� 9 ¢C¸ ¥ ý ¢ � , (DR1’)

for eachªæ5Å=^NK�U2O2U2�� «T¬ F , with theconventionthat if ª � � ,
then 9 ¢C¸ ¥ ýT¢ is takenasthetruth constantÊL . Finally onecan
show that Corollary 2 still remainsvalid if we replacethere
normalizedDemsptercombination� by thenon-normalized
version� n .
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Abstract

In a rational programminglanguage,a program
specifiesa situation facedby an agent; evaluat-
ing the programamountsto computingwhat a ra-
tional agentwould believe or do in the situation.
This paperpresentsIBAL, a rationalprogramming
languagefor probabilistic and decision-theoretic
agents.IBAL providesa rich declarative language
for describingprobabilisticmodels. The expres-
sion languageallows the descriptionof arbitrarily
complex generative models. In addition, IBAL’s
observation languagemakesit possibleto express
andcomposerejectivemodelsthatresultfrom con-
ditioning on the observations. IBAL also inte-
gratesBayesianparameterestimationanddecision-
theoreticutility maximizationthoroughlyinto the
framework. All thesearepackagedtogetherinto a
programminglanguagethathasa rich typesystem
andbuilt-in extensibility. This paperpresentsa de-
tailedaccountof thesyntaxandsemanticsof IBAL,
aswell asanoverview of theimplementation.

1 Intr oduction
In a rational programminglanguage,a programspecifesa
situationencounteredby an agent; evaluatingthe program
amountsto computingwhata rationalagentwouldbelieveor
do in thesituation. Rationalprogrammingcombinesthead-
vantagesof declarative representationswith featuresof pro-
gramminglanguagessuch as modularity, compositionality,
andtypesystems.A systemdesignerneednotreinventtheal-
gorithmsfor decidingwhatthesystemshoulddo in eachpos-
sible situationit encounters.It is sufficient to declaratively
describethe situation,and leave the sophisticatedinference
algorithmsto theimplementorsof thelanguage.

One can think of Prolog as a rational programminglan-
guage,focusedon computingthe beliefs of an agentthat
useslogical deduction.In the pastfew yearstherehasbeen
a shift in AI towardsspecificationsof rational behavior in
termsof probabilityanddecisiontheory. This paperpresents
IBAL, aprobabilisticrationalprogramminglanguage.IBAL,
pronounced“eyeball”, standsfor IntegratedBayesianAgent
Language.As its namesuggests,it integratesvariousexpects

of probability-basedrationalbehavior, including probabilis-
tic reasoning,Bayesianparameterestimationand decision-
theoreticutility maximization.

IBAL makesfour maincontributions.Thefirst is a highly
expressivelanguagefor representingprobabilitymodels,that
is significantly more expressive than previous languages.
Second,IBAL integratesa languagefor probabilisticmod-
eling, Bayesianlearninganddecisiontheoryundera single
coherentsemanticframework. Third, it provides a unified
inferenceenginefor solving reasoning,learningand utility
maximizationproblems,thatgeneralizesalgorithmsfor many
standardkindsof models.Finally, IBAL is packagedtogether
into a usableprogramminglanguagewith featuressuchasa
strongtypesystemandbuilt-in extensibility.

IBAL is designedwith threekinds of usersin mind. The
first is thesystemmodeler, whomaynotbeanexpertin prob-
abilistic reasoning.For this typeof userthebasicsof thelan-
guageshouldbe reasonablyeasyto learn,and it shouldbe
fairly easyto comeupwith decentmodelsfor many domains.
This kind of userwill benefitgreatly from a goodselection
of librariesimplementingstandardkindsof models.Also, a
good default inferencealgorithm is neededthat can be ex-
pectedto do reasonablywell ona largenumberof models.

The secondkind of user is a modelingexpert, who un-
derstandswell theinferencealgorithmsfor probabilisticrea-
soning.For theexpertuser, the languageshouldprovide the
powerto carefullytweakthemodelbeingused,andto control
whatinferencealgorithmis usedto evaluatedifferentpartsof
themodel.

Thethird kind of useris theAI researcher, who maywant
to introducenew kinds of probabilisticmodelsandnew in-
ferencealgorithms. IBAL makes it easyto introducenew
modelsvia libraries,andtheimplementationframework pro-
videssupportfor building new algorithmsandextendingthe
inferencecapabilitiesof thesystem.

Spacelimitationspreventa full descriptionof boththelan-
guageandtheimplementationin this paper. Thenext section
providesa fairly detailedaccountof the languageandits se-
mantics. Section4 presentsan extendedexample,showing
how the variouscomponentsof IBAL canbe usedtogether
to provide a declarative implementationof a fairly complex
decision-theoreticagent. Section5 presentsan overview of
themainfeaturesof theIBAL implementation.
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2 Genealogyand RelatedWork

Themostdirectpresucrsorto IBAL is thelanguageof [Koller
et al., 1997], hereinafterreferredto asKMP97. KMP97 is
a Lisp-like languageextendedwith a flip constructto de-
scriberandomevents.IBAL extendsKMP97 in a numberof
powerful ways. IBAL’s basicdefinition andexpressionlan-
guagefor describinggenerativeprobabilisticmodelsis simi-
lar to KMP97, but significantlyricher, particularlyin its use
of higher-order functions. In addition, IBAL usesobserva-
tions to conditiondistributions,which allows it to easilyde-
scribea muchricher classof models. IBAL also integrates
decisionsandlearninginto theframework,whicharenotpro-
videdby KMP97.

IBAL is also indebtedto recentwork integrating proba-
bilistic andfirst-orderrepresentationlanguages.Two recent
strandsin thatdirectionarerelationalprobabilitymodels[Pf-
effer etal., 1999], andstochasticlogic programs[Muggleton,
2000].

Otherprojectshave tried to integratean expressive mod-
eling languagewith at leastsomeaspectof learningor de-
cision theory. Another project similar in spirit to IBAL is
DTGolog [Boutilier et al., 2000], which integratesdecision
theoryinto theGologactioncacululus.It is basedon logic-
programmingratherthanthefunctionalprogrammingframe-
work IBAL uses.Also, its rootscanbetracedbackto Markov
decisionprocesses,while IBAL’s rootsare in Bayesiannet-
works. As a result, the two systemshave quite a different
approachto inference;for example,thereis nonotionof vari-
ableeliminationin DTGolog. Also, DTGologdoesnot inte-
gratelearninginto theframework.

[McAllester, 2000] presentsa languagebasedon KMP97
for describingdecisionproblemsand the policies usedby
agents,andfor calculatingtheexpectedutilities of theagents.
Unlike IBAL, thereis no attemptto solve thedecisionprob-
lem and computethe optimal policies. [Cumby and Roth,
2000] integrateslearning and reasoningin an expressive,
compositionallanguage,but onethatis not probabilistic.

3 The IBAL Language

IBAL providesa declarative languagefor describingproba-
bility distributions,parameterestimationproblemsandutility
maximizationproblems.The top level languagecomponent
in IBAL is a block. A block consistsof a sequenceof decla-
rations. Therearea numberof kindsof declarations,includ-
ing definitionsstatinghow valuesof thingsarestochastically
generated;observationsstatingthat somepropertyholdsof
generatedvalues;priors describingtheprior probabilitydis-
tributionsover learnableparameters;decisionsdescribingthe
decisionsthatanagentmakesandthe informationit has;re-
wards describingthe rewardsan agentreceives; andprag-
matics, containingcontrolknowledgeon how to performin-
ferencein a block. I will describeeachof thesein turn. For
the sake of presentationI will presentthe semanticsof the
languageincrementally, asI discusseachkind of declaration.
However, thediscussionsof semanticsaresomewhattechni-
cal,andcanbeskippedon first reading.

3.1 Definitions
A definitionstateshow the valueassociatedwith a nameis
generated.A nameis a symbolsuchas � ; a chain is a se-
quenceof namessuchas ��� ��� � . A definition hasthe form���	� , where � is anexpressionwith oneof theforms:

(Constant) ’ 
 where 
 is asymbol
(Chain) �
(Function) �� �����������������������
(Conditional) if ����� � � then �"! else �"#

where� standsfor apattern,discussedbelow
(Dist) dist $ % � : ���"��������� % � : �"�'&

wherethe %)( areprobabilitiessummingto 1
(Block) *�+-, where + is ablock
(Application) �-.  � � ���������/� � �

A patterndefinesaconditionthatmaybesatisfiedby avalue.
Thenotation�0� � � standsfor thepredicatethatis trueif f the
valueof expression� satisfiesthe pattern � . A patternmay
specifyequalityto a constant,achain,it maybethenegation
of apattern,or theconjunctionor disjunctionof two patterns.

In addition to the above expressionsyntax,the language
providesplenty of syntacticsugar, suchas casestatements
andeasiersyntaxfor definingfunctions.Thereis alsoa type
system,discussionof whichwill beomittedfor lackof space.

Theintuitivemeaningof adefinition ���	� is thatit defines
astochasticexperimentgeneratingthevalueof � . Considera
simpleexample:
fair() = dist [0.5 : ’h, 0.5: ’ t]
biased()= dist [0.9 : ’h, 0.1: ’ t]
pick() = dist [0.5 : fair, 0.5: biased]
coin = pick()
x = 1 y = coin() ; z = coin() 2

Intuitively, fair andbiased are functionsthat return
either’h or ’t with appropriateprobabilities.Thefunction
pick is a higher-order function that returnseither the fair
or biasedfunction. The valueof coin is generatedby ap-
plying pick; it is eitherfair or biased. The expression
definingx is a block expression;x is a datastructurewith
componentsy andz, both generatedby applying the value
of coin. Chainsx.y andx.z aremutually dependenton
whethercoin is fair or biased, but they arecondition-
ally independentgivencoin.

IBAL inherits from KMP97 the ideaof using lazinessto
allow infinitely longexperimentsto bedefined,only someof
whoseresultsmaybeneeded.For example:
real()= 1 first = dist [0.5 : ’zero,0.5:’one]

rest= real() 2
lessthan half = real.first 3 4 ’zero

Here,real definesa uniform distribution over realnum-
bers between 0 and 1, representedby their binary ex-
pansion. Executing real involves an infinite recursion,
but only the first bit is neededto determinethe value of
less than half, which is the valueof a Booleanpredi-
catethat looksonly at real.first. We canthink of exe-
cutingreal lazily, to getthesinglebit needed.

I will now make theseintuitions precise. Thereare four
kinds of valuesin IBAL: (1) Symbolssuchas heads and
true; (2) A specialundefinedvalue,denotedby 5 ; (3) Com-
plex valuesthatconsistof anenvironment, whichmapsnames
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to values;(4) Closures, denoted �6�������������)�)�87��� consisting
of formal9 paramaters�����������:����� , body � andenvironment; .

A chaincanbeviewedasrepresentingafunctiononvalues.
Formally, if � is a chainand < a value,wedefine�=>< � asfol-
lows: If � is empty, �=>< �?� < . Otherwise,if < is notcomplex,�=@< ��� 5 . Otherwise,let � be ��� ��A , and <'A bethevalueasso-
ciatedwith � in < ; then �=>< �?� ��AB@<CA � . To determinewhether
a valuesatisfiesa pattern,we needanenvironmentassigning
valuesto thevariablesappearingin thepattern.Formally, we
define < � � 7 � , meaningthat < satisfies� in ; , by < � � 7 AD

if < is the symbol 
 ; < � � 7 � , if �=>; �E� < and <GF� 5 ; and< � � 7IH � if <JF� � 7 � and <JF� 5 . < � � 7 � for conjunctive
or disjunctive � is definedin the obvious way. Note that 5
cannotsatisfyany pattern.

In orderto generatethevalueof anexpression� , we need
anenvironment; bindingthefreevariablesof � , andasource
of randomness,whichis providedby aninfinite sequenceK of
i.i.d. realnumbersLG$ M ��N"� . Formally, we will definea func-
tion O ��P 7RQ S , meaningthevaluegeneratedfor � in environment; , givenrandomchoicesasin K . Thenotation K �( is thesub-
sequenceof K of elementswith index congruentto T moduloU . This device allows usto split K into multiple independent
subsequences.Hd $ K & andTl $ K & indicatethe headandtail ofK . For constant,chain,function,conditionalanddist expres-
sions, O ��P 7VQ S is definedby:OWAD
 P 7RQ S � 
OX�� � � ���������/� � ���Y�"P 7RQ S �  � � ����������� � � 7���OW� P 7VQ S � �=>; �Z

if ����� �	�
then � !
else �"#�[ 7RQ S � \]^ ]_ O

�"!-P 7VQ Sa`` if < � � 7 �O � # P 7VQ S `` if < � � 7=H �5 if < � 5
where< � O � � P 7VQ Sb` cO dist $ % � : ������������� % � : �"�d&@P 7RQ S � O � ( P 7VQ Tl e S/f

where g (>h �i/j � % (lk Hd $ K & k g (i/j � % (
The valueof a block expressionis complex, anda defini-

tion � ( �Y� ( within the block resultsin the � ( component
mappingto thevalueof � ( . Eachdefinitionis evaluatedin an
environmentincluding bindingsfor namesappearingprevi-
ouslyin theblock. Furthermore,if � ( is a lambdaexpression,
thebinding for � ( is alsoaddedto theenvironmentin which� ( is evaluated,so that � ( is boundin the resultingclosure.
Thisallows recursive functionsto bedefined.Formally:OV* � � �	� �"m ����� m � � �	� � , P 7VQ S � * � � : < ��m ����� m � ��n < � ,

where <�( � O � ( P 7>oBQ Sbpo
and ; ( �rq ;"$ ���s������� (Bt�< �s����� <�( & if � ( is a lambda;"$ ���s������� (@h � t�< �s����� <�(@h �b& otherwise

The final caseto defineis function application. To deter-
mine thevalueof �-.  � � ���������a� � � , we first computethevalue
of �-. . If it is not a closure,theresultof theapplicationis un-
defined.Otherwisewe evaluatethebodyin theenvironment
formedbyextendingtheclosureenvironmentbybindingeach

formalparameter� ( to thevalueof � ( . Formally:

O �-.  � � �������:�/� � �/P 7VQ S �u\]^ ]_ O
� A P 7>v e w cbxyxyx w pdza{ caxyxyx {ap f|Q S p-}d`p-}d`

if O � . P 7RQ S p�}~`p�} c �  �6�����������/�)��� 7Wv��� A5 otherwise

where< ( � O � ( P 7VQ S p�}~`o
Note that the precedingdefinitionselegantly take careof

theissueof infinite experimentswith finite observations,such
astheless than half exampleabove,withoutneedingto
make explicit useof lazinessin the semantics.The rule for
generatingthevalueof anexpressiononly usesthechainsthat
appearin it. Furthermore,a block expressionalwaysreturns
a complex value.

The above semanticsis an operational semantics, show-
ing how aprogramconsistingof definitionsdefinesarandom
experimentfor generatingvalues.We alsoprovide a denota-
tional semanticsin termsof a probability measureover val-
ues. The underlyingprobability spaceconsistsof countable
sequencesof i.i.d. real numbersgenerateduniformly from
[0,1). A program� definesa functionfrom sequencesto val-
ues,by ��>K �l� OR*�+-, P 7>�:Q S , where; . is theemptyenvironment.
If � is a measurablesetof sequences,and � is the imageof� under� , then � is measurableandPrX� �l� PrW� � .

Natural propertiesof valuesthat we would like to talk
aboutare in fact measurable.For example,any propertyof
the form �=>< ��� 
 is measurable.We canseethis by defin-
ing a depth-boundedevaluationfunction O ��P 7VQ S� . Its definition
is the sameas above, except that O P . is always 5 , and O P �
uses O P � h � for evaluatingthe body of function applications.
In other words, valuesthat require a recursionto a depth
greaterthan U will be undefined. Now, a programdefines
a sequenceof functions��(/>K ��� OV*"+-, P 7 � Q S( . It is clearthatthe
set ��( � *�K n �=���(b@K ����� 
d, is measurablesinceit only re-
quireslooking at a finite subsequenceof K to determineif it
is in ��( . Thereforetheset � � *�K n �=���@K ����� 
d, �J� (X��( is
measurable.Furthermore,the above argumentalsosuggests
an anytime approximationalgorithm for computingPrW� � .
Sincethe � ( are non-decreasing,and their union is � , the
probabilitiesof the ��( area non-decreasingsequencewhose
limit is Pr>� �l� PrX� � .
3.2 Observations
Thelanguagedescribedsofar is similarto thatof KMP97,al-
beit with a richersyntaxandtypesystem,anda morerefined
semantics. It can expressmany commonmodels,suchas
Bayesiannetworks, relationalprobability models,stochastic
logic programs,hiddenMarkov models,dynamicBayesian
networks and stochasticcontext free grammars. All these
modelsaregenerative in nature,defininganexperimentthat
stochasticallygeneratesvaluesfor variables.Therichnessof
themodelis encodedin theway thevaluesaregenerated.

Anotherflavor of probability model is a rejectivemodel.
In a rejective model, the datais generatedby a very simple
process,e.g. uniformly, but datathat fails to satisfycertain
constraintsmayberejected.Therichnessof themodelis en-
codedin therejectionprocess.A goodexampleof arejective
model is a product of experts(POE) [Hinton, 2000]. In a
POE,a datum � is generateduniformly, andthenpassedto
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a setof probabilisticexperts. Eachexpert T accepts� with
some� probability %�(� �6� thatdependson a propertyof � . The
datais acceptedonly if all expertsacceptit. Theprobability
of any datum � is proportionalto � ( % (  ��� .

IBAL is ableto expressrejectivemodelsby makingobser-
vationsan integral partof the language.An observationis a
declarationof the form ��� ��� . Recall that this is the syn-
tax usedfor Booleanpredicates.An observation is simply a
statementthata certainpredicateis true.

Thus, for example,the generalschematicform of a POE
model is expressed as follows.

generate() = �a�b� (* producea uniform datum*)
x = generate()
(* for eachexpert � , thefollowing code*)
expert� (x) = . . . (* return’acceptor ’reject*)
expert�V����� 3 4 ’accept
Anotherkind of modelthatcanbeexpressedusingobser-

vationdeclarationsis aMarkov randomfield(MRF). An MRF
is an undirectedanalogueof a Bayesiannetwork, but it can
alsobe viewed asa type of POE.An interestingeffect is at
work here.IBAL’sexpressionlanguagedefinesdirected,gen-
erative models,but theobservationlanguageimplementsthe
undirectednotion of a constraint.As a result,IBAL is able
to expressboth directedandundirectedmodels,andcombi-
nationsof thetwo. It is importantto stressthatobservations
areanintegralpartof thelanguage,andnotsomethingpasted
ontoa modelafter thefact in orderto conditionit. They can
occurwithin blocksandfunctions,andthereforethey canbe
composedtogether, just like generative definitions. All the
power of a modular, functionallanguageis therebyextended
to rejective models. Of course,IBAL also allows rejective
modelsto becombinedwith generativemodels.For example,
onenaturalwayto build alanguagemodelis to useastochas-
tic context freegrammarastheinitial generatorof sentences,
andthenuseprobabilisticconstraintsto expressglobalprop-
ertieslikeagreementandsentencelength.

In definingthesemanticsof observationsin IBAL, onesub-
tle pointmustbestressed.An observationin ablockcanonly
condition variablesdefinedwithin the block, not free vari-
ables.As far asa containingblock is concerned,the defini-
tion of a containedblock is consideredto bea blackbox. It
simplydefinesadistributionoverthevalueof theblock,given
valuesfor the free variables.Thecontainingblock neednot
concernitself with whetherthis distribution is definedgener-
atively or rejectively. Failure to enforcethis rule would bea
seriousviolationof modularity.

We get theright effect simply by modifying thedefinition
of OV*"+-, P 7RQ S for thecaseof blockexpressions.Now, in addition
to definingvaluesfor eachof thecomponentsof theblock, it
will alsomake surethatall theobservationsin theblock are
satisfied. If they arenot, the generatedvaluesfor the block
arerejected,andthe processis repeated.The resultingdis-
tribution definedby theblock is conditionedon theobserva-
tionsbeingsatisfied.It is, of course,possibleto definea set
of observationsthat fail with probability1, in which casethe
attemptto generatea valuefor theblock will go on for ever.
In that case,the valueof the block is 5 . Note that because
therejection/repetitionprocessis containedwithin theblock
itself, only thevalueof theblock itself is conditionedby the

observations,not thefreevariables.

3.3 Learning

Observationsprovide the basisfor integrating learning, in
the form of Bayesianparameterestimation,into the IBAL
framework. Unknown probability parametersare specified
usingprior declarations,which have the form learn ���
dirichlet $ � ��n � � �������:� � ��n � � & .

A prior declarationof this form achievestwo things.First,
it definesa probabilistic parameter� w � � w� ��������� � w� , and
specifiesaDirichlet prior overtheparameter. The �s( arepos-
itive realnumbers,specifyingthethehyperparametersof the
Dirichlet. Second,aprior declarationalsocreatesadefinition
for � , equivalentto ��� dist $ � w� n � � �������:� � w� n � � & .

We canview an IBAL programwith prior declarationsas
specifyingajoint model,thatdefinesajoint probabilitydistri-
bution over the modelparametersandthe valuereturnedby
the program. Observationsconditionthe joint model in the
standardBayesianway. Let usrefinethecoinsexamplefrom
earlierby addingpriorsandobservations.

fair() = 1 result= dist [0.5 : ’h, 0.5: ’ t] 2
biased() = 1 learnresult= dirichlet [90 : ’h, 10 : ’ t] 2
pick() = 1 learnresult= dirichlet [1 : fair, 1 : biased]2
coin = pick().result
x = 1 y = coin().result; z = coin().result2
x.y 3 4 ’h

A fair coin is known to produce’h with probability0.5.The
probabilityof ’h for a biasedcoin is unknown, but its prior
is peaked around0.9, while the prior over which coin gets
pickedis uniform. As before,coin is theresultof pickinga
coin,andx.y andx.z aretwo tossesof coin. Wealsohave
an observationthatx.y cameout ’h. This observationhas
multiple effects.First,because’h is morelikely for a biased
coin, theprobability thatcoin is biasedis increased,which
in turn increasesthe probability thatx.z is ’h. The obser-
vation also conditionsthe probability parameters.Because
coin, a result of applyingpick, is likely to have turned
out biased,we will geta posteriorover thepick parameter
that is moreweightedtowardsa biasedresult. Furthermore,
becausecoin mayhave beenbiased,andbecausea tossof
coin cameout’h, theposteriorfor thebiased parameter
is alsoweighedslightly morestronglytowardsheads.

With its learningcomponent,IBAL is able to do param-
eterestimationfor many commonmodels,including hidden
Markov models,stochasticcontext freegrammarsandprob-
abilistic relationalmodels. Furthermore,learningin IBAL
is not just “addedon” to theprobabilisticrepresentationlan-
guage,but is thoroughlyintegratedinto the language. As
a result,the benefitsof compositionalityandmodularityare
obtainedfor representinglearningtasks.In particular, IBAL
is goodat representinga cumulative learningframework, in
which smallermodelsare learnedandthenusedascompo-
nentsof larger learning problems. Just as observations
only conditionvalueswithin their scope,they areonly used
to learnaboutmodelparameterswithin their scope.Thusa
compositionallearningprocesscan be specifiedby provid-
ing a nestedscopecontainingall thedataandparametersfor
a learningsubproblem,anda containingscopethat usesthe
resultsof thesubproblem.
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In definingthesemanticsof learningin IBAL, we needto
get a� subtlepoint correct. If a prior declarationappearsin
thebodyof a function,thesameparametervaluesshouldbe
usedevery time thefunction is applied.This is fundamental
to learning— differentobservationsof thesamefunctionare
all observationsaboutthe sameparameter!This meansthat
in termsof the generative semantics,the parametervalueis
not returnedby eachapplicationof thefunction,but ratherit
is generatedwhenthe function is defined,andstoredaspart
of theclosurerepresentingthevalueof thefunctionobject.

To achieve this effect, we make the following definition.
Theparametersdirectly insidea block arethe parametersof
prior declarationsdefinedin the block, that are not nested
in the body of a lambdaexpression. In the generative pro-
cess,thevaluesof theparametersdirectly insidethebodyof
a lambdaaregeneratedat thetime theclosureis created,and
thesevaluesareusedfor all futureapplicationsof theclosure.

Theremainderof thesemanticsstaysbasicallythesameas
before. Whena definition resultingfrom a prior declaration
is encountered,therelevantparametervaluesarelookedupin
theenvironmentandusedto choosewhichbranchis taken,in
thesamewayasfor adist expression.

3.4 Decisionsand Utilities
The representationof decisionproblemsin IBAL is geared
towardstwo popularmodels: influencediagrams(IDs) and
Markov decisionproblems(MDPs). IBAL can easily rep-
resenttheseand other models, including various kinds of
structuredMDPs. A decisiondeclarationin IBAL hasthe
form choose � from 
 � ��������� 
 � given � � ��������� �)� �
This specifies the name � of the decision variable, its
range 
 �"�������:� 
 � , and the information available to the de-
cision maker, the chains � � ��������� ��� (called the informa-
tional parents of � ). A block may contain multiple de-
cision declarations, in which case we enforce the no-
forgetting rule of IDs, that the informational parentsof
later decisionsalways include thoseof earlierdecisions,as
well as the decisionsthemselves. A reward declaration
is either receive case � of $ �6� : � �����������/�)� : � �C& or
receive ��� . Thefirst form statesthattherewarddepends
on thevalueof � , andit is therealnumber� ( associatedwith
thefirst pattern� ( that thevaluesatisfies.Thesecondstates
that therewardis � timestherewardof � , where � is a pos-
itive real number. A block mayhave multiple rewarddecla-
rations,in which casethetotal rewardis thesumof theindi-
vidual rewards.For example,a typical MDP is schematically
representedasfollows:

MDP(s)= 1 (* takescurrentstateasargument*)
transition(s,a)= . . . (* returnsnext state*)
reward(s,a)= 1 rewardcase(s,a)of [(’ s1,’a1) : 3, . . . ] 2
choosea from a1,a2givens
next state= transition(s,a)
currentreward= reward(s,a)
future reward= MDP(next state)
reward1 currentreward
reward0.9future reward 2
Threepointsmustbemadeabouttherepresentationof de-

cisionproblemsin IBAL. Thefirst is thateachblock consti-
tutesa distinct decisionproblem. A block with decisionsis
viewedasidentifying an implicit agentwho makesthedeci-
sionsandreceivesthe rewardsmentionedin theblock itself.

Decisionsandrewardsin nestedblocksimplementthenotion
of delegation;decisionsin the nestedblock do not consider
theireffectsonthecontainingblock. Thereasonfor enforcing
this interpretationis similar to the reasonobservationsdon’t
conditionvaluesoutsidetheirscope;thealternativewouldre-
sult in a seriouslossof modularity. If an agentin a nested
blockhadto beconcernedaboutrewardsin thecallingblock,
thedecisionsfor thenestedblock would no longerbedeter-
minedsolelyby its freevariables.Thereforea programcall-
ing thenestedblockcouldno longertreatit asa blackbox.

The secondpoint to clarify is that it is assumedthat the
valuesof free variablesarealwaysknown to an agentmak-
ing the decisionsin a block. Onceagain,failure to enforce
this restrictionwould result in a modularityproblem. If the
agentdoesnot know thevaluesof thefreevariables,it must
know thedistributionover thosevaluesin orderto makeara-
tional decision.But then,thedistribution definedby a block
dependsnot only on the valuesof the free variables,but on
their distribution. This is an unfortunaterestriction,sinceit
preventsIBAL from beingcapableof representingPOMDPs.
Thesituationcanperhapsbesalvaged,by borrowing theidea
of belief statefrom POMDPs,andaddingit asan extra im-
plicit input to theblock.

The third point is the relationshipbetweenobservations
anddecisionsin ablock. We assumethatall observationsare
known to the decisionmaker, even if they appearlexically
subsequentto the decision. The reasonis that the observa-
tionsareviewedsimply aspartof thedefinitionof theprob-
ability distribution over theblock’s values,andwe make the
assumptionthat thedecisionmaker knows thecorrectdistri-
bution. A resultof this assumptionis thatwe disallow obser-
vationsstatementto mentionvariablesthat depend(directly
or indirectly)onthedecisionsin ablock. Thisrestrictionpre-
ventsthesemanticsof learninganddecisionsfrom interfering
with eachother.

In defining the semantics,we begin with utilities. With
every value < we associatea utility ��@< � . For non-complex
values��>< �?� M . For complex values� @< � is determinedby
therewarddeclarationsin theblock in which < wascreated.
Recall that a complex valueis createdby OV*�+-, P 7VQ S . We ex-
tendthe definition of OV*"+-, P 7RQ S so that it alsoproduces��>< �
after producing < . We set ��>< � to be the sumover reward
declarations� in + of �=¡¢@< � , definedas follows. If � is
reward case � of ��� n � �������������)� n � � ,�=¡¢>< ���£q � ( if �=@< �¤� � 7>v � ( and �=>< � F� � 7Wv � i for ¥ ¦�TM if �=@< � F� � 7>v � ( for T �§Nd�������:�/U
where ;bA is the environmentresultingfrom extending ; with
thebindingsin < . If � isreward �s� , � ¡ @< ��� �©¨D��W�=@< ��� .

Now for decisions.A strategy ª for block + is a decisionª'« Q ¬ for eachdecisionstatement andeachvalue ® of the
informationalparentsof  . Givenanenvironment; in which
to evaluate+ , andaparticularstrategy ª , wedefineafunction��X+ � 7VQ S¯ , whosemeaningis theutility for + , givenstrategy ª ,
bindingsof freevariablesin ; , andrandomchoicesspecified
by K . Holding ; , + and ª fixed, this function is a random
variableon the spaceof sequences.Taking the expectation
of this functionoversequencesproducestheexpectedutility;
theoptimalstrategy for + is thentheonethatmaximizesthis
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expectedutility. Thedefinitionof OV*"+-, P 7VQ S now proceedsby
first choosingª±° �³²d´/µl¶ ²�· ¯�¸ S $ � W+ � 7RQ S¯ & ,andthenprocess-
ing theblockasbefore,using ª±° to choosethevaluesof each
decisionvariablegivenits informationalparents.

3.5 Pragmatics
The IBAL languageallows a wide varietyof differentkinds
of modelsto beexpressed.Thereis no singlebestinference
algorithmto usefor all models. While IBAL implementsa
gooddefault algorithmthat shouldwork well in many situ-
ations,it alsoallows the possibility of usingothermethods.
The programmercanspecify control knowledgeon how to
solveaprogramin theform of pragmaticdeclarations. These
couldeitherspecifywhatalgorithmto use,or detailsof how
to usea particularalgorithm,suchasspecificeliminationor-
deringsfor variableelimination.

Becausepragmaticdeclarationsare part of a block, they
only specifyhow to do inferencein thatblock andits nested
blocks.Furthermore,pragmaticdeclarationsin anestedblock
canoverridethosein a containingblock. Thesefeaturesal-
low fine,modular, controloverhow inferenceis done,allow-
ing complex modelsto be built in which differentinference
methodsareusedfor differentcomponents.

It is anticipatedthat pragmaticdeclarationswill often be
usedby library designers.The userof a library is shielded
from thinking abouthow the library modelswill be solved.
This modularityof inferencemethodsmay turn out to be as
importantas modularity of representationin building com-
plex probabilisticagents.

4 Example
In this section,I illustratehow a declarative high-level rep-
resentationlanguagethatunifiesprobabilisticreasoning,de-
cision theoryandparameterestimationcansimplify andin-
tegratethe implementationof sophisticatedrational agents.
Considerthetaskof implementinganautomatedreceptionist
agent.Thejob of theagentis to receivespokenrequestsover
thephoneandto respondto themappropriately. Requestsin-
cludeaskingfor directionsandtalking to a particularperson;
responsesincludegiving directions,connectingto an exten-
sion,andaskingthecallerto repeattherequest.

In a decision-theoreticdesignfor this agent,the agentre-
ceivesautility basedonhow well its responsematchestheac-
tual requestof theuser. Of course,theagentdoesnotobserve
theactualuserrequest,but only a sequenceof signals.In the
decisionmodel,therewill beaprior distributionoverrequests
andaconditionaldistributionof signalsgivenrequests.

With existing tools, it is difficult to implement this
decision-theoreticdesign using a single, coherentmodel.
Instead,a typical implementationmight consistof several
components,eachof which is probabilistic, but which are
stitchedtogetherin an ad-hocmanner. Therewill typically
beaspeech-recognitioncomponentthatdeterminesthelikely
wordsthat generatedthe received signal; a languagemodel
that can determinethe probability that a particular request
generateda particularsentence;and a high-level influence
diagramfor decidingwhat to do. The resultsof the speech-
recognizerand requestgeneratorare fed into the language

model. The resultsof the languagemodel are fed into the
influencediagram.Theoverall resultmaynot be a coherent
probabilisticmodel.Furthermore,it maybehardto tailor the
componentsfor their usein this application. For example,
gettingthespeechrecognizerto recognizeunusualnamesof
individualsin the company might requirean extra engineer-
ing effort.

With IBAL, the wholeapplicationcanbe describedusing
a single declarative model. At a high-level, the generative
modelconsistsof threesteps:a requestgenerationfunction,
a function that generatessentencesbasedon requests,anda
function that generatesphonemesequencesfrom sentences.
For the decision-makingcomponent,the agentis given the
phonemesequence,andchoosesaresponse.Theagent’sutil-
ity isdeterminedfromtherequestandtheresponse.Thehigh-
level codelookslike this:
request= make request()
sentence= make sentence(request)
phonemes= make phonemes(sentence)
chooseresponse.typefrom GiveDirections,Connect,Repeat
chooseresponse.whofrom fred,wilma
receive match(request,response)

I will now describe,in turn, thethreegenerative stepsand
the utility computation.The functionmake request pro-
ducesa request.A requesthasatype field, whosevalueis
eitherGetDirections orTalk. A Talk requestalsohas
awho field, whosevalueis a person.A personis a complex
valuewith threefields: name, title andextension. In
a typical programminglanguage,thetypeof name would be
string, becausewhat we typically want to do with namesis
comparethem, readthem and print them. In this applica-
tion, however, themostimportantthing abouta nameis how
it tendsto be pronounced.Thereforethe type of name is a
function that stochasticallygeneratesa phonemesequence.
Thesameis truefor title. Themake request function
is asfollows:
make request()= 1

learnwho= [1 : fred,1 : wilma]
learntype= [20 : GetDirections;80 : Talk]2
Generatingthe requestinvolveschoosingtwo things: the

type of the request,and the person,if the requestis to talk
to a person.Both choicesaremadelearnable.Theagenthas
lots of pastexperienceaboutwhat kinds of requeststendto
begenerated.Theseareexpressedby observationstatements
asfollows:
r1 = make request()
r1 � type 3 4 GetDirections
r2 = make request()
r2 � type 3 4 Talk
r2 �who 3 4 wilma
...

Themake sentence functionproducesa sentencefrom
a request.A sentenceis a list of words,eachof which is a
functionthatstochasticallyproducesalist of phonemeswhen
activated. Here I illustrate with an extremely simple sen-
tencegenerationmodel; in a real application,a morecom-
plex grammarmodel might be used. Even this simple ex-
ampleillustratesthepower of passingarounddatastructures
thatcontainfunctionsin fields. Thesentencegeneratorsim-
ply slots the given person’s nameor title in the appropriate
place. ( $ � ��m ����� m � � & is the list containing� � ����������� � , and ¹
is thelist concatenationoperator.)
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make sentence(request)=
if requestº � type 3 4 GetDirections

then[can;you;give;me;directions]
else[connect;me;to]»

[dist [0.5:request.who.name,0.5:request.who.title]]

The make phonemes function takes a sentenceand
producesa list of phonemes. Since each word in the
sentenceis a function that generatesphonemesequences,
make phonemes justexecuteseachof thewordsin thesen-
tence,andconcatenatestheresults.Theindividualwordmod-
els would probablybe hiddenMarkov Models,andmay be
partof aspeechrecognitionlibrary. Unusualnamesof people
may not be in the generichMM library, but the library may
provideafunctionthatcreatesanew, trainablehMM thatcan
belearnedfor aparticularname.

make phonemes(sentence)=
if sentence� is empty

then[]
elsehead(sentence)()@ make phonemes(tail(sentence))

Finally, the utility model takes the requestand response,
andproducesautility of 1 if therequestmatchestheresponse.
If theresponseis RepeatPlease,theutility is 0. An incorrect
responsehasutility -5.

match(request,response)= 1
correct=

(request� type 3 4 GetDirections¼
response� type 3 4 GiveDirections)½

(request� type 3 4 Talk ¼
response� type 3 4 Connect¼
request�who 3 4 response�who)

receive
if correct

then1
elseif response� type 3 4 Repeat

then0
else-52

5 Implementation Overview
Theinferencetasksin IBAL areto estimatethelearnablepa-
rameters,to computethe utility maximizing decisions,and
to solve for the conditionaldistribution over variouschains,
given valuesfor other chains. The tasksare accomplished
in thatorder. Sincedecisionscannotinfluenceobservations,
they areirrelevant to the learningtask. Oncetheparameters
have beenlearned,the expectedutility for any strategy can
be computedandthe decisiontaskcanbe solved. Oncethe
decisionshave beenfixed, the distribution over all valuesis
known andtheprobabilisticreasoningtaskcanbesolved.

IBAL is implementedin Objective CAML, a variant of
ML. The designof the implementationis divided into four
parts.Thefirst componentis a frontendconsistingof aparser,
typechecker, andtranslator, whosejob is to producecodein
shallowform. In shallow form, nestedsubexpressionsarere-
placedby chains,andonly simplepatternsareallowed. The
secondcomponentis asetof supportmodules. Theseinclude
a ubiquitouspolymorphiccontainertype implementingeffi-
cient mapsfrom chainsto valuesof any kind, aswell asa
generalimplementationof events, which aremeasurablesets
of values,andfactors, which aremeasurablefunctionsfrom

valuesto elementsof aring. Eventsandfactorssupportavery
generalizedversionof thevariableeliminationalgorithm.

The third componentimplementsthe main line of infer-
ence. The main line begins with codein shallow form, and
proceedsthrougha sequenceof steps. The first stepis do-
main generation in which the support ¾>� � of eachchain
usedin the programis computed. Domaingenerationuses
rulessuchasthefollowing: for a definition ® � dist $ % ��n� ���������:� % � n � �C& , ¾>® � is the union of the ¾>�)( � . Domain
generationalsousesobservationsto restrictthedomains.Do-
main generationmay be followed by an optionalconstraint
propagation step, which further restricts the domains,by
propagatingobservationsbackthroughthedefinitionsin the
program. Constraintpropagationmay be worthwhile since
it is cheaperthanthe full-scalevariableeliminationprocess
performedlater.

The secondstepis to computethe neededchains that are
actually relevant to answeringa query. Theseinclude all
chainsthat influencequeryvariablesor observed variables,
directly or indirectly. This computationstepis particularly
importantin recursivemodelssuchasstochasticgrammars.It
deduces,for example,that in orderto determinewhetherthe
first word of a sentenceis “the”, only the first non-terminal
needbeexpandedat any stage(assumingthereareno ; pro-
ductions).

Thekey stepin the main line, factor production, converts
eachdefinitionin theprograminto a setof factors.Thegoal
is to producefactorsthat areassimpleaspossible;dummy
variablesmaybeintroducedto achievethis. For example,for
a definition �G�¿� , suppose� and � arecomplex, with ��� À
and ��� + needed.Two separatefactorswill be produced,one
enforcingthat ��� À and �6� À areequal,andtheotherfor ��� + and�6� + . For a definition �Á� dist $ % � n � ����������� % � n � �C& , a
dummyvariableª is introduced,to representwhichbranchis
actuallytaken.Thedummyvariableservesto separatethe ��(
from eachother;without thedummyvariable,they would all
haveto appearin thesamefactor. A setof factorsis produced
for eachbranchT , sayingthat if ª takesthevalue T , thenthe
componentsof � and �)( musthave the samevalue,but if ª
takesany othervaluethis branchis irrelevantandthereis no
constrainton � and ��( . An additionalfactor sayingthat ª
takesvalue1 with probability % � , . . . , U with probability % �
is alsoproduced.

The final solutionstepis variable elimination, asis com-
monly usedfor BN inference. The setof factorscomputed
by factorproductionrepresentsasumof productsexpression.
All variablesexceptfor queryvariablesandfreevariablesin
a block areeliminatedfrom the factors,andthe result is the
conditionalprobability of the queryvariablesgiven the free
variables.All solutionstepsexceptfor thefinal variableelim-
inationarerecursive;arecursivecall is usedto processnested
blocksandfunctionapplications.

Thefinal componentof theimplementationis thegluethat
holdseverythingtogether. Eachof thesolutionstepsis turned
into a dynamicprogrammingalgorithm,whereall recursive
calls are looked up in a cachebeforesolving them explic-
itly. Also, an iterative deepeningstrategy is usedto provide
ananytimeapproximationalgorithmfor queriesthatmaynot
terminate. Theserecursionstrategiesare implementedin a
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generic,modularway. For example,adynamic function is
providedÂ that takesa recursive algorithmandproducesa dy-
namicprogrammingversionof thesamealgorithm.Theglue
is alsoresponsiblefor handlingpragmatics.

The glue is implementedusinga programmingtechnique
in which a recursive function Ã takesa specialargumentÄ .
When Ã recurses,ratherthan calling itself directly, it callsÄ . Thus Ã is a function with a “hole”, which needsto be
filled in. All the recursionstrategies can be implemented
as ways of filling in the hole. The simplestway to fill in
the hole is to plug Ã into itself, which givesthe basicrecur-
sion pattern. But anotherpossibility is to definea function
cached WÃ � which looks for a result in a cachebeforecall-
ing Ã , calls Ã if the result is not found,andstoresthe result
of calling Ã in the cache.If cached WÃ � is pluggedinto it-
self, theresultis adynamicprogrammingalgorithmbasedonÃ . Similarly, depth-bounded  U=� ª � Ã � producesa version
of Ã thatstopsrecursingaftera recursiondepthof U , return-
ing ª instead. Recursionstrategiescanbe composedusing
the methodof functionswith holes. This provides a nice,
modularway to dealwith multiple inferencemethods.Each
inferencemethodis invoked by a pragmaticshandlerthat
recognizesa particular type of pragmaticdeclaration. The
pragmatichandlerscanbe installedon top of eachother, so
that every recursive call resultsin the all the handlersbeing
checked. The inferencemethodsthemselvesdo not needto
know whathandlersareusedfor therecursivecalls.

All three inferenceproblemsusedynamicprogramming
with the main line of inferencedescribedabove. Decision
making is basedon ID algorithms,using backward induc-
tion to solve the decisionsin a block from the bottom up.
For MDPs,thealgorithmreducesto valueiteration(because
of the dynamicprogrammingcomponent)with reachability
analysis(becauseof the domaingeneration).For the prob-
abilistic reasoningtask, all reasoningis directedtowardsa
particularquery; pruning of the problemto thosevariables
required for the query is accomplishedby computing the
neededchains. For probabilisticreasoningtasks,the algo-
rithm reducesto regular variable elimination for standard
BNs, while the dynamicprogrammingmakes it equivalent
to forward-backwardfor HMMs andtheinsidealgorithmfor
SCFGs.Finally, parameterestimationusesa generalversion
of the EM algorithmto computemaximuma-posterioripa-
rametervalues. This is only an approximationto the true
Bayesianposterior, of course.TheE stepconsistsof usingthe
maininferenceline to computehow many timeseachbranch
wastakenfor eachprior declaration.Thesearetheexpected
sufficient statistics.TheM stepcombinestheexpectedsuffi-
cientstatisticswith theDirichlet hyperparametersto produce
new parametervaluesthathavemaximumposteriorprobabil-
ity given the expectedsufficient statistics. Again, the com-
binationof variableeliminationwith dynamicprogramming
resultsin the algorithmreducingto the typical EM usedfor
BNs, Baum-Welchfor HMMs, andtheoutsidealgorithmfor
SCFGs.

I do not claim that IBAL will beanefficient inferenceal-
gorithm for all applications.Someproblemsare inherently
hard,or requirespecialmethods,anda varietyof algorithms
is needed. I do believe that IBAL integratesa numberof

widely usedmethods,and therebyprovidesa good default
algorithm.Furthermore,thesupportmodulesandgluemake
it easierto extendthesystemwith alternativemethods.

6 Conclusionand Future Work
IBAL is a rich declarative programminglanguagefor de-
scribing probabilisticmodels,decisiontheoreticsituations,
andBayesianparameterestimationproblems.Thispaperhas
presenteda syntaxand semanticsfor the language,and an
overview of an implementationwith probabilisticreasoning,
utility maximizationandparameterlearning.

Futurework on IBAL is divided into implementationen-
hancementsthat are practically useful but not too theoreti-
cally challenging,andmoresignificantextensionsto theex-
pressivepowerof thelanguage.Plansin thefirst category in-
cludeimplementinga varietyof approximatesolutionmeth-
ods;providing librariesto implementcommonkindsof mod-
els,andusefulstructuressuchassetsof objects;andextend-
ing thetypesystemto includealgebraicdatatypesandpoly-
morphictypes,modeledon ML.

Oneof the main future tasksin the secondcategory, is to
supportthe learningof model structureas well as parame-
ters. In keepingwith thephilosophythateverythingthatcan
be donein IBAL shouldbe thoroughlyintegrated,this will
requirea muchricher languagewith which to expresspriors,
includingpriorsover structure.Anotherimportantextension
is to provide a way to describehow an IBAL agentinteracts
with its environment;in otherwords,to providea declarative
descriptionof theI/O capaboilitiesof theagent.A final task
is to allow multiple agentsinto the IBAL framework. Not
only would this allow IBAL to be usedfor modelinggame-
theoreticsituations,it would alsoprovide a way to describe
agents’modelsof otheragents.While thesetaskspresenta
rangeof interestingandchallengingissues,IBAL providesa
goodfoundationwith which to begin tacklingthem.
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Abstract

A new, general approach is described for ap-
proximate inference in first-order probabilistic lan-
guages, using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
techniques in the space of concrete possible worlds
underlying any given knowledge base. The sim-
plicity of the approach and its lazy construction of
possible worlds make it possible to consider quite
expressive languages. In particular, we consider
two extensions to the basic relational probability
models (RPMs) defined by Koller and Pfeffer, both
of which have caused difficulties for exact algo-
rithms. The first extension deals with uncertainty
about relations among objects, where MCMC sam-
ples over relational structures. The second exten-
sion deals with uncertainty about the identity of
individuals, where MCMC samples over sets of
equivalence classes of objects. In both cases, we
identify types of probability distributions that al-
low local decomposition of inference while encod-
ing possible domains in a plausible way. We apply
our algorithms to simple examples and show that
the MCMC approach scales well.

1 Introduction
Recent work in AI has made clear the advantages to be de-
rived from combining probability theory with (at least some
of) the expressive power of first-order logic [Wellman et al.,
1992]. We will call languages that exhibit such a combina-
tion first-order probabilistic languages (FOPLs). The abil-
ity to handle objects, relations, and quantification gives such
languages a huge advantage in representational efficiency in
certain situations. To take a purely logical example: the rules
of chess can be written in about one page of Prolog but re-
quire perhaps millions of pages in a propositional language.
A recent thesis on first-order probabilistic languages [Pfeffer,
2000] describes a battlespace management system involving
potentially thousands of objects whose relationships are un-
known and changing. [Pasula et al., 1999] describe a freeway
traffic surveillance involving probabilistic inference about the
identities and properties of thousands of vehicles. These ap-
plications would be infeasible without some ability to specify
and reason with FOPL knowledge bases.

The semantics of FOPLs are based on the idea that each
model of a FOPL knowledge base should be viewed as a prob-
ability measure over the possible worlds (logical models) de-
fined by the constant, function, and predicate symbols of the
knowledge base [Halpern, 1990]. Although “wildly undecid-
able” in full generality, highly restricted FOPLs appear to be
practical, especially with finite models. Two threads have
arisen, based on semantic networks (e.g., [Koller and Pfef-
fer, 1998]) and logic programming (e.g., [Sato and Kameya,
1997]).

In this paper, we focus on the family of relational probabil-
ity models (RPMs) [Pfeffer, 2000], although our ideas apply
equally to other languages. RPMs, like semantic networks,
are based on classes containing instances, with each instance
possessing attributes. (See Section 2 for details.) RPMs al-
low one to specify probability distributions over the attribute
values of an instance, either directly or via inheritance from
classes. These distributions may depend on other attribute
values of the instance or of other instances. For example, a
PhD student’s success may depend on the fame of his or her
advisor.

[Pfeffer et al., 1999] describe an exact inference algorithm
for RPM knowledge bases called structured variable elimi-
nation (SVE). Roughly speaking, SVE applies the variable
elimination algorithm [Zhang and Poole, 1996] to a dynami-
cally constructed Bayesian network whose nodes are all those
ground propositional variables defined by the knowledge base
and relevant to the current query. SVE derives an efficient
variable ordering from the structure of the knowledge base
and reuses computation results where possible. It is often
able to answer queries involving hundreds of variables in a
few seconds.

Despite SVE’s excellent performance, its runtime is at least
exponential in the size of the largest clique in the optimal tri-
angulation of the network. The expressive power of RPMs
makes it very easy to construct knowledge bases whose cor-
responding Bayesian networks have very large cliques. For
example, [Pfeffer, 2000] describes a model for matches in
a sports league. The knowledge base consists of a single,
generic conditional distribution for the outcome of a match
given the quality of the two teams, a single prior distribution
for the quality of the teams, and the results of some matches.
If every team plays every other, then the team qualities form
a clique in the corresponding Bayesian network and the infer-
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ence cost is exponential in the number of teams. Similar prob-
lems will arise in any application in which there are complex
relationships among large numbers of objects—i.e., precisely
those domains for which FOPLs are really necessary.

The situation is exacerbated when the RPM language is
extended to allow for structural uncertainty—i.e., uncertainty
about which probabilistic dependencies actually exist. We
consider two forms of structural uncertainty:

reference uncertainty: the value of a relational attribute
may be uncertain—e.g., we may not know which of two
professors is the advisor of a certain student;

identity uncertainty: we may not know whether two objects
in the knowledge base are the same—e.g., when we see a
red bus at two different camera locations on the freeway.

Each of these extensions may lead to Bayesian networks
whose size alone causes difficulties and whose high connec-
tivity makes exact inference completely impractical. For ex-
ample, the inference problem in the freeway surveillance ap-
plication of [Pasula et al., 1999] is known to be #P-hard, i.e.,
almost certainly exponential in the number of vehicles.

The solution proposed by [Pasula et al., 1999] is to use
a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm (see Sec-
tion 3 for details). The algorithm samples from possible
matchings among vehicles, converging (in some cases poly-
nomially) to approximately correct probabilities. Often a few
hundred samples suffice for a state space of 21000 states. The
states being sampled are essentially the possible worlds de-
fined by the constant symbols (observed vehicles) and pred-
icates (equality) of the knowledge base. This approach—
sampling possible worlds with MCMC—can be turned into
a general inference algorithm for first-order probabilistic lan-
guages, as suggested by [Russell, 1999; Pfeffer, 2000].

In this paper, we investigate MCMC on possible worlds
as an inference method to handle reference uncertainty (Sec-
tion 4) and identity uncertainty (Section 5). We show how
the possible worlds may be constructed dynamically and how
the transition probabilities may be computed efficiently. For
the case of transitions involving a referentially uncertain rela-
tional attribute value, we identify a large family of conditional
distributions that render the calculation independent of all but
the particular values involved in the transition. We illustrate
the algorithms using simple examples and give experimental
results suggesting that the algorithms scale well.

2 Relational probability models
The following definitions are adapted from [Koller and Pfef-
fer, 2000]. A relational probability model, in its most basic
form, consists of

� A set C of classes denoting sets of objects, related by
subclass/superclass relations.

� A set I of named instances denoting objects, each an
instance of one class.

� A set A of complex attributes denoting functional re-
lations. Each complex attribute A has a domain type
Dom[A] 2 C and a range type Range[A] 2 C.
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Figure 1: The simple RPM defined in the text, with its associated
conditional probability models.

Student1.
  success

Prof1.
 fame

Prof1.
   $$

Figure 2: Bayesian network structure generated from the RPM in
Figure 1. The advisor relationship, being certain, doesn’t appear.

� A set B of simple attributes denoting functions. Each
simple attribute B has a domain type Dom[B] 2 C and
a range that is a finite, enumerated set of values V al[B].

� A set of conditional probability models P (BjPa[B])
for the simple attributes. Pa[B] is the set of B’s par-
ents, each of which is a nonempty chain of (appropri-
ately typed) attributes � = A1: � � � :An:B

0, where B0 is
a simple attribute. Probability models may be attached
to instances or inherited from classes.

For now, we will assume that the values of all the complex
attributes are known (no reference uncertainty), and that ev-
ery instance is distinct (unique names assumption, hence no
identity uncertainty). Thus, a possible world is defined by the
values of the instance variables—the simple attributes for all
named instances.

Consider the following very simple RPM. There are two
classes, Student and Professor, and two instances, Student1
and Prof

1
. There is one complex attribute, advisor (map-

ping Student to Professor) and the advisor of Student1
is Prof

1
. There are three simple attributes, all Boolean:

success of a Student and fame and $$ (funding level) of a
Professor. For any Student s, s:success has one parent,
s:advisor:fame, with an appropriate conditional distribution.
For any Professor p, p:fame has no parents and a simple prior
distribution, while p:$$ depends on p:fame. Figure 1 shows
the knowledge base with probability distributions and Fig-
ure 2 shows the Bayesian network structure for the attribute
variables definable from the knowledge base.
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3 Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms
MCMC [Gilks et al., 1996] generates samples from a pos-
terior distribution �(x) over possible worlds x by defining
a Markov chain whose states are the worlds x and whose
stationary distribution is �(x). In the Metropolis–Hastings
method (henceforth M-H), transitions in the Markov chain
are constructed in two steps:

� Given the current state x, a candidate next state is gener-
ated from the proposal distribution q(x0jx), which may
be (more or less) arbitrary.

� The transition to x0 is not automatic, but occurs with an
acceptance probability defined by

�(x0jx) = min

�
1;
�(x0)q(xjx0)

�(x)q(x0jx)

�

It is not necessary that all the variables of state x be up-
dated simultaneously, in a single transition function. Single-
component M-H alters each variable in turn. It is also possible
to factor q into separate transition functions for various sub-
sets of variables. Provided that q is defined in such a way
that the chain is ergodic, this transition mechanism defines a
Markov chain whose stationary distribution is �(x).

The Gibbs sampling algorithm for Bayesian net-
works [Pearl, 1988] is a special case of Metropolis–Hastings
in which the proposal distribution samples a single variable
Xi using the distribution P (Xijmb(Xi)), where mb(Xi)
denotes the current values of the variables in the Markov
blanket of Xi (its parents Pa[Xi], children Yj , and children’s
other parents). In this case, the acceptance probability is
always 1. One can show easily that

P (Xijmb(Xi)) = �P (XijPa[Xi]))
Y
j

P (Yj jPa[Yj ]) (1)

Gibbs sampling is very simple and also local: transitions are
generated referring only to parts of the model directly con-
nected to the variable in question. Hence, the cost per transi-
tion is typically independent of model size. M-H sampling is
also typically local because all the parts of the model that are
not changed by the transition cancel in the ratio �(x0)=�(x).
In particular, if the proposal concerns a single variable Xi,
this ratio reduces to P (x0

i
jmb(Xi))=P (xijmb(Xi)), where

x0
i

is the proposed value of Xi and xi is its current value. The
M-H algorithm, unlike Gibbs, has the added advantage that
the transition may often be computed without referring to the
other values of Xi at all, as we will see.

4 Reference uncertainty
Reference uncertainty arises whenever relations among ob-
jects, as described by complex attribute values, are not known
with certainty. For example, we may be unsure as to which of
three professors is Student1’s advisor. We need to be able to
describe this uncertainty and to specify the dependencies that
influence it. The following definitions are adapted from [Pf-
effer, 2000]:

� With each complex attribute A, we associate a sim-
ple reference attribute ref [A], such that V al[ref [A]]

Student1.
  success

Prof1.
 fame

Prof2.
 fame

Prof3.
 fame

Student1.
  advisor

 Prof1.
    $$

 Prof2.
    $$

 Prof3.
    $$

Figure 3: Bayesian network structure with reference uncertainty
about Student1:advisor. The reference attribute is shown in a double
oval.

is a finite, enumerated set of named instances. (Where
no confusion arises, we may drop the ref [�] and
use the attribute name itself.) Dependencies are
expressed as before by a conditional distribution
P (ref [A]jPa[ref [A]]). The parents of ref [A] are those
attributes or attribute chains that influence the choice of
an instance as the value of attribute A.

� Reference uncertainty modifies the definition of attribute
chains. Suppose that an attribute B depends on the par-
ent chain � = A1: � � � :An:B

0. Any of the complex at-
tributes in the chain may be uncertain. Then the parent
variables for B are all the instance variables reached by
the chain for all possible combinations of values of all
the uncertain complex attributes, as well as all the refer-
ence variables for those attributes.

The simple example of Figure 1 can be extended to include
reference uncertainty, if Student1:advisor is unknown. We
define a reference attribute ref [Student1:advisor] with range
(say) fProf

1
;Prof

2
;Prof

3
g. The choice of advisor depends

(generically) on the funding (Prof:$$) of each candidate,
which depends (generically) on Prof:fame. This gives the
instance-variable network structure shown in Figure 3. Ob-
viously, when reference attributes have many possible values,
very large implicit network structures can result.

4.1 Exact inference with reference uncertainty
As mentioned above, the runtime of any variable elimination
algorithm is exponential in the size of the largest clique in the
optimally triangulated graph. Looking at Figure 3, it is ap-
parent that a straightforward application leads to two “large”
cliques: one containing Student1:success and its parents, and
one containing ref [Student1:advisor] and its parents. In gen-
eral, these will have n + 2 and n + 1 members respectively,
where n is the number of possible values for the reference
attribute. Thus, inference cost grows exponentially with this
number.

[Pfeffer, 2000] observes that at least one of these cliques—
the one associated with Student1:success—can be decom-
posed. Given a known value for ref [Student1:advisor],
Student1:success does not depend on the fame of other pro-
fessors (Figure 4). This is an extreme form of context-specific
independence, and allows the n + 2-variable factor to be re-
placed by a product of n 3-variable factors in the variable
elimination process. This decomposition applies in general
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Figure 4: The network structure conditioned on
Student1:advisor=Prof

2
.

to variables that have referentially uncertain parents.
Unfortunately, the clique associated with the reference at-

tribute itself—ref [Student1:advisor] in this case—cannot be
decomposed. We are left with a network structure that seems
(in general) to be intractable for exact inference. The situa-
tion becomes worse still as more complex interactions occur
among several reference attributes.

4.2 MCMC inference with reference uncertainty
In our approach, we extend the MCMC algorithm commonly
used on Bayesian networks by augmenting the Markov chain
state space to include reference variables denoting relational
uncertainty, and defining appropriate transition functions.
Simple attributes, such as Student1:success, use Gibbs sam-
pling as usual—and context-specific independence can some-
times be used to simplify those steps further. Reference at-
tributes, such as ref [Student1:advisor], depend on a slightly
more involved M-H step.

The Gibbs steps
In what follows, we abbreviate Student1 to S1, advisor to
a, and so on. Let us consider an extended version of Fig-
ure 3 with n potential advisors. Let the current value of S1:a
be Pi. Suppose we want to apply Gibbs sampling to Pj :f
(Prof

j
:fame), where j 6= i. By Equation (1), the sampling

distribution is

�P (Pj :f)P (Pj :$$jPj :f)P (S1:sjP1:f; : : : ; Pn:f; S1:a=Pi)

= �P (Pj :f)P (Pj :$$jPj :f)P (S1:sjPi:f; S1:a=Pi)

= �0P (Pj :f)P (Pj :$$jPj :f)

The first step of this derivation uses the fact that S1:s de-
pends only on the fame of S1’s advisor, Pi:f , and not
on other professors; the second step simply observes that
P (S1:sjPi:f; S1:a=Pi) is constant w.r.t. Pj :f . Thus, when
the reference attribute is instantiated, sampling operates ex-
actly as if the links from non-selected parents were nonex-
istent. The same holds when sampling a child of the refer-
ence variable (e.g., S1:s). Thus, while reference variables re-
main constant, the network has a simplified form, such as that
shown in Figure 4. MCMC sampling on this simpler network
should converge quickly. When the value of the reference
variables changes, however, so does the effective structure of
the network. We now address this issue.

The Metropolis–Hastings steps
Gibbs sampling for a reference variable with n values in-
volves considering n possible network structures, so we ap-
ply M-H sampling instead. M-H proposes a single new value
for the reference variable, and then decides whether to ac-
cept it. (We can ignore the proposal distribution, which we
will assume for now is uniform and hence cancels.) For the
transition from S1:a=Pi to S1:a=Pj , then, we need (from
Equation (1), and simplifying based on known values of the
reference variable) the ratio

P (S1:a=Pj jP1:$$; : : : ; Pn:$$)P (S1:sjPj :f; S1:a=Pj)

P (S1:a=PijP1:$$; : : : ; Pn:$$)P (S1:sjPi:f; S1:a=Pi)

At first sight, it seems that calculating this ratio requires ac-
cessing the current values of P1:$$; : : : ; Pn:$$, i.e., the fund-
ing levels of all possible candidate professors, even though
the transition involves just two of them. (This is because the
probability of picking any one advisor does depend on the
funding levels of all candidates.) In turn, this requires that all
those nodes be constructed and instantiated, which we prefer
to avoid if possible.

It so happens, fortunately, that conditional distributions for
“selecting” a value for a relational attribute, given properties
of a set of candidates, may have some structural properties
that simplify the task. Suppose, for example, that for all i,

P (S1:a=PijP1:$$; : : : ; Pn:$$) =
f(Pi:$$)P
k
f(Pk:$$)

for some arbitrary function f . Then, in the transition prob-
ability ratio given above, the summations

P
k
f(Pk:$$) can-

cel, leaving

f(Pj :$$)P (S1:sjPj :f; S1:a=Pj)

f(Pi:$$)P (S1:sjPi:f; S1:a=Pi)

which does not mention any values for the reference variable
besides Pi and Pj . The property of conditional distributions
that we require is satisfied by some well-known conditional
distributions, including the softmax distribution:

P (X = ijY1= y1; : : : ; Yn= yn) =
eyiP
k
eyk

Softmax is indeed a reasonable model for selecting an advisor
based on funding.

The complete algorithm
Once we put the two types of steps together, the complete
algorithm alternates between ordinary Gibbs steps on a sim-
plified network and M-H steps altering the network structure.
It should be noted that different network structures may result
in different sets of variables being, at any given time, relevant
or irrelevant to the query. Our approach restricts computation
to variables that are strictly relevant [Zhang and Poole, 1996]
according to the current structure.

A further possible enhancement is lazy construction of the
Bayesian network. The network can, e.g, be grown “from
the query outwards”, with nodes added as they are needed to
sample a node currently in the network. (Structural variables
are, like others, instantiated on creation, yielding a network
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Figure 5: MCMC convergence on a simple example with three pro-
fessors and one student. The exact probability is 0.361 (horizontal
line). Each point represents the estimate from one of 10 Markov
chains after a given number of samples (log scale). The dotted line
shows the average of the 10 individual estimates.

in the usual simplified format.) If necessary, nodes may then
be discarded when they become irrelevant to the query un-
der the current network structure. By using an “intelligent”
M-H proposal, as discussed in Section 6, we can also focus
computation on variables that are “important” to the query—
perhaps visiting only an infinitesimal fraction of the poten-
tially relevant variables—without sacrificing the guarantee of
convergence to correct probabilities in the limit. This should
permit us to apply our approach to very large, or even infinite,
knowledge bases.

4.3 Experimental results

To check our algorithm, we applied it first to the knowledge
base with reference uncertainty, no identity uncertainty, and
three professors. In this case, the algorithm generates and
evaluates the network shown in Figure 3. We set values for
fame or funding for each professor, and queried the posterior
probability of Student1:success. In this tiny model, we can
compute the exact value for comparison. The MCMC esti-
mates in Figure 5 clearly converge to the correct value.

We also tested the scalability of the algorithm by trying it
out on various types of networks of increasing size. As an ex-
ample, let us consider networks with n professors and 4n+1
students, each of whom could have any one of the professors
as advisor. We specified the success (or otherwise) of 4n stu-
dents and queried the success of the last. Figure 6 shows the
inference cost as a function of the total network size. Because
we cannot compute the exact values for all n, we use a stan-
dard convergence diagnostic due to [Gelman, 1996], check-
ing against the exact values for small n. The resulting graph
appears to be linear in the size of the network. It would ap-
pear that, for this type of network, the sampling algorithm
scales well. Note also that cost is measured in terms of single-
variable state transitions performed by the algorithm, hence
the number of transitions per variable to reach convergence
is approximately constant, regardless of network size. This
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Figure 6: MCMC convergence as a function of network size. The
y-axis measures the number of state transitions required to reach a
preset convergence threshold for a standard diagnostic. The straight
line is a regression fit to the data, which is averaged over 20 trials.

held in all our experiments, including experiments (not re-
ported here) on genetic inheritance with uncertain parentage,
where the number of cascaded reference variables increases
with n.

5 Identity uncertainty
Standard relational probability models [Pfeffer, 2000] incor-
porate the unique names assumption, i.e., the assumption that
each instance present in the knowledge base corresponds to
a different object in any given possible world. When this as-
sumption is removed, we must consider the possibility that
several instances may denote the same object. Identity un-
certainty is especially prevalent in settings where an agent
perceives multiple objects over time [Pasula et al., 1999],
but also occurs in almost all real databases where “duplicate”
records abound.

With identity uncertainty, a “possible world” must specify
not only the attribute values for all objects, but also the map-
ping from instances in the knowledge base to objects in the
possible world. (Without identity uncertainty, this mapping
is one-to-one and hence no distinction between instances and
objects is needed.) We represent this mapping using an equiv-
alence relation—a set of equivalence classes, each of which
contains all the instances that co-refer in that particular pos-
sible world.1

Consider the following example, a simplified version
of the data association problem studied by [Pasula et al.,
1999]. There are two classes, V ehicle and Observation.
There is one complex attribute, generated by, which maps
an Observation to the V ehicle that generated it. Each
Observation of a vehicle reports a colour, which depends
(through a probabilistic model of the sensing process) on the
colour of the corresponding V ehicle. Instances are added to
the KB as follows: whenever a vehicle is detected at some

1Note that it doesn’t matter which object the instances denote—
objects are essentially placeholders in a relational structure.
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Figure 7: Bayesian network structure for the two-vehicle case,
where the vehicles are currently assumed to be one and the same
object.

sensor, an Observation is instantiated with its colour set to
the measured value, and with a new V ehicle instance at-
tached. In this domain, inference involves reasoning about
which V ehicles are, in fact, identical.2

Figure 7 shows the Bayesian network structure generated
when the knowledge base contains observations Obs1 and
Obs2 of vehicles V eh1 and V eh2, and when the equivalence
relation on instances is set to ffV eh1; V eh2gg (i.e., V eh1
and V eh2 are the same object).

5.1 Defining a probability distribution
Each possible world now contains an equivalence relation
! 2 
 as well as the attribute values, and the knowledge
base must now specify a unique probability distribution over
this enlarged space of worlds. We can write

P (!; hattribute valuesi) = P (hattribute valuesij!)P (!) (2)

Given each fixed !, identity uncertainty is eliminated, and
the probability distribution over the attributes can be defined
as before. All that remains is to specify the priorP (!). When
doing so, we can use the fact that instances in disjoint classes
cannot co-refer—for example, vehicles cannot be observa-
tions. P (!) can thus be factored into terms dealing with each
of the classes. Even then, however, the state space of each
factor is exponential in the number of objects in its class.
Fortunately, there are more compact ways of expressing the
!-distribution for each class. The simplest is to give an ex-
plicit distribution over the number of objects in each class,
which can be done by adding a number attribute to classes in
the knowledge base. In more complex situations, such as full
data association, the !-distributions are specified implicitly
in conjunction with object arrival and detection models [Pa-
sula et al., 1999]. The general topic of modular specification
of !-distributions is likely to require a good deal of further
research.

5.2 Inference with identity uncertainty
In the presence of identity uncertainty, exact inference calls
for a summation over all possible values of !. This is clearly
infeasible when j
j is large—and j
j is exponential in the
number of instances in identity-uncertain classes. MCMC

2An alternative interpretation for this knowledge base, more fa-
miliar to statisticians, is that there are an unknown number of balls
in a bag; balls are pulled out one at a time, their colour is measured,
and they are replaced.

permits us to replace the summation with a sample. The al-
gorithm now works as follows. In addition to “normal tran-
sitions,” which run as before given a fixed !, the algorithm
performs “identity transitions” in which ! changes. Because
of the large state space of !, the latter type of transition uses
M-H steps. Moreover, these steps propose changes not only
to !, but also to some of the conventional attributes.

The reason for this is that an identity transition can propose
(among other things) that two currently separate instances be
grouped together in the same equivalence class. Clearly, if
these two instances currently have different values for the
same attribute, the probability of the destination state will be
zero. Hence, identity transitions will have a chance of occur-
ring only when the instances “line up”—that is, a sequence of
normal transitions causes all of their attribute values to match
exactly. When instances have many attributes, line-up may be
very rare, resulting in a low acceptance ratio and a slow algo-
rithm. Moreover, there are cases in which waiting for line-up
makes the Markov chain non-ergodic—the algorithm can be
trapped in a subset of possible !s with no escape.

Identity transition proposals
Consider a current assignment !, and a proposed assignment
!0. Let u be the set of unobserved attributes of all the objects
in ! affected by the transition, and let u0 be the unobserved
attributes of the corresponding objects in !0. Let o be the
set of all other attributes within the Markov blankets of the
attributes in u or u0: this may include observed attributes, as
well as the unobserved attributes of other objects not affected
by the transition. Note that all attributes in o remain fixed
throughout the transition.

Each identity transition proceeds as follows:

� !0 is chosen using a proposal qI(!0
j!). This proposal

can take many forms: one simple possibility is to suggest
that a randomly selected instance move from one equiv-
alence class to another. Another method might suggest
merging two equivalence classes, or splitting an equiva-
lence class in two.

� Values for all of u0 are chosen using a proposal
qU (u

0
j!0; !; u; o). Some possible choices for qU will be

explained below.

� The proposed change is accepted with probability

min

�
1;
�(!0)qI(!j!

0)�(o; u0j!0)qU (uj!; !
0; u0; o)

�(!)qI (!0j!)�(o; uj!)qU (u0j!0; !; u; o)

�

which is derived from Equation (3) using Equation (2)
and the two-step nature of our proposal.

As an example, let us consider the world state portrayed in
Figure 7. In this situation,

� ! = ffV eh1; V eh2gg

� u = ffV eh1; V eh2g:colour; fV eh1; V eh2g:sizeg

A split can now be proposed as follows:

� !0 = ffV eh1g; fV eh2gg

� u0 = fV eh1:colour; V eh2:colour; V eh1:size; V eh2:sizeg

To ensure that the chain is ergodic, new values must then be
proposed by qU for at least the newly created attributes.
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Choosing the attribute values
One possible qU proposal picks a value uniformly at random
from the values available at each attribute. This approach is
simple to implement and yields an acceptance ratio that is
easy to calculate. The qU (uj : : :) terms reduce to 1=

P
ui

juij.
This is the algorithm that we test experimentally below.

Unfortunately, this qU proposal may suggest very un-
likely value combinations for the attributes, resulting in
low acceptance ratios. We might be better off with a
more intelligent proposal mechanism, such as likelihood
weighting which generates samples from qU (ujo; !) =Q

xi2u
P (xijPa(xi); !) together with weights w(ujo; !) =Q

xi2o
P (xijPa(xi); !). Since

�(uj!; o) =
w(ujo; !)qU (ujo; !)P

U
w(u = U jo; !)qU (u = U jo; !)

the fraction in the acceptance ratio can now cancel to give

�(!0
jo)qI (!j!

0; o)w(u0jo; !0)
P

U
w(U jo; !)qU (jo; !)

�(!jo)qI (!0j!; o)w(ujo; !)
P

U 0 w(U 0jo; !0)qU (U 0jo; !0)

This ratio is no longer so simple, as performing the sum-
mations may be quite time-consuming. Fortunately, when-
ever the set of uncertain attributes can be split into several
d-separated sets, the summations can be rewritten as products
of summations over these sets. If the sets are all small, this
algorithm may be feasible.

Yet another approach is to run a “local” MCMC algorithm
inside qU to generate attribute values that reflect the current
values of o and hence are likely to be accepted. (When this
method is used, care must be taken to ensure that the chain is
run until convergence: stopping it prematurely may result in
biased answers.)

5.3 Experimental results

To check our identity uncertainty algorithm, we first per-
formed experiments analogous to those in Section 4.3. We
began with a problem that was small enough for exact calcu-
lation: it consisted of five observations with known attribute
values, and queried the posterior probability of the vehicle
generating the first observation. Figure 8 shows that our al-
gorithm’s estimates converge to the correct value over time.

We then tested the scalability of the algorithm by, once
more, applying it to randomly generated networks of increas-
ing size, and measuring time to convergence using a stan-
dard diagnostic. The results shown in Figure 9 were obtained
by constructing larger and larger sets of vehicle–observation
pairs, and requesting a posterior distribution over the number
of vehicles. As before, the algorithm appears to scale well.

Finally, we performed an additional experiment to demon-
strate that our algorithm works as expected. It should be true
that, if observations are generated from a specific set of vehi-
cles, increasing the number of observations in the knowledge
base will enable us to model characteristics of that set of ve-
hicles with increasing accuracy. Figure 10 shows that adding
more and more observations does enable us to infer the num-
ber of vehicles responsible for their generation.
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Figure 8: MCMC convergence on a simple example with five ob-
served vehicles. The exact probability is 0.271 (horizontal line).
Each point represents the estimate from one of 6 Markov chains af-
ter a given number of samples (log scale). The dotted line shows the
average of the 6 individual estimates.
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Figure 9: MCMC convergence as a function of network size. The
y-axis measures the number of state transitions required to reach a
preset convergence threshold for a standard diagnostic. The straight
line is a regression fit to the data, which is averaged over 30 trials.
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Figure 10: Distributions over the number of objects in the network.
The prior distribution is shown; note that it insists that there are at
least two vehicles. Observations are then generated from exactly two
vehicles. When given just two observations, the algorithm converges
to a distribution close to the prior, as expected. As more observations
are added, the result moves closer to the true value of two vehicles.
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6 Conclusions and further work
We have proposed an algorithmic approach for inference in
first-order probabilistic languages, based on Markov chain
Monte Carlo. Our preliminary investigations suggest that the
approach is very promising. We believe that it can signifi-
cantly increase the expressive power of languages that can be
considered “practical” for knowledge representation and rea-
soning under uncertainty. For example, the lazy exploration
approach should make it possible to handle infinite recursive
models, including temporal models, with somewhat greater
generality than so far envisaged [Koller and Pfeffer, 2000].

The Metropolis–Hastings algorithm allows for a wide va-
riety of proposal distributions. In particular, intelligent pro-
posals can be used to focus computation. One can easily con-
struct data-driven and query-driven proposals, analogous to
forward and backward chaining in logical systems, that es-
sentially result in “activation” spreading outwards from query
and evidence variables. These concepts can be subsumed by
a general mechanism for proposing transitions based on the
expected value of computation [Russell and Wefald, 1991].
We can also insert arbitrary domain-specific knowledge into
the proposal mechanism—for example, proposing candidate
advisors based on the student’s research interest. Such
knowledge-based proposals, which result in faster conver-
gence, can also be learned via so-called adaptive proposals—
that is, allowing the proposal distribution q to change over
time based on the algorithm’s experience in generating sam-
ples and computing acceptances.

Clearly, we have just scratched the surface of this topic.
A large effort is needed to apply first-order probabilistic lan-
guages to real problems, in order to identify useful language
features, common representation structures, and their effect
on inference. Having a flexible and general—albeit some-
times slow—MCMC inference engine should help with this
task. Finally, we also need to develop complexity results for
approximate inference, using tools such as those provided
by [Jerrum and Sinclair, 1997].
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Abstract 
XSPIRIT is a professional expert system-shell for 
knowledge acquisition, inference and response 
using conditional logic and probability. Composed 
conditionals on propositional variables with finite 
domain are the communication tool between the 
user and the knowledge base, making the process of 
acquisition, inference and query comfortable and 
intelligible. XSPIRIT allows partial rather than 
complete information about the knowledge domain 
and supplements missing parts by the principle of 
information fidelity. By virtue of evident temporary 
information, knowledge undergoes a well-defined 
adaptation process, respecting this principle again. 
The construction and transformation of probability 
distributions as developed here, allow acquired 
knowledge, remaining uncertainty and strength of 
inference to be measured in the information units 
[bit]. XSPIRIT allows large-scale applications with 
hundreds of composed conditionals and umpteen 
variables.  

1 Introduction 
Humans memorise and deduce facts »in a conditional 
environment«. »If A then B« is a constituent of human 
knowledge. Such knowledge pieces together with 
concatenation mechanisms build a highly netted memory, 
the knowledge base. Once situativ things become evident, 
our knowledge undergoes a complex adaptation process 
resulting in conclusions. Conclusions cause reactions or 
response. 

Probability distributions on event fields are a suitable 
means to model such deduction processes in a knowledge 
base. Bayes nets are the graphical structure which might 
help to organise knowledge and the corresponding 
distributions, and make them manageable, cf. [Lauritzen and 
Spiegelhalter, 1988] or [Pearl, 1988]. Bayes nets allow to 
break down the global distributions to local marginals, at the 
cost of conditional independence assumptions which rarely 
meet reality. Inference in Bayes nets then is the technically 
complex but unpretentious calculation of conditioned 
probabilities. We do not follow this idea, but want to enable 

the user to formulate any local knowledge pieces without 
forcing him to construct a directed acyclic graph. After an 
automatic aggregation of these pieces to a knowledge base 
he can adapt this knowledge to any situativ modification. 

Thus, different from the established form of a probability 
model, we shall discuss an inference process which 

• allows partial rather than complete information about 
the probability distribution. The missing parts are 
completed by the principle of information fidelity 
which turns out to coincide with the principle of 
minimum relative entropy. 

• permits inference from virtual evidence. Vague 
assumptions about the actual situation can be processed 
as well as sure things. 

• allows the user to »communicate« with the distribution 
in the comfortable language of composed conditionals. 

There is a lot of related work to our paper in literature. To 
minimize relative entropy when adapting the dependency 
structure in a distribution to new information was discussed 
already in early works [Jaynes, 1978], [Cheeseman, 1983], 
and justified axiomatically [Shore and Johnson, 1980], 
[Paris and Vencovská, 1990], [Csiszár, 1991], [Kern-
Isberner, 1998]. Even the idea to use such adaptation for 
inference is not new, see [Cheeseman, 1983], [Hájek et al., 
1992], [Goldszmidt et al., 1993], [Rödder and Meyer, 1996].  

All probabilistic inference presented here, however, is of 
purely information theoretic nature. The quantity of acquired 
knowledge can be measured in [bit], as well as the strength 
of evidence. Knowledge is reduced uncertainty, inference 
means uncertainty adaptation to new information. And even 
query and response are information demand and supply.  

In section 2 we develop the language of composed 
conditionals as a communication tool between user and 
knowledge base, in section 3 we analyse the relations 
between probability and information, in section 4 we go 
through the entire process of knowledge acquisition, 
inference and response, as realized in the expert system shell 
XSPIRIT. A small example emphasises the conceptual 
difference between Bayes nets and the inference method 
developed here. Section 5 gives a short technical 
introduction to the shell and invites the reader to test it. 
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2. Conditionals and Probability 

2.1 Conditionals in a Three-valued Logic 
Concerning the semantics we consider a population of 
individuals or objects with their respective properties. Our 
intention is the description of relations between these 
properties. As far as the syntax concerns we model the 
knowledge domain as a finite set of finite-valued variables V 
= {V1,…,VL} and the respective event algebra F on the 
elementary events v = v1...vL, here vl are values of Vl. As 
usual Ω is the all- and ∅ the empty event. 

Each event from F can be identified in a natural way with 
a propositional sentence, built from literals Vl = vl by the 
connectives negation, conjunction and disjunction, cf. 
[Rödder and Kern-Isberner, 1997]. Simple conjuncts of such 
literals we often write as unordered tuples of the respective 
values, v1...vl, for instance. Hence each event may be 
expressed in an intelligible way, which we shall demonstrate 
by example 1 below. We do not distinguish between events 
and propositional sentences, further on. 

Generic events from F or the corresponding propositions 
we denote as capital letters, indexed if necessary: A, B, ... , 
Ai, Bi, ... , Ei, Fi. If Av ⊂ , we call the proposition A true in 
the world v and false, otherwise: A(v) = t or A(v) = f. If A is 
true (false) on the entire Ω, we write A = t (A = f). The set of 
all propositional sentences forms the language L. 

Calabrese [Calabrese, 1991] and earlier de Finetti 
[deFinetti, 1972] go a step further and define conditionals 
B|A for B and A from L. Calabrese in [Calabrese, 1991] and 
[Calabrese, 1994] derives a rich language of composed 
conditionals. We go through that in more detail now. 
The exact definition of a conditional reads 

( )
( )
( )








⊂
∧=⊂
∧=⊂

=
.u

f

t

 

Avif

BABAvif

BAABvif

vAB  (1) 

Barring means negation and t(rue), f(alse), u(ndefined) are 
values in a three-valued logic, cf. [Rescher, 1969]. In this 
logic the connectives °,∧,∨ apply for t, f as usual and for u 
as follows: 

u.u  ,uuuuu  ,fufuf  ,tutut ==∨=∧=∨=∧=∨=∧  (2) 

The truth-value undefined does not change neither t, f nor 
u under conjunction or disjunction. 

The set of all conditionals B | A is the language L|L. 
Identification of B | Ω with B embeds L in L|L. Similar to 
above we write B | A = t | A (= f | A) if the conditional is true 
(false) on the whole A. 

Following Calabrese further, we compose conditionals by 
°,∧,∨ and | to get a very rich linguistic structure for the 
communication between the user and the knowledge base, as 
shall be developed in the remainder of this section.  

With the conventions in Reschers three-valued logic (2), 
the author in [Calabrese, 1991] defines pointwise: 

• ( ) ( )[ ]( ) ( )( ) ( )( )vCDvABvCDAB ∧=∧ , 

• ( ) ( )[ ]( ) ( )( ) ( )( )vCDvABvCDAB ∨=∨ , (3) 

• ( )( ) ( )( )vABvAB = . 

By these pointwise attributions any conjunct, disjunct or 
negation of conditionals is well-defined also globally. 

Let the conditional operator |  apply as in the following 
scheme: 

uuuu

fuff

tutt

uft|

    (read e.g. f | u = f). (4) 

With this convention a pointwise definition of a conditioned 
conditional reads: 

• ( )[ ( )]( ) ( )( ) ( )( )vCDvABvCDAB     || = . (5) 

Pointwise attribution of truth-values again permits the 
global definition of conditioned conditionals on Ω. More on 
the hierarchy of composed conditionals the reader might 
find in Calabrese’s original paper, as well as the proof of the 
following theorem 1. Theorem 1 permits the reduction of 
composed conditionals to simple ones. 
Theorem 1 (Composed conditionals)  
With the conventions in (2), (4) and the definitions in (3), 
(5) the following equations hold: 

• ( ) ( ) [ ] CACDABCDAB ∨∨∨=∧   )( )( , 

• ( ) ( ) ( ) CACDABCDAB ∨∨=∨   , 

• ( ) ( ) ( )CDABCDAB ∨=  . 

Composed conditionals are reducible to simple ones, but in 
their composed form allow an immense linguistic richness, 
as demonstrates the following example. 
Example 1 (Linguistics and composed conditionals)  
With the use of mnemonic letters the following propositions 
should be self explicatory: 

• ( )( ) ( )( )[ ]( )vMCCCCM    2121 ∧∧∧ , 

in the world v machine M is o.k. iff the component C1 
is o.k. and C2 is o.k. 

• ( ) ( )( )[ ]( )vSGBAG     ∧∨ , 

in the world v Herr Schmid is German or Austrian, if 
he is German he comes from Berlin. 

• [ ]( )vLCVC  |))  ( ( ∨ , 

in the world v Mr. Lee is Chinese, if not, he is 
Vietnamese. 

The reader might notice that we can make global 
considerations rather than »in the world v«, too. In a certain 
population or knowledge context, the machine M is o.k. iff 
C1 and C2 are o.k. with a probability of 90%, say. 
Probabilities of conditionals are constituents of our AI-
concept. More on that in the next sections, cf. also [Rödder, 
2000]. Because of theorem 1 it suffices to consider simple 
conditionals of the form B | A further on. Bear in mind, 
however, that they represent the total hierarchy of arbitrarily 
composed conditionals and their respective linguistic 
pendants.  
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In what follows we define sets of conditionals with certain 
properties. These properties make them »a conditioning 
partition« on Ω.  

Definition 1 (c-independent and disjoint conditionals) 
i.) B | A is  conditionally or c-independent of D | C  iff 

(B | A)|(D | C) = B | A, and c-dependent otherwise. 
ii.) B | A and D | C are disjoint iff ABCD = f. 

Definition 2 (Conditional basic set CBS)  

i.) A set S of conditionals is sufficient for Ω, if any 
Ω⊂v  can be expressed as a conjunct of elements 

from S.  
ii.) A conditional basic set CBS is a set of conditionals 

sufficient for Ω such that, for any B | A, D | C ∈ CBS 
one of three statements holds:   
 B | A and D | C are disjoint,   
 B | A is c-independent of D | C,   
 D | C is c-independent of B | A. 

The following example gives an idea of conditional basic 
sets. 

Example 2 (Conditional basic sets) 

i.) }...{ 1 Lvvv =  is a CBS. 

ii.) }...{...}{}{ 11121 vvvvvv LL −∪∪∪ is a CBS. Note that 

conditionals “more to the right” are c-independent of 
those “more to the left”, if they include no distinct 
values vl ≠ vl’. If they do include distinct values, they 
are disjoint. Any v can be resolved into “factors” 

)....(...)( 11121 vvvvvvv LL −∧∧∧=  To show this, use 

(1) and (2). 
iii.) }...|...{}...{ 111 vvvvvv llLl +∪  is a CBS, as shows a 

similar reasoning like that in ii). 

iv.) ii) or iii) for an arbitrary permutation Lll ...1  of 1….L is 

a CBS. 

Conditional basic sets will serve as a means for measuring 
the intrinsic uncertainty in a probability distribution on 
Ω and this measure will turn out to be independent of the 
special choice of the CBS. 

2.2 The Probability of Conditionals 
A probability measure P on Ω can be generalized to 
conditionals by the natural requirement, that for the conjunct 
of c-independent conditionals the probabilities should 
multiply. As B | A is c-independent of A and because (B | A) 
∧ A = B A, it follows immediately P(B A) = P((B | A)∧A) = 
P(B | A) ⋅ P(A) and hence P(B | A) = P(B A) / P(A), if only 
P(A) > 0. The probability of a conditional is its conditioned 
probability. 
From the logical factorisation  

)...(...)( 11121 vvvvvvv LL −∧∧∧=  (cf. example 2)  

we get the well-known probabilistic factorisation 

)...(...)()()( 11121 vvvPvvPvPvP LL −⋅⋅⋅= . 

Probabilistic independence reflects the logical-based c-
independence, as it should be. 

3. Probability, Uncertainty and Information 

3.1 Basic Considerations  
Entropy first was established by the physicists Carnot and 
Clausius in thermodynamics. It measures the portion of 
thermal energy which cannot be transformed back into 
mechanical energy. When the engineer Shannon [Shannon, 
1948] founded information theory, he looked for an 
adequate denotation of ( ) ( ) ( )vPldvPPH

v
 ⋅−= ∑ , where ld 

is the dual logarithm and 0⋅ ld 0 = 0. In this theory signals v 
vary in a finite alphabet v ∈ V and H measures the average 
information rate which can be transmitted from a source via 
a channel to a receiver. John v. Neumann suggested to name 
it entropy, following an anecdote in the Scientific American 
[Horgan, 1990] because ”Shannon would have an advantage 
in debates about this theory.” 

In the remainder of this section we shall study entropy 
further. 

If we learn that a proposition A with probability P(A) 
becomes true, we receive the information –ld P(A) [bit]. 
Information is reduction of uncertainty, any textbook of 
information theory goes through a proof of this fact. We 
learn that a conditioned proposition B | A becomes true if BA 
becomes true, cf. (1). Though the reduced uncertainty is not 
–ld P(BA) but rather  –ld P(BA) – (–ld P(A)). This result 
comes from the additivity of uncertainty reduction for c-
independent conditionals. We put it as a lemma and leave 
the obvious proof to the reader. 
Lemma 1 (Information of c-independent conditionals) 
If for any c-independent B | A of D | C or D | C of B | A, the 
uncertainty reduction inf (B | A ∧ D | C) equals inf (B | A) + 
inf (D | C), it follows inf (B | A) = –ld P(BA) – (–ld P(A)). 

Let us now consider a similar situation as before, but – for 
whatever reason – our situativ conviction of B | A to become 
true, has changed from P(B | A) to Q(B | A). This change is 
change of uncertainty and the difference equals   

)),|(/)|(( ))|( ()|( ABPABQldABQldABPldinf =−−−=∆
cf. figure 1. 

P(B|A)

Q(B|A)-ld P(B|A)

-ld Q(B|A)

B|A is true

inf

 

Figure 1: Sequential information gain 

Note that the expectation of this uncertainty change is 
)),|(/)|(( )( ABPABQldBAQ ⋅  as Q(BA) is the probability 

of B | A to become true in the light of our new conviction. 
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3.2 Information Adaptation 
In this section we study the adaptation of a distribution P to 
new information, supplied in the form of conditionals from 
L|L and their respective desired probabilities. To distinguish 
between such conditionals and the elements of a CBS, we 
use lowercase letters f | e for the latter. There should be no 
problems with this notation.  

The following theorem shows that the overall expected 
uncertainty change does not depend on a specific CBS. 
Theorem 2 (Unique uncertainty change)  
Let CBS and CBS’ be two arbitrary conditional basic sets 
with generic conditionals f | e and f ’ | e’ , respectively. Let Q 
and P be two distributions on Ω, such that Q is totally 
continuous with respect to P. Then the following equality 
holds (0 ⋅ ld (0/0) =0):  
 =⋅∑

∈CBSef
efPefQldfeQ

|
))|(/)|(( )(  

 .))'|'(/)'|'( ()''(
''|'

∑
∈

⋅
CBSef

efPefQldefQ  

Proof: 

.))|(/)|(( )(

))|(/)|(( )(

))|(/)|(( )(

  with |

|

|













⋅

=⋅












=⋅

∑∑

∑ ∑

∑

⊂

∈ ⊂

∈

efPefQldvQ

efPefQldvQ

efPefQldfeQ

fevefv

CBSef fev

CBSef

 

For each v the inner summation runs through condi-
tionals, which are not disjoint and hence pairwise c-
independent (one independent of the other). Because a 
CBS is sufficient we even have   

efv
fev

|∧
⊂

= . 

As furthermore logical independence implies proba-
bilistic independence we get   
 

( ))|(/)|( )(
| with 

efPefQldvQ
veff|ev

∏∑
=∧

⋅  

 
and finally ∑ Ω∈ ⋅

v
vPvQldvQ )).(/)(( )(   

 
The CBS was chosen arbitrarily, which completes the 
proof. 

 
The basic idea of the proof was to show that either side of 

the equation equals ∑ Ω∈ ⋅
v

vPvQldvQ )).(/)(( )(  

This expression is known as relative entropy R(Q,P) 
between P and Q or directed divergence from P to Q. 
Expected uncertainty change from P to Q in any CBS equals 
the relative entropy between P and Q. 

If P = P
0 is the uniform distribution, H(Q) = ld |Ω| - 

R(Q,P0) is the (absolute) entropy of Q. Thus the uncertainty 

change from P
0 to Q is also ld |Ω| - H(Q). Both R and H 

measure in [bit]. 
As mentioned at the beginning of the present section we 

now study the problem of adapting the distribution P to new 
information supplied as a set of conditionals with desired 
probabilities xi ∈ [0,1]: ]}.[|{ iii xAB=ℜ  

We demand this adaptation to be such that the former 
uncertainty structure in P is preserved as far as possible, i.e. 
we solve 

),(R  PQminargP =  s.t. iii xABQ =)|( , i = 1...I, (6) 

and call P  the  ℜ -adaptation of P. As (6) preserves the 
expected uncertainty reduction for any CBS as far as 
possible, it obeys the principle of information fidelity. There 
are axiomatic accesses to conditional knowledge adaptation, 
cf. [Csisár, 1991], [Shore and Johnson, 1980], [Paris and 
Vencovská, 1990], [Kern-Isberner, 1998]. The objective of 
our approach is to focus upon a cautious information work 
up. With the presentation of all logical, probabilistic and 
information-theoretic prerequisites we are now ready to 
develop knowledge processing as realized in XSPIRIT. 

4 Knowledge Acquisition,  
 Inference and Response 
Probabilistic knowledge processing in XSPIRIT is 
performed in the four steps: Initialisation, knowledge 
acquisition, inference and response. We shall go through 
these steps in detail now. 

Initialisation 
Here we commit ourselves to a knowledge domain by 
defining the variables Vl and their respective values vl . This 
determines Ω = {v} and the event algebra F. The uniform P0 
on F means absolute ignorance on F, as the variables Vl are 
mutually independent from each other. 

Knowledge Acquisition  
The knowledge engineer supplies (composed) conditionals 
and their respective desired probabilities ℜ  = {Bi| Ai [xi],  

i = 1…I}. Bi| Ai [xi], i = 1…I is the imperative to adapt P0 to 
ℜ . As developed in the last section we solve  

),(R  * 0PQminargP =  s.t. iii xABQ =)|( , i = 1...I. (7) 

P* is the adapted knowledge following the principle of 
information fidelity. R(P*, P

0) measures the knowledge 
increment in [bit]. Remind that minimizing relative entropy 
is equivalent to maximizing entropy, and verify the equation 
H(P0) – R(P*, P0) = H(P*). Actual uncertainty is maximum 
uncertainty minus acquired knowledge. 

Inference 
The user supplies (composed) conditionals and their 
respective temporarily evident probabilities ( = {Fj| Ej [yj],  
j = 1…J}. Fj| Ej [yj], j = 1…J is the imperative to find a 
probability distribution which meets evidence. Evidence is 
not additional knowledge to be acquired, but describes a 
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temporary reflection about things that might happen. ”If 
very likely with y = 90 % a person’s nationality were 
German, which conclusions could we infer from that?” 
Evident conditionals and their probabilities in almost all 
cases are contradictory to the knowledge supplied by ℜ ! Of 
course in our knowledge domain there is no 90 % 
probability to be German, in general. Because of the 
observations in the previous section we calculate 

),(R  ∗∗∗ = PQminargP  s.t. jjj yEFQ =)|( , j = 1...J. (8) 

P** has minimal directed divergence from P*, subject to 
evidence. Among all Q, P** is the distribution with the 
minor change of expected uncertainty relative to P*. 
R(P**,P*) is the strength which evidence puts upon P* to 
infer P**, and measures in [bit]. 

Response 
The user wants, in the evident situation, the knowledge base 
to answer a question, which also might be of the conditional 
form (H | G). The response is P**(H | G). Response is 
inferred from the knowledge base ℜ  and from evidence (. 

While (7) and (8) is inference, as (former) knowledge is 
adapted to new information in a sophisticated transformation 
process, response is not. Response is the calculation of a 
conditional probability and hence the mere evaluation of a 
distribution. 

 
W. Rödder and G. Kern-Isberner in [Rödder and Kern-

Isberner, 1997] discuss the example Lea Sombé of people in 
a fictitious society, which originally was presented in 
[Sombé, 1992]. 

 
Example 3 (Lea Sombé)  
In a fictitious society we consider the properties: to be a 
student or not ssS /= ; to be young or not yyY /= ; to 

have the marital status single, married or corporate life M = 
s, m, c; to be parent or not ppP /= . The following 

information is given: 

• about 90 % of all students are young, 

• about 80 % of all young people are single, 

• 70 % of singles are young, 

• 30 % of young people study, 

• members of the society which live in corporate lives, 
are young with 80 %, 

• students with children, in 90 % of all cases are married 
or live in corporate lives. 

In the notation of the present paper we have the 
conditionals: 

[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ]. 9. , 8. , 3. 

, 7., 8., 9. 

pPsSsMcMyYyYsS

sMyYyYsMsSyY

=∧======
======

 
After solving (7) to determine P*, we want to make 

conclusions about Lea Sombé who evidently is a student and 
has a child. Is she young? Calculating P** in (8) under 

certain evidence and evaluating P**(Y=y) yields 81 %. Lea 
Sombé very likely is young. 

The information in P* only counts 1.05 [bit], the 
remaining uncertainty about the fictitious society is high, 
namely 3.53 [bit]. Imposing evidence on P* results in an 
information flow of 1.62 [bit]. All results were calculated 
with the shell XSPIRIT. 

Besides of its simplicity example 3 is not accessible for 
Bayes nets, for two reasons: 

• information about the society is incomplete inasmuch 
as it does not fully determine a probability distribution, 

• supplied conditioned probabilities do not build a 
directed acyclic graph. 

You can handle virtual evidence and augment the number 
of variables and conditionals almost arbitrarily. XSPIRIT is 
able to treat hundreds of composed conditionals on umpteen 
variables, as we shall relate in the next section. 

5 The Shell XSPIRIT 
The shell XSPIRIT 3.0, a JAVA-version, is a professional 

tool for knowledge processing under information fidelity. 
To acquire knowledge the user defines variables and 
supplies conditionals in a comfortable syntax. The syntax 
permits conjunctions, disjunctions and negations of literals 
and their respective composed conditionals, in an arbitrary 
hierarchy. Variables might be boolean, nominal and ordinal. 
The attributes might be associated with real numbers 
(utilities) allowing the calculation of expected utility for 
respective decision models. The shell supports an interactive 
process to untie inconsistent information if provided by the 
user. For an application to on-line banking and credit 
worthiness confer [Kulmann and Reucher, 2000], for a 
business-to-business-approach see [Kulmann and Rödder, 
2001]. 

Once all conditionals and their respective probabilities are 
supplied to the system, XSPIRIT automatically generates a 
suitable graphical structure, a hypergraph, and builds the 
knowledge base P* by virtue of corresponding marginal 
distributions on the hyperedges –sometimes called LEGs 
(local events groups). In the presence of evidence XSPIRIT 
supplies P** and evaluates any query, asked by the user. All 
communication is performed in the rich syntax of composed 
conditionals. P* and P** are calculated by a generalised 
Iterative Proportional Scaling (IPS) procedure, whose 
convergence was proved by Csiszár [Csiszár, 1975]. The 
system at any time informs about the amount of information 
already acquired and the remaining uncertainty in [bit]. For 
more mathematical details see [Rödder and Meyer, 1996]. 

Bayes nets are importable and XSPIRIT also provides a 
frequentistic learning process. If knowledge about the 
domain under consideration is available as a sample of 
elementary events rather than estimated probabilities xi , the 
shell adopts this information in a separate module. 

The reader interested in the shell XSPIRIT might visit the 
homepage 

http://www.xspirit.de. 
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Abstract

We present a new approach to inferring a probabil-
ity distribution which is incompletely specified by
a number of linear constraints. We argue that the
currently most popular approach of entropy maxi-
mization depends on a “constraints as knowledge”
interpretation of the constraints, and that a different
“constraints as data” perspective leads to a com-
pletely different type of inference procedures by
statistical methods. With statistical methods some
of the counterintuitive results of entropy maximiza-
tion can be avoided, and inconsistent sets of con-
straints can be handled just like consistent ones. A
particular statistical inference method is developed
and shown to have a nice robustness property.

1 Introduction
Probabilistic representations of uncertainty usually consist of
a single probability distribution over a large (but finite) do-
main of possible states D = fd1; : : : ; dng. It is thus required
to assign a probability value pi to each state di. Usually, a
direct, full assessment of all these values is very difficult or
impossible. All one usually is able to obtain are partial de-
scriptions of p = (p1; : : : ; pn) by constraints of e.g. the form
p(A j B) � z, p(A) + p(B) � p(C), or “A and B are inde-
pendent”, where A;B;C are subsets of D. Such constraints
can be derived by knowledge elicitation from an expert, by di-
rect observations of the domain, or by any other information
gathering process.

A set c1; : : : ; cN of constraints defines the set
�(c1; : : : ; cN ) of probability measures on D that are con-
sistent with the constraints. Very rarely will �(c1; : : : ; cN )
consist of a single probability distribution. Instead, it will
either contain more than one element, or be empty (i.e., the
constraints are inconsistent). A fundamental problem in
probabilistic reasoning then is to select from the admissible
set �(c1; : : : ; cN) a distribution p =: sel(c1; : : : ; cN ) as the
best guess for the true distribution the constraints describe.

This measure selection problem is well studied in the lit-
erature, particularly for the case where the constraints are
linear and consistent. It is almost unanimously suggested
that in this case one should select the distribution with maxi-
mal entropy from �(c1; : : : ; cN) [Shore and Johnson, 1980;

Lemmer and Barth, 1982; Jaynes, 1982; Cheeseman, 1983;
Paris and Vencovská, 1990; Rödder and Meyer, 1996]. A
more general class of constraints is considered by Drudzel
and van der Gaag [1995] who then employ the center of mass
selection rule (according to this rule one selects the center of
mass of the admissible region).

In this paper we propose a new selection rule which is rad-
ically different from either maximum entropy or center of
mass. It is motivated by the observation that in spite of the
very compelling justifications it has been given [Shore and
Johnson, 1980; Jaynes, 1982; Paris and Vencovská, 1990],
maximum entropy selection has some rather counterintuitive
properties. These are illustrated by the following examples.

Example 1.1 Overhearing two strangers talking at an airport,
we hear the first one saying “ : : : Jones got at least 45% of
the votes : : : ”, and the second replying “ : : : Smith didn’t
get any less than 5% either : : : ”. Before the two disappear
in the crowd, we also hear them both agreeing on the fact
that if anyone else had bothered to run for mayor, then nei-
ther Smith nor Jones would have had a chance of winning the
election. Suppose, now, that we need to assess the probabil-
ity P (Smith) of an arbitrary voter in the unnamed home town
of the two strangers having voted for Smith. The informa-
tion we have establishes a lower bound of 0.05 and an upper
bound of 0.55 on P (Smith). Moreover, we have learned that
the relevant underlying state space only consists of Smith and
Jones. If we base our probability assessment on entropy max-
imization, then we will obtain P (Smith) = 0:5. Intuitively,
this assessment appears to be overly optimistic from Smith’s
point of view.

Example 1.2 For the construction of a medical diagnosis
system ten different experts are asked for bounds on the
two crucial conditional probabilities P1 = P (stylosis j
polycarpia), and P2 = P (xylopserosis j anameae). Assume
that 0.41 and 0.51 are the greatest lower bound and small-
est upper bound, respectively, mentioned by any expert for
P1. Having complete confidence in the experts, we will then
take it as given that the true value for P1 lies in the interval
[0.41,0.51]. Let [0.49,0.61] be the correspondingly defined
interval for P2. Applying maximum entropy to find the best
values for P1 and P2 for our expert system, we will determine
P1 = P2 = 0:5. This appears somewhat counterintuitive be-
cause we have chosen the same value for both probabilities,
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even though the information provided would seem to indicate
a smaller value for P1 than for P2.

The reasons why the maximum entropy solution appears
counterintuitive in the two examples are very similar. In the
first example, an equal percentage of 50% of votes for both
Smith and Jones seems implausible, because the constraints
are highly asymmetric. Experience tells us that the disparity
of the given lower bounds probably reflects a similar dispar-
ity of the actual values, which will rather be assumed to be
approximately 90% for Jones and 10% for Smith. Such an
assessment could be based on a natural explanation for how
the constraints were generated in the first place: one might
suspect, for instance, that the constraints report the partial
count of 50% of the votes, among which 45% were found
to be for Jones, and 5% for Smith. In the second example it
appears unlikely that the experts would systematically state
larger upper and lower bounds for P2 than for P1 if these two
probabilities were really the same.

In both examples we have thus argued that the maximum
entropy distribution is a counterintuitive solution of the se-
lection problem, because the given constraints are unlikely
to be observed when this is the true distribution. Underlying
this argument is a view of constraints that is fundamentally
different from the view which (implicitly) underlies the use
of the maximum entropy principle: entropy maximization is
predicated on the view that the given constraints are just a
description of a state of knowledge: the knowledge that the
true distribution is a member of the admissible region defined
by the constraints. We call this the constraints as knowledge
perspective. In our examples – and, we would claim, in most
cases where we encounter the measure selection problem –
the given constraints are not only a description of our knowl-
edge, they also are the source of our knowledge. They thereby
carry not only the face-value information consisting of a re-
striction of the admissible region; they also carry the meta-
information consisting of the fact that we observed exactly
these constraints. This meta-information is relevant for the
solution of the measure selection problem as it allows us to
reason about the likelihood of observing the given constraints
for different true distributions. We call the view of constraints
that tries to take into account this meta-information the con-
straints as data perspective: constraints are seen as randomly
sampled pieces of information. The distribution of this con-
straint data (the constraint distribution) is in part determined
by the true distribution on the domain (the domain distribu-
tion), which we want to determine. In other words, the do-
main distribution is a parameter of the constraint distribution.
Our problem thus becomes a statistical one: to infer a param-
eter of a distribution from random samples drawn from that
distribution.

All statistical methods rely in part on considerations of
likelihood. The most direct way to use likelihood is by max-
imum likelihood inference: select the parameter that gives
highest probability to the observed sample. The measure se-
lection rule we develop in this paper is likelihood maximiza-
tion for the observed constraints. The main problem we face
in a formal development of this intuitive principle is that sta-
tistical methods usually require a specific model on how the

distribution of observed data depends on the parameter of in-
terest, i.e. the stipulation of some underlying parametric fam-
ily. Our goal, however, is to define a general rule for measure
selection that does not require any knowledge about the ran-
dom mechanism that produces the constraints. Our approach
towards solving this dilemma is that of robust statistics: we
do propose a specific model for the random generation of con-
straints, but this model is chosen such that in the long run it
will lead to correct inferences for a fairly wide class of con-
straint distributions.

The constraints as data perspective coupled with statistical
approaches to measure selection permits us to handle incon-
sistent sets of constraints just like consistent ones. Our sta-
tistical model for the constraint observation only must allow
for the observation of wrong constraints, i.e. constraints not
satisfied by the true distribution (as an erroneous assessment
given by an expert, the premature and incorrect report of an
election result, etc.). Such a model then assigns nonzero like-
lihoods to inconsistent sets of constraints, and a maximum
likelihood solution can be found just as for consistent con-
straint sets.

The idea of measure selection by likelihood maximization
for the observed constraints was already expressed in [Jaeger,
1998], but no concrete formalization of the idea was devel-
oped. The view of constraints as data has also been taken in
somewhat different form by Dickey [1980], who proposed a
model in which partial specifications of a probability distri-
bution P were treated as random variables with a distribution
depending on P . A major difference between Dickey’s and
our work is that Dickey does not consider partial specifica-
tions by arbitrary linear constraints, but only by values for
a fixed set of “aspects” of P . It is interesting to note that
Dickey takes it for granted that in most cases the specified
aspects will overdetermine the model, i.e. be inconsistent,
whereas authors in artificial intelligence assume underdeter-
mined models.

In this paper we can only give an overview of our maxi-
mum likelihood approach to measure selection. Goal of this
paper is to convey the main ideas, and to provide some in-
sight into the feasibility of their mathematical development.
More technical details, including proofs of the theorems here
stated, will be given in a full technical paper.

2 The Constraint Sample Space
To treat constraints as random samples we have to view them
as elements of some sample space on which probability dis-
tributions can be defined. Throughout we assume that the
constraints refer to a distribution on a domain of n elements.
The set of all these distributions can be identified with

�n := f(p1; : : : ; pn) 2 R
n j pi � 0;

nX
i=1

pi = 1g:

A linear constraint then has the general form

c : x1p1 + : : :+ xnpn � z (x1; : : : ; xn; z 2 R): (1)

We could identify this constraint with its parameters
x1; : : : ; xn; z, and thus takeRn+1 as our sample space. How-
ever, this would mean to view two equivalent constraints like
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p1 � 2p2 � 0:2 and 2p1 � 4p2 � 0:4 as different sample
points. As it does not seem sensible that our method should
depend on such representational variants of constraints, we
prefer to distinguish constraints only according to the subsets
of distributions they define. This can be done by writing con-
straints in a normal form

s1p1 + : : :+ snpn � 0; (2)

where s := (s1; : : : ; sn) is an element of the n � 1-
dimensional unit sphere

Sn�1 = f(s1; : : : ; sn) j
X
i

s2
i
= 1g:

As every linear constraint (1) can be transformed into a
unique normal form (2), we henceforward identify linear con-
straints c with points s 2 Sn�1, and model randomly ob-
served constraints by probability distributions on Sn�1.

In the binomial case (n = 2), a constraint (2) is a (nontriv-
ial) lower bound on p1 iff s1 < 0 and s2 > 0; it is a (non-
trivial) upper bound iff s1 > 0 and s2 < 0. The following
definition generalizes this classification of constraints.

Definition 2.1 A sign vector is any vector with components
in f�1; 0; 1g. For r 2 R we define sign(r) as �1; 0 or 1,
depending on whether r < 0, r = 0, or r > 0. The sign
vector sign(s) for s 2 Sn�1 is the vector (sign(si))i=1;::: ;n.
Each sign-vector � of length n defines a sector S� in Sn�1:

S� := fs 2 Sn�1 j sign(s) = �g: (3)

The intuition behind this definition is that sectors contain
constraints of the same qualitative type. The classification
of constraints according to sectors gives rise to the following
coarser, three-way distinction: a constraint s is vacuous iff
sign(si) 6=2 f�1; 0g for all i (a vacuous constraint is satis-
fied by all p 2 �n); s is a support constraint iff sign(si) 2
f0; 1g for all i (a support constraint is satisfied by all p 2 �n

whose set of support is a subset of fi j sign(si) = 0g); s is
proper iff sign(si) = 1 and sign(sj) = �1 for some i; j (a
proper constraint s divides the interior of �n, i.e. there exist
p 2 int�n that satisfy s, and p0 2 int�n that do not satisfy
s).

Figure 1 illustrates constraints from different sectors.
Shown in the figure is the polytope �3 with its 3 vertices cor-
responding to domain distributions that assign unit mass to
one of the states inD. Six different constraints from three dif-
ferent sectors are represented by the halfplanes of points satis-
fying the constraint. Halfplanes are shown by their boundary
line, and a shading that indicates to which side of the bound-
ary the halfplane extends.

For the rest of the paper we make two simplifying assump-
tions. Assumption 1: All constraints in the observed sample
are proper. Assumption 2: The model p 2 �n we want to
determine lies in the interior int�n of �n. The two assump-
tions are somewhat connected. Non-proper constraints are
essentially constraints on the set of support of p. Thus, both
assumptions will be satisfied if in an initial inference step we
use all observed non-proper constraints to determine a set of
support for our model, and then use the method we shall de-
velop on the remaining proper constraints to determine pwith

(0,0,1)

(1,0,0) (0,1,0)

2 S
(�1;1;1) (proper)

2 S
(1;�1;0) (proper)

2 S
(1;0;1) (support)

Figure 1: Constraints from different sectors

that set of support. With these assumptions, the measure se-
lection problem consists of finding selection rules in the fol-
lowing sense.

Definition 2.2 A selection rule is any function that for every
n 2 N maps any tuple s1; : : : ; sN 2 (Sn�1)N (N 2 N) of
proper constraints to a set sel(s1; : : : ; sN ) � int�n.

This definition of a selection rule is not directly tied to
constraints as data, and is very similar to Paris and Ven-
covská’s [1990] notion of an inference process. It is
very general in two respects: first, it is not required that
sel(s1; : : : ; sN ) consists of a unique point. While it is ob-
viously desirable that a selection rule yields unique solutions
as often as possible, one needs to take the possibility into
account that no principled statistical method can guarantee
unique solutions in all cases. Second, it is not demanded that
sel(s1; : : : ; sN ) be a subset of �(s1; : : : ; sN ) (the distribu-
tions on D that actually satisfy the constraints). Such a de-
mand, which is natural from the constraints as knowledge per-
spective, is not required from the constraints as data perspec-
tive. To see why, recall that in order to deal with inconsistent
constraint sets (and also for greater realism) we should work
with probabilistic models according to which it is possible to
observe false constraints. This means that even for consistent
constraint sets we must take the possibility into account that it
contains false constraints, and that therefore the true domain
distribution does not belong to �(s1; : : : ; sN ).

3 Invariance and Equivariance
A selection rule in the sense of Definition 2.2 is a maximum
likelihood selection rule, if it takes the following form: for
everyN 2 N, and for every p 2 int�n a probability distribu-
tion FN

p
on (Sn�1)N is defined, and for a sample s1; : : : ; sN

of N constraints we select the distributions in int�n that
maximize the likelihood of the sample:

selF (s1; : : : ; sN ) := arg max
p

fN
p
(s1; : : : ; sN ); (4)

where fN
p

is the density function of FN
p

. Usually, constraints
will be assumed to be independent, so that with fp := f1

p

fN
p
(s1; : : : ; sN ) =

NY
i=1

fp(si): (5)
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Whenever some information about the random process that
generates the constraints is available, then one will choose in
(4) a family (FN

p
)p that is a plausible model for this ran-

dom process. The question we shall be concerned with, how-
ever, is what to do when no particular information about the
generation of the constraints is available. Thus, we address
the same inference problem as addressed by maximum en-
tropy inference: input of the selection problem is a set of
constraints, and nothing else.

The justification of the maximum entropy principle, in
broad outline, takes the following form: because there is no
information except the constraints, one should select the do-
main distribution p that encodes the least additional informa-
tion beyond the face-value information provided by the con-
straints. Minimal information content, in turn, is realized by
distributions p that, roughly speaking, maximize independen-
cies and uniformity. Our approach to dealing with the lack
of information is somewhat similar, only applied to the con-
straint distribution: because we have no information on the
family (FN

p
)p, we should assume the least specific structure

of this family. In particular, we will assume that the con-
straints are independent, and that the family (Fp)p is homo-
geneous in p, in a sense that will be formalized by the notion
of G-invariance, which is developed in this section.

We derive the concept of G-invariance from the semantic
concept of a random constraint generating mechanism that
works uniformly for all p. Additional support for the G-
invariance assumption on (Fp)p will be given by the obser-
vation that maximum likelihood selection with respect to G-
invariant families is G-equivariant, and that this can be un-
derstood as the formalization of the intuitive principle that a
uniform shift applied to all constraints should induce a similar
shift of the selected distributions (cf. Example 1.2).

To motivate the concept of a random constraint generat-
ing mechanism that works uniformly for all p, reconsider Ex-
ample 1.1, and the subsequently given explanation of how
the constraints might have been generated from a partial
count of 50% of the votes. If the true distribution is indeed
p̂ = (p̂1; p̂2) = (:1; :9) (= (P (Smith); P (Jones))), then the
observation of the constraints :05 � p1 � :55 follow as a re-
sult of a sequence of chance events: the partial count of 50%
of the votes becomes known, this partial count happens to
be an accurate projection of the full count, and two strangers
happen to mention these partial counts in their conversation.
This sequence of chance events does not depend on the dis-
tribution p̂. If the true distribution was p� = (:4; :6), then
the same sequence of events would occur with the same like-
lihood, but now generate the constraints :2 � p1 � :7.

Generalizing from this example, we obtain the (yet infor-
mal) notion of a random constraint generating process that
works uniformly for all p: the constraint generating mecha-
nism will produce a constraint ŝ when the true domain distri-
bution is p̂ with the same likelihood as it will produce a con-
straint s� corresponding to ŝ when the true distribution is p�.
To make this idea precise, we have to find a transformation
g on constraints that maps every s 2 Sn�1 to a correspond-
ing g(s) 2 Sn�1, such that an observation of s under the
true distribution p̂ corresponds to an observation of g(s) un-
der p�. The correspondence expressed by g should preserve

elementary qualitative properties of constraints. Two natural
preservation conditions are:

Sector preservation: g maps every sector S� bijectively
onto itself.

Implication preservation: For all k 2 N, s1; : : : ; sk:

k�1\
i=1

�(si) � �(sk),
k�1\
i=1

�(g(si)) � �(g(sk)) (6)

Sector preservation means that two corresponding con-
straints should be of the same qualitative type, as expressed
by their membership in a sector. Implication preservation
says that logical relationships between constraints should be
preserved. Implication preservation is equivalent to the con-
junction of two simpler conditions: g(�s) = �g(s) for all
s, and

T
k�1
i=1 �(si) = ; ,

T
k�1
i=1 �(g(si)) = ; (consistency

preservation).
The following definition introduces a class of transforma-

tions that satisfy both properties.

Definition 3.1 Let r = (r1; : : : ; rn) 2 (R+ )n. The transfor-
mation gr : Sn�1 ! Sn�1 is defined by

gr ((s1; : : : ; sn)) :=
(r1s1; : : : ; rnsn)

k(r1s1; : : : ; rnsn)k
:

We write Gn for the set fgr j r 2 (R+ )ng.

It is obvious that transformations gr satisfy sector preser-
vation. They also satisfy a slightly strengthened version of
implication preservation. For this, denote by H(s) � R

n the
set of all real solutions of (2), without the restriction to solu-
tions p 2 �n (so that �(s) = H(s) \ �n). In analogy to
(6) we can then define global implication preservation of g
by the condition

k�1\
i=1

H(si) � H(sk),

k�1\
i=1

H(g(si)) � H(g(sk)): (7)

With condition (7) we look at constraints as defining sets of
real numbers, not sets of probability distributions. In our con-
text condition (6) seems to be the more pertinent one. We
nevertheless here introduce the global version (7), because
with this version we can prove the following representation
theorem.

Theorem 3.2 Let n � 3, g : Sn�1 ! Sn�1. g preserves
sectors and is globally implication preserving iff g 2 Gn.

The theorem does not hold for n = 2. The proof is by
reduction to a classical representation result in projective ge-
ometry which characterizes mappings that preserve collinear-
ity. We may conjecture that the theorem also holds when the
condition of global implication preservation is replaced by
implication preservation in our preferred sense (6). A proof
of this modified theorem appears to be considerably harder,
however.

In light of Theorem 3.2 we see the transformations gr 2
Gn as the adequate realization of the concept of correspon-
dence of constraints. To relate this correspondence to differ-
ent domain distributions, we define dual transformations on
�n.
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First transformation

Second transformation

Third transformation

Figure 2: G-transformations and equivariant selection

Definition 3.3 Let r = (r1; : : : ; rn) 2 (R+ )n. The transfor-
mation �gr : �

n ! �n is defined by

�gr ((p1; : : : ; pn)) :=
(p1=r1; : : : ; pn=rn)P

n

i=1 pi=ri
:

We write �Gn for the set f�gr j r 2 (R+ )ng.

The mapping �gr is dual to gr in that it is the only transforma-
tion of �n such that for all p,s:

p 2 �(s) , �gr(p) 2 �(gr(s)): (8)

Our initial intuition of corresponding observations of con-
straints now can be phrased as follows: the observation of
constraint s under the true domain distribution p corresponds
to the observation of constraint gr(s) under the true domain
distribution �gr(p). Figure 2 shows three different transforma-
tions of a set of three constraints, and the dual transformations
of one probability measure inside the admissible region of the
constraints. Each of the three sets of constraints can be trans-
formed into any of the other two sets by unique gr 2 Gn.
The dual transformations �gr at the same time transform the
indicated points in �3 into each other.

With the transformations Gn and �Gn we can now finally
formalize the idea of a constraint generating mechanism that
works uniformly for all p:

Definition 3.4 Let (Fp)p2int�n be a family of distributions
on Sn�1. The family is called G-invariant if for all gr 2 G
and all p 2 int�n:

gr(Fp) = F�gr(p): (9)

When the distributions Fp are represented by densities fp
relative to a suitably chosen underlying measure on Sn�1,
then (9) can be expressed by the condition

fp(s) = f�gr(p)(gr(s)): (10)

By using such appropriate density functions, it is immediate
that the maximum likelihood selection rule given by (4) and
(5) becomes G-equivariant in the sense of the following def-
inition.

Definition 3.5 A selection rule sel is called G-equivariant iff
for samples (s1; : : : ; sN ) of constraints, and every gr 2 Gn

sel(gr(s1); : : : ; gr(sN )) = �gr(sel(s1; : : : ; sN )): (11)

Note that the concept of G-equivariance does not, in turn,
rely on maximum likelihood selection rules. Indeed, in-
dependently from the constraints as data interpretation, G-
equivariance captures the idea that when the given constraints
undergo a shift in one directions, then the selected distri-
butions should undergo a similar shift. In Figure 2, a G-
equivariant rule would have to select the distribution indi-
cated by a cross given the solid constraints iff it selects the
distribution indicated by a diamond given the dashed con-
straints iff it selects the distribution indicated by a box given
the dotted constraints.

A second homogeneity assumption one will make about
(Fp)p in the absence of any information to the contrary is
permutation invariance: if � is any permutation of 1; : : : ; n,
then for all p

�(Fp) = F�p: (12)

Maximum likelihood selection with respect to a permutation
invariant family (Fp)p leads to a permutation equivariant se-
lection rule:

sel(�s1; : : : ; �sN ) = �(sel(s1; : : : ; sN )): (13)

4 Robust Estimation
In the previous section we have argued that when no particu-
lar information about the constraint generating family (Fp)p
is given, then reasonable assumptions on this family are G-
and permutation invariance. These assumptions alone are
not nearly sufficient to identify a unique such family: if F
is any distribution on Sn�1 that satisfies F (�s) = F (s)
for all s 2 Sn�1 and all permutations �, then F gives rise
to a G- and permutation invariant family (Fp)p by letting
Fu := F , where u = (1=n; : : : ; 1=n) is the uniform do-
main distribution, and Fp := gr(Fu), where gr 2 G is the
transformation uniquely determined by p = �gr(u). Con-
versely, every G- and permutation invariant family (Fp)p is
uniquely determined by its member Fu, which has to satisfy
Fu(�s) = Fu(s).

In the following, we define a particular family (Lp)p by
way of defining Lu. The motivation for this family comes
out of the robustness of maximum likelihood selection with
respect to this family (Theorem 4.2). Lu can be thought of as
a mixture of multivariate Laplace distributions that are sepa-
rately defined on each sector. The usual multivariate Laplace
distribution on R

n has a density f(x) that depends on the
Euclidean distance between x and the mean m of the distri-
bution. To define Laplace-like distributions on the sectors of
Sn�1, we first introduce a suitable metric on sectors:

Definition 4.1 Let � 2 f�1; 0; 1gn, s; s0 2 S� . Define

d�(s; s0) :=

0
@ X

i;j: �i 6=0;�j 6=0

Log2(
s0
i
sj

s0
j
si
)

1
A

1=2

: (14)

A density lu(s) now is defined as a function of the distance
between s and a reference constraint m(�) 2 S� , which can
be thought of as the mean constraint in sector S� .

In order for Lu to satisfy Lu(�s) = Lu(s) for all permu-
tations �, the m(�) have to be chosen such that m(��) =
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�m(�) for all sign vectors � and permutations �. Apart from
this condition, no restriction has to be imposed on the choice
of them(�) in order to obtain our robustness result. We there-
fore only assume at this point that some m(�) 2 S� have
been appropriately fixed, and define

lu(s) := exp(�d�(s;m(�))): (s 2 S�) (15)

The function lu(s) is the density of a probability distribu-
tionLu, which induces a G- and permutation invariant family
(Lp)p. The maximum likelihood selection rule selL based on
this family is distinguished by the following robustness prop-
erty.

Theorem 4.2 Let n � 3. Let (Fp)p be a G- and
permutation-invariant family of probability distributions on
proper constraints such that Fu(S�) > 0 for all proper sectors
S� . Let F1

p
denote the distribution of an infinite sequence

s1; s2; : : : of independent constraints drawn according to Fp.
Then

F1
p
(limN!1selL(s1; : : : ; sN ) = p) = 1: (16)

The theorem says that in the long run we will select with
probability 1 the correct distribution p by using selL, even
when the constraints are actually generated according to dis-
tributions (Fp)p. The conditions n � 3 and Fu(S

�) > 0
make sure that with probability 1 selL(s1; : : : ; sN ) will be a
unique point for all sufficiently large N . To obtain an anal-
ogous result for n = 2 a mild additional condition on (Fp)p
must be added. The proof of theorem 4.2 follows the proof
of a general robustness result given as theorem 1 in [Huber,
1967].

Theorem 4.2 provides a good justification for using selL on
“large” samples. It does not provide any guarantee that selL
will show a sensible behavior on small samples. In particu-
lar, the behavior on small samples can be strongly affected by
the special choice of the reference constraints m(�). Thus,
the definition of selL and Theorem 4.2 do not yet provide a
full answer to the measure selection problem from the con-
straints as data perspective. To extend these first results to-
wards a fully satisfactory solution, one will have to develop
suitable criteria by which to judge the performance of a max-
imum likelihood selection rule on small samples, and to spe-
cialize or modify the definition of selL to obtain a selection
rule that performs well according to these criteria (but retains
the asymptotic behavior (16)).

5 Conclusion

We have seen that an interpretation of constraints as data, not
as knowledge, leads to a completely new perspective on the
measure selection problem. This perspective calls for statis-
tical methods of parameter estimation as the tool for mea-
sure selection. The key problem we then face is that statis-
tical methods call for a statistical model for the data genera-
tion, but that (according to the traditional problem statement
that we deal with) no information about the appropriate sta-
tistical model is given. We have argued that in the absence
of any such information G- and permutation invariance are

natural homogeneity assumptions for the constraint distribu-
tions. (Lp)p is a relatively simple G- and permutation in-
variant family of constraint distributions that leads to a robust
maximum likelihood selection rule.

Future work will have two major directions: first, the def-
inition of selL will be refined in order to obtain a sensible
small sample behavior of the selection rule. Second, it will
be explored to which degree the assumptions made in The-
orem 4.2 on the constraint generating family (Fp)p can be
relaxed without loosing (16) for selL.
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